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Abstract
Using Different Instructional Supports to Help Students Learn Emergent Processes
Jun Gao

Emergence is a fundamental concept in many modern scientific theories, but emergent
processes are difficult for science learners to understand. This dissertation investigated the
following research questions. First, which type of instructional support is more effective in
learning emergent processes while using computer simulation: receiving explanations directly
(condition RE), or self-explaining (condition SE) simulation behavior. Second, can students form
emergent schema without being explicitly told? Third, do students’ misconceptions about
emergent processes come from a lack of the emergent schema? This study employed a 2x2
experimental design. The main independent variable is termed Cognitive Engagement, with two
levels: high engagement (condition SE) versus low engagement (condition RE). The second
independent variable is termed Schema, with two levels: comparing attributes of emergent and
direct processes with examples (condition DES) versus only showing examples without
mentioning any attributes (condition DEX).
To address the first question, a pilot study was conducted among students at a U.S.
graduate school of education. High-prior-knowledge participants were defined as those reporting
that they had learned diffusion before. Low-prior-knowledge participants were defined as

participants reporting they had never learned diffusion before. The results showed that both highprior-knowledge and low-prior-knowledge participants who self-explained (SE) performed
significantly better than those who received explanations (RE) in explaining the causal structure
underlying emergent processes. To better understand which instructional support (RE versus SE)
is more effective, the main dissertation study was conducted among Chinese middle school
students in a classroom study. The students showed no knowledge of emergent processes before
learning and were all considered as low-prior-knowledge participants. Contrary to the results of
the pilot study, participants who received explanations (RE) performed significantly better than
those who self-explained (SE) in understanding near transfer about diffusion and explaining the
causal structure underlying emergent processes. These results might come from the differences
in working memory across age, or from cultural differences surrounding the value of received
instruction versus self-explanations.
Regarding the second research question, middle school students who were only instructed
in examples (DEX) improved significantly in understanding basic knowledge and near transfer
about diffusion. Though not significantly, students in condition RE – DEX, where participants
were only instructed in examples and read explanations, improved in understanding the causal
structure underlying emergent processes at the posttest. These results suggested that students can
form some knowledge of the emergent schema without being explicitly told.
Regarding the third research question, middle school students who were instructed in the
direct and emergent schema (DES) performed significantly better than those who were only
instructed in examples (DEX) in understanding the basic knowledge, near transfer, and far
transfer about diffusion, and explaining the causal structure underlying emergent processes.
These results suggested that some misconceptions about emergent processes come from a lack of

the emergent schema. However, participants in all conditions showed no difference in the
categorization of the two processes. Participants more frequently mentioned emergent attributes
in an example that had very similar surface characteristics with the emergent example shown in
the DES condition. However, no one mentioned emergent attributes in the example that had very
similar surface characteristics with the direct example shown in the DES condition. This result
suggests that some misconceptions stem from difficulties participants have in correctly
categorizing processes as having emergent properties or not.
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Chapter I.Introduction
1. Background of the Problem
An emergent process is a process of change that comes from simultaneous, random,
independent but continuous behaviors and interactions of the entire individuals at the micro-level
and involves non-linear, abrupt phase transitions until arising of a new pattern at the macro-level.
The outcome of an emergent process cannot easily be predicted before it actually shows itself.
“Emergence, …, refers to the arising of novel and coherent structures, patterns, and properties
during the process of self-organization in complex systems” (Goldstein, 1999). Chi (2009)
suggested that an emergent process (e.g., the flow in the diffusion of dye in water) can be
contrasted to a direct process (e.g., the flow of blood in human circulation). However, there is no
precise definition of the two kinds of processes. Moreover, students often misinterpret emergent
processes as direct processes. Therefore, it is difficult for students to understand and learn the
concept of emergent processes. Because emergence is a fundamental concept in many modern
scientific theories (Holland, 2000), it is important to help students distinguish these two types of
processes so that they can understand emergent processes better and make correct causal
explanations for emergent processes.
Emergent processes have at least two distinct levels. One is the macro-level, which can
usually be observed directly. It ignores the individual elements in the whole group and focuses
on the overall pattern. For example, with an ink-water example, one can see that ink spreads
throughout the clear water. Another is the micro-level, which might be invisible. It focuses on the
individual elements of a process. For example, with the ink-water example, the micro-level
would be individual ink molecules moving among water molecules. However, even after
instruction, many students retain misconceptions about the emergent process, especially at the
1

micro-level (Fisher, Williams, & Lineback, 2011; Odom, 1995). Moreover, prior misconceptions
about emergent processes are robust (Chi, 2005). Many students find it difficult to understand
some concepts about emergent processes with prior knowledge and experiences that are
inconsistent with scientific explanations. Based on research, the more deeply rooted a
misconception is, the harder it is to eliminate. It is also difficult for students to understand the
causality of the emergent process (Chi, Roscoe, Slotta, Roy, & Chase, 2012). The macro-level
behavior emerges from the behaviors and interactions of individual elements at the micro-level.
This behaves very differently from what students see. For example, students often think that
there is a leader at the micro-level and this leader causes what happens at the macro-level.
Instead, they ignore that the individual units at the micro-level interact to cause what happens at
the macro-level. Chi et al. (2012) suggested that misconceptions about emergent processes come
from a lack of the Emergent Schema. If learners are taught with the Emergent Schema, they will
learn the emergent process more effectively. Can learners form the Emergent Schema without
being explicitly told after exploring the process?
There are two main theories about how cognitive engagement is related to learning
outcomes. One is the ICAP theory (Chi & Wylie, 2014). The other is cognitive load theory
(Sweller & Chandler, 1994). According to the ICAP theory, when students become more engaged
with the learning material, they get better learning outcomes, with engagement levels increasing
from passive to active to constructive to interactive learning (Chi & Wylie, 2014). However, in
cognitive load theory, a limited working memory will result in a heavy cognitive load when
dealing with material that has a high level of interactivity, which may lead to poor learning
outcomes (Sweller & Chandler, 1994). Although simulations have many advantages for teaching
emergent processes, without proper instructional supports, simulations are insufficient for
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effective learning, especially when novice learners are required to plan and manage the learning
on their own (Hmelo-Silver, Marathe, & Liu, 2007). When we design simulations for teaching
emergent processes, is it better to prompt students with questions that lead them to think about
and try to self-explain the phenomena? Or, is it better to prompt students with direct explanations
that lead them to notice what they should pay attention to? For example, if students are prompted
with questions, then based on ICAP theory they are engaging in active learning. However, if
students are prompted with direct explanations, they are in passive learning mode, which is not
as conducive to learning. If ICAP theory predicts better in learning emergent processes with
simulations, students prompted with questions will outperform those prompted with direct
explanations. If cognitive load theory predicts better in learning emergent processes with
simulations, students prompted with direct explanations will outperform those prompted with
questions. Because the new knowledge of emergent processes might be too complicated for
students to understand, they will experience cognitive overload if they are asked to answer
questions while exploring and observing in the simulation. Instead, providing direct explanations
will help reduce their cognitive load and lead to better learning outcomes.
2. Overview of the Dissertation
The diffusion process in liquids is an example of an emergent process. Understanding the
process of diffusion might help in understanding other emergent processes. Though there is a lot
of literature about American students’ misconceptions in diffusion, there is little research
regarding Chinese students’ misconceptions in diffusion. All ninth graders in Chinese middle
school are required to learn diffusion and they have never been taught the definitions of emergent
processes and direct processes. Based on the results of the pilot study described below, graduate
students who had received their secondary education in China showed similar misconceptions to
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those exhibited by American students. Therefore, it is also important for Chinese students to
learn and understand emergent processes. In this dissertation study, learners’ understanding, and
explanations of emergent processes were measured by multiple-choice questions, two shortanswer questions about diffusion, two short-answer questions about two emergent processes, and
six matching questions describing daily-life examples. How can we best help students to learn
emergent processes? This dissertation study is designed to investigate which type of instructional
support is more effective in helping students learn about emergent processes: instruction based
on cognitive load theory that asks students only to receive and understand explanations
(condition RE), or instruction based on ICAP theory (Chi & Wylie, 2014), that involves students
more actively, asking them to answer simulation behavior questions and receive explanations
only after self-explaining (condition SE)? Moreover, this study examined another two questions:
1. Can students form emergent schema without being explicitly told? 2. Do students’
misconceptions about emergent processes come from a lack of the Emergent Schema?
This dissertation is organized into six chapters. Chapter One provides the background of
the problem explored in this dissertation, the purpose of the study, and the research questions.
Chapter Two is a literature review on emergent processes and how students learn
emergent processes. The following issues are discussed: a) the role of categorization in learning
emergent processes; b) the nature of emergent processes; c) three major learning difficulties
students often have while learning emergent processes; d) the advantages of simulations
addressing these learning difficulties; e) the importance of instructional support in learning with
simulations, and f) research gaps in understanding how students learn emergent processes and
how we can help them learn it.

4

Chapter Three gives an overview of the simulation application that I developed for
learning the emergent process of diffusion.
Chapter Four presents the pilot study using the simulation application I developed. In the
pilot study, I investigated the following research questions. First, which type of instructional
support is more effective in learning about emergent processes with digital simulations for adult
learners (classified as either high-prior-knowledge learners or low-prior-knowledge learners):
condition SE based on ICAP theory, that asks learners to answer simulation behavior questions
and receive explanations only after self-explaining, or condition RE based on cognitive load
theory that asks learners only to receive and understand explanations? Second, do different types
of instructional support differ for learners with different levels of prior knowledge? Third, did
learners show misconceptions again at the delayed posttest when those misconceptions were
corrected at their posttest or did learners finally correct their misconceptions at the delayed
posttest even though they did not correct them immediately at their posttest? Fourth, how did
learners use the simulation? Did they spend more time at some instructional support phases when
they were asked to answer simulation behavior questions through self-explaining (the SE
condition) than when they received text explanations immediately (the RE condition) after
observation and manipulation in the simulation?
Chapter Five presents the dissertation study, which uses the simulation application I
developed. Based on findings from the pilot study, I investigated the following research
questions. First, which type of instructional support is more effective in helping students learn
about emergent processes: instruction based on cognitive load theory that asks students only to
receive and understand explanations (condition RE), or instruction based on ICAP theory (Chi &
Wylie, 2014), that involves students more actively, asking them to answer simulation behavior
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questions and receive explanations only after self-explaining (condition SE)? Second, can
students form emergent schema without being explicitly told? Third, do students’
misconceptions about emergent processes come from a lack of the Emergent Schema?
In the final chapter, I present a general discussion on the results of the two studies and
address educational implications, as well as the limitations of this study and future research
directions.
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Chapter II. Literature Review
This part offers a review of the literature on the emergent processes and how students
learn the emergent processes. The following will be discussed: a) the role of categorization in
learning emergent processes; b) the nature of emergent processes; c) three major learning
difficulties students often have while learning emergent processes; d) the advantages of
simulations addressing the learning difficulties; e) the importance of instructional support in
learning with simulations, and f) the research gap in understanding how students learn emergent
processes and how we can help them learn it.
1. Role of Categorization in Learning Emergent Processes
Learners tend to categorize concepts/phenomena into different categories based on their
similarities. They are able to make correct inferences and attributions about a novel
concept/phenomenon if they assign the concept to a correct category (Medin & Rips, 2005). For
example, one can infer that the cherry has a seed inside even if they have never seen it. Because
the cherry is a kind of drupe, it inherits the properties of a drupe. If one knows that the cherry is a
drupe and a drupe is a fleshy fruit that has a seed inside, they can make correct inferences.
Therefore, it is important for learners to differentiate between different categories and assign
concepts to the correct category. The example mentioned above is an example of hierarchical
categorization (see Figure 1). It groups things according to a hierarchy, levels, or orders.
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Fruit
Fleshy
Fruit
Drupe

Dry Fruit

Berry

Nut

Cherry

Tomatoes

Walnut

Peach

Grapes

Chestnut

Plum

Dates

Achene

Buckwheat

Figure 1 Hierarchical and lateral categorizations of fruit

The categories on different branches are lateral categories. Take the fleshy fruit and the
dry fruit (see Figure 1) for example. They are lateral categories of fruit. The properties in lateral
categories are mutually exclusive. The pericarp of fleshy fruit is fleshy, but the pericarp of dry
fruit is dry. According to Chi (2009), based on the lateral and ontological categories of processes,
an emergent process (e.g., the flow in the diffusion of dye in water) is a process of change
contrasted to a direct process (e.g., the flow of blood in human circulation). However, there is no
clear and precise definition of the emergent processes. Therefore, it is difficult to differentiate
between the emergent process and the direct process. These processes happen every day at any
time. You are familiar with their visible results but not familiar with the details of the processes.
For example, in the categorizations of animals (see Figure 2), mammals and fish are on different
branches, so they are lateral categories. When asked to classify animals, Many students would
categorize whale and dolphin into fish instead of mammals before learning the differences
between fish and mammals. Because based on students’ experience, whale and dolphin live in
8

water and fish live totally in water but mammals like bear and tiger live on land. Therefore, they
miscategorized whale and dolphin into fish and inferred that whale and dolphin inherit properties
of fish. After students learned more detailed differences between mammals and fish and knew
more about whale and dolphin, they were able to categorize them into mammals. Because
students would find out that whale and dolphin are warm-blooded and feed milk to their young.
However, fish are cold-blooded.
When things come to emergent processes and direct processes, it seems more difficult for
learners to grasp the key differences between these two kinds of processes. It seems that these
processes are similar to the learners. They often ignore the differences and tend to misinterpret
them as the same ones.

Animals
Mammals

Fish

Bear

Salmon

Dolphin

Shark

Whale

Ray

Figure 2 Animal Categorizations

Chi (2009) argued that there are three assumptions about the role of categorization in
learning: a) new concepts can inherit categorical properties; b) learners will assign new concepts
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to the next higher level of the category if they have no obvious basic category for them; c)
learners might assign new concepts to a lateral category if they cannot classify them.
Conceptual change is the process that learners remove their incorrect prior knowledge
and build the correct concepts. Chi and Roscoe (2002) suggest that misconceptions about
emergent processes are ontological mis-categorizations of concepts. They argue that conceptual
change in categorical shifts is difficult because students lack awareness of when a shift is
necessary and/or lack the category to shift into.
2. Nature of Emergent Processes and Direct Processes
According to Chi (2009), the direct process has an identifiable causal agent but the
emergent process has neither an identifiable causal agent nor an identifiable sequence of stages.
If learners can assign different processes into the correct category of process, they will make
correct casual explanations of these processes. However, there is no precise definition of the two
kinds of processes. Moreover, the emergent process seems completely novel to learners.
Levels in Emergent Processes and Direct Processes
Thinking and exploring different levels offer students a chance to build models of multileveled phenomena and understand the scientific world (Penner, 2000a; Wilensky & Resnick,
1999). Emergent processes and direct processes have at least two distinct “levels”. One is the
macro-level, which can usually be observed directly. Take the traffic jam as an example. You can
see that all the vehicles form a long line on a road. It ignores the individuals in the whole group
and focuses on the overall pattern. Take ink diffusion as another example, one can see that ink
spreads throughout the clear water. Another is the micro-level, which might be invisible. Go back
to the example of the traffic jam. Each car on a road has stopped moving or is moving very
slowly. It focuses on the individual elements of a process. Go back to the example of ink
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diffusion. One can observe the individual ink molecular movement through simulation. In the
emergent process, macro-level behavior emerges from the behaviors and interactions of
individuals at the micro-level.
Levy and Wilensky (2009) suggested that multiple representations can facilitate the
construction of cross-level linkages. However, Stieff, Ryu, and Yip (2013) argued that students
have difficulty in perceiving the relationship between phenomena on the micro-level and
phenomena on the macro-level. Jacobson and Wilensky (2006) found that even when students
understand the relationships between micro-level and macro-level, they still have difficulty in
reasoning the causality underlying the emergent processes. Students should be explicitly guided
to identify levels that are relevant to a concept (Stieff et al., 2013). For example, because the
linkages among levels are not only implicit but also counterintuitive (Jacobson, 2001), students
often focus on the macro-level phenomena but ignore the micro-level. Meir, Perry, Stal, Maruca,
and Klopfer (2005) found that digital simulations at the molecular level do help overcome some,
but not all the misconceptions. For example, half of the students still have misconceptions in the
dynamic equilibrium of the emergent process. It is important to construct derivational linkages
among levels (Frederiksen, White, & Gutwill, 1999). Chi et al. (2012) suggested that presenting
a macro-level phenomenon simulation and a micro-level simulation simultaneously can help
students make connections between the macro-level and micro-level of diffusion.
Attributes in Emergent Processes and Direct Processes
Emergent processes and direct processes are difficult to define for students. Definitions of
the two types of processes have not been widely taught in classrooms(Chi et al., 2012).
Moreover, these definitions are brand new for Chinese middle school students and have never
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been taught in classrooms. Chi (2005) described attributes (see Figure 3) of direct and emergent
processes to distinguish the two processes.

Figure 3 Table from “Misconceived causal explanations for emergent processes,” by Chi, Roscoe, Slotta,
Roy, & Chase, 2012, Cognitive Science, 36(1), p.10.

The behaviors of components in the direct processes are distinct, constrained, sequential,
dependent, and terminating at the micro-level (Chi, 2005). They can form subgroups at the
macro-level. Their pattern relations are direct, corresponding, in differential status, and have a
global goal or intentional goal at the macro-level (Chi, 2005). Take the process that students
clean the classroom as an example. Each student in the classroom is a component. They might
clean the windows, sweep the floor, mop the floor, or reassign the tables. Their behaviors are
distinct and constrained. They interact in sequential order. Their behaviors are dependent on
others and will terminate. Once the floor is clean, one finishes sweeping and another one begins
to mop the floor. There might be two or three students forming a subgroup to sweep the floor
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together. Their behaviors directly affect others’ behaviors. All students correspond to each other,
like whether they should wait or help each other. They are doing different tasks at the same time.
Their goal is to clean the classroom.
Whereas the behaviors of components in emergent processes are uniform, unconstrained
(random), simultaneous, independent, and continuous at micro-level (Chi, 2005). All components
should be considered at the same time at the macro-level. Their pattern relations are non-direct,
disjoint, in equivalent status, and have a local goal or unintentional goal at the macro-level (Chi,
2005). Take Chi et al. (2012)’s example. In the process that students rush out of the classroom
and form a bottleneck, each student in the classroom is a component. They are behaving more or
less the same way, which is to run toward the door at the same speed at the same time, shoving
and bumping randomly into each other. The whole group of students leads to a bottleneck. Each
student behaves independently of others. They have their own goals to rush out of the classroom
but have no global goal to form a bottleneck. They continue to move even after getting out of the
classroom.
3. Student Difficulty in Learning Emergent Processes
Students have robust prior misconceptions about emergent processes. For example,
students often misinterpret how diffusion (an emergent process) works, especially at the
molecular level. They often misunderstand the emergent process as a kind of direct process.
According to Chi (2005), “To correct such a misconception requires a re-representation or a
conceptual shift across ontological kinds.” (p. 1) This shift requires students to know about the
emergent kind and stop conceiving of all processes as a direct kind (Chi, 2005).
There are three major difficulties in learning emergent processes.
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Overcoming Inappropriate Application of Existing Schema
Students usually try to understand a new concept by linking it with other concepts they
know. The problem is that students usually apply the inappropriate existing schema to explain the
processes without noticing that it is inconsistent with scientific explanations. For example,
students think that geese flying in a V-formation while migrating is a direct process. They think
that all geese listen to the first goose to fly in a V-formation to save energy. They think it is the
same type of process as when they are asked by their teacher to form a line at their physical
education. However, geese flying in a V-formation is an emergent process. Each goose responds
only to the space around itself to reduce air resistance and save its energy. The collective
interactions of all geese form the V. Chi et al. (2012) suggested that the challenge is how to
assimilate the emergent process with existing knowledge. The emergent process seems
completely novel and most people will misinterpret it as a direct process. Students need to
recognize and differentiate a direct process from the emergent process. In the emergent process,
students should not only focus on the agents alone but also on the agents’ interactions relative to
other agents’ interactions.
The inconsistent daily experience causes inappropriate application.
Most students come to the classroom with daily experience as their schema to understand
scientific phenomena. One problem is that students’ inappropriate schema may provide strong
explanations for the phenomena. Nurrenbern and Pickering (1987) discovered that students who
are successful in solving numerical chemistry problems did not necessarily understand the
molecular concepts underlying these problems. For example, it is hard for students to imagine
that there is space between particles and these particles are randomly moving, especially in solid
(Othman, Treagust, & Chandrasegaran, 2008). Because in their belief and daily experience, if
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particles have space and move randomly, they cannot be firm. If they are solid, they must tightly
stick to each other. Students might think that individual particles can expand or contract when a
substance changes from solid to gas or from gas to liquid as what they experience in daily life
(Singer, Tal, & Wu, 2003). Moreover, it is difficult for learners to observe the phenomenon and
exclude undesired variables in a daily situation. For example, some learners will integrate gravity
concepts with solution chemistry and apply rules incorrectly (Odom, 1995; Tsai, 2000). For
example, some students might think that during the process of diffusion, molecules will
generally move from up to down due to gravity instead of from high concentration to low
concentration. That students think molecules will move from up to down during the process of
diffusion is because they see the ink moves towards the bottom at the beginning of diffusion but
ignore the concentration change during the whole process. Another problem is that the emergent
process seems completely novel and most people will misinterpret it as a direct process (Chi et
al., 2012). For example, students often think that diffusion occurs because ink molecules want to
spread out and they behave in a sequential way.
Descriptive text explanations might lead to misconceptions.
Another problem is that text explanations about emergent processes (e.g., diffusion) are
descriptive but usually incomplete. Thus, a text may not adequately explain the causal
mechanism of how or why the emergent processes’ pattern arises (Chi, 2005). Though these
explanations accurately describe the motion of the molecules, they blur several key ideas which
can cause misconceptions. For example, saying that molecules are in constant motion does not
emphasize the random motion of molecules. In addition, saying that the molecules move from an
area of higher concentration to an area of lower concentration suggests that only the dye
molecules move (when dye diffuses into water), rather than that all molecules move around.
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Moreover, saying that the molecules move from an area of higher concentration to an area of
lower concentration also suggests that molecular movements are directional. When students learn
to describe the process of diffusion in this way, they consider all the molecules as a collection
and this, in turn, leads to the misconception that all molecular movements are the same.
Therefore, the text explanation is not enough for students to understand the concepts about the
emergent process and might also mislead students in some parts.
Misconceptions can come from previous instructions.
Emergence is a fundamental concept in many modern scientific theories (Holland, 2000).
However, students’ misconceptions about emergent processes are robust (Chi, 2005). The
diffusion process is an example of an emergent process. Understanding the process of diffusion
might help in understanding other emergent processes. Research have shown that students from
high school to university often have some deep-rooted misconceptions about diffusion even after
learning, especially at the molecular level (Christianson & Fisher, 1999; Fisher et al., 2011;
Odom, 1995; Odom & Barrow, 1995; Odom & Barrow, 2007; Sanger, Brecheisen, & Hynek,
2001). Many students find it difficult to understand some concepts about diffusion with prior
knowledge and experiences that are inconsistent with scientific explanations. Based on the
research, the more deeply rooted a misconception is, the harder it is to eliminate. Other research
has shown that pre-service teachers also hold some misconceptions about diffusion (N. N.
AlHarbi, Treagust, Chandrasegaran, & Won, 2015; N. N. A. Alharbi, 2012; Yusof, Halimin, &
Shamsudin, 2016).
Moreover, Johnstone and Mahmoud (1980) found that high school students perceived
diffusion and osmosis as the most difficult topics in biology. Some students’ difficulty in
understanding the concepts stems from their teachers’ difficulty in understanding the concepts
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(Singer et al., 2003). As Zuckerman (1994) argued, “they may not have had the opportunity to
construct this knowledge because their teachers were unaware of some subtle pieces” (p. 2). The
problem is that not all teachers understand the content they are teaching. Students might learn the
misconceptions from previous instructions. Though the learning cycle (exploration, concept
invention, and expansion) has been proved effective in eliminating students’ misconceptions
about diffusion (Marek, Cowan, & Cavallo, 1994), it is not easy for teachers to design the
teaching activities and organize the whole class. Teachers are still used to expository teaching
practices, which is not effective in eliminating those misconceptions.
Making Connections between Different Levels
Many studies have found that the micro-level dynamics of an emergent process are often
abstract or invisible, and these cause students to ignore the micro-level and experience levels
confusion while analyzing the process (Penner, 2000b; Stieff et al., 2013). For example, it is
difficult for students to visualize micro-level elements such as molecules and atoms. Therefore, it
is difficult for students to connect between the macro level and the micro-level (Frederiksen et
al., 1999).
The problem is that students often focus on the macro-level phenomena and experience
levels confusion in analyzing system phenomena (Stieff et al., 2013). For example, even students
know molecules are moving randomly when asked how molecules move in the process of
diffusion, they still think that molecules “want” to move from areas of high concentration to low
concentration (Meir et al., 2005). Students often think that if they state that molecules move
randomly, they would miss the obvious phenomenon at the macro level and lead to wrong
analysis. They just do not realize that even when considering a collection of molecules, the
molecules are moving randomly at the micro-level. Students should be aware of the relationship
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between the micro-level and macro-level is an “emergent” one (Resnick & Wilensky, 1998). In
other words, the individual behaviors and interactions at the micro-level result in the phenomena
observed at the macro level. In order to fully understand the emergent process, one should not
only analyze the overall pattern at the macro level but also look at the individuals at the microlevel and make connections between these two levels. Chi et al. (2012) suggested that students
should avoid giving a single-pattern-level explanation. Instead of only explaining the conditions,
constraints, or any static component, students should not forget to explain the emergent process
from the dynamics at the agent level. For example, students cannot only explain diffusion
happens because of there is a concentration difference between areas but ignore molecular
constant and random movement.
Another problem is that students often tend to understand the emergent process by
separating the macro-level and micro-level. Students usually have difficulty in combining macrolevel knowledge and microlevel knowledge together to explain the dynamics of a system and
they often ignore microlevel knowledge in explaining macro-level phenomena when learning
chemistry (Gilbert & Treagust, 2009). Simulations appeared to convince students that sugar does
not dissolve in water because they can see the sugar molecules at the micro-level. This shows
that it is necessary to help students connect different levels in simulations to avoid such
misconceptions. Because integrating and mentally reorganizing what one observes at the macro
level and the micro level simultaneously might lead to a heavy cognitive load, it takes a lot of
effort to analyze the emergent process at multiple levels.
Understanding the Deep Causal Structure of Emergent Processes
Grotzer (2003) argued that students often distort what they have learned to fit with
simplified causal structures and this leads to their misconceptions. Sanger et al. (2001) found that
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though students believed that particles do not stop moving when reaching equilibrium after
observing in the simulation, they were more likely to misinterpret why particles do not stop. For
instance, students thought that if particles stop, they would settle to the bottom of the container.
In order to get higher understanding of scientific explanations, it is critical to develop correct
causal understanding by restructuring students’ underlying causal forms (Grotzer, 2003).
Moreover, understanding the deep causal structure may have positive effects on transfer.
Students learn the new causal structure of the emergent process and map it to solve new
problems (Gentner, 1983).
Students expect obvious causes and effects. They tend to focus on changes instead of
steady states, so they ignore to explain systems in equilibrium. It is counterintuitive for students
to understand how the dynamics of multiple levels run simultaneously. It is difficult to
understand that the emergent process is produced by the collective interactions of the agents (Chi
et al., 2012). Students usually think A causes B and then B causes C. For example, students think
that their IQs decide their time spent on homework. And their time spent on homework decides
how much time left for them to relax or have fun. They just ignore that the amount and the
difficulty of the homework also affect their time in homework. Their health can also influence
their time to relax or have fun. There is not only one cause. These factors (IQ, the amount of
homework, the difficulty of the homework, students’ health, etc.) work together and result in
their final time to relax or have fun. Students often believe that one individual agent with power
leads to the overall pattern of the whole group instead of all individual agents following the same
rules resulting in the overall pattern (Jacobson, 2001). It is difficult for students to believe that all
individual agents behaving randomly can lead to a higher-level pattern (Chi, 2005; Jacobson,
2001).
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It is difficult for students to construct and transfer the deep causal structure of an
emergent process to another. Chi et al. (2012) found that using contrast cases was effective for
learning content knowledge but failed to help students grasp concepts such as “emergence”.
Hmelo-Silver et al. (2007) found that the Structure – Behavior – Function (SBF) framework was
different between the expert and novice on understanding causal behaviors and functions of an
emergent system. “Structure” is the element of a system. It can be microscopic (like molecules)
or macroscopic (like ink). “Behavior” is the mechanism of a system (how elements act and
interact). “Function” is the outcome caused by the structures’ behaviors and interactivity. For
example, the ink molecules and water molecules are the structures of the emergent process
(diffusion). Those molecules move randomly and collide with each other (behavior). The ink
spreads throughout the water and finally gets distributed evenly (function). Hmelo-Silver et al.
(2007) found that novice students usually focus on visible structures but ignore the phenomena
that are invisible, dynamic, and interdependent. They argued that this is because of excessive
working memory demand. It is difficult for novice students to process all the behaviors
simultaneously. Moreover, some emergent properties are not completely predictable from the
behavior of individual elements (Wilensky & Resnick, 1999).
In the emergent process, students should not only focus on the agents alone but also on
the agents’ interactions relative to other agents’ interactions (Chi et al., 2012). Liu and Hmelo‐
Silver (2009) found that a function-centered conceptual representation was effective to develop a
deep understanding of a complex system. In other words, emphasizing the function and behavior
of an emergent process might help develop a deep understanding of the causal structure. For
example, show the phenomenon (diffusion) happening at the macro level (function), and then
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examine how the elements behave and interact at micro level. This might be helpful for students
to explain how and why it happens.
It is also difficult for students to understand a net effect being computed across time in
explaining the overall pattern. For example, the flow pattern of diffusion can only be explained
by a net effect. In other words, students must sum all the positive and negative effects at the
same time, rather than simply add each effect sequentially over time. Take all the apples that you
have as an example. If you get three apples from your grandmother and one apple from your
mother but give two apples to your sister, then your net amount of the apple is three plus one
minus two. However, the net effect of an emergent process is even harder to compute. The net
effect is changing across time, so it has to be computed across time. Imagine that your
grandmother and mother keep giving you apples in different amounts every second, and your
sister also takes apples from you in different amounts every second. Is it easy to compute the net
amount of the apples in your hand?
In addition, some common everyday emergent phenomena seem to be explained
reasonably without computing the net effect (Chi et al., 2012). For example, the emergent “V”
pattern of geese in flight is perceptual (Chi et al., 2012). Each goose flies behind another to save
effort, and together, they form a V. Even though students can explore the simulations of
emergence, they are not required to compute the net effect. Most of them might even ignore this
information because they do not know what they should do with it.
4. Advantages of Simulations in Addressing the Learning Difficulties
Simulations have become an integral part of many science curricula (Smetana & Bell,
2012). With the development of technology, the potential in interaction design offers
opportunities to learn directly and actively through manipulation in digital simulations. Through
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interaction with the agent-based modeling (ABM) environment, students are able to reason about
the principles (Sengupta & Wilensky, 2006). First, simulations can help students visualize the
abstract or invisible system dynamics. Second, they can present multiple system levels
simultaneously and offer an inquiry-based learning environment. Third, they can help students
experience the process in sequence and control the pace on their own. Finally, they can collect
log data while students using the app to provide more detailed information about how students
use and learn from the simulations. Therefore, ABM simulation provides an effective way to
model the dynamics of the emergent process and understand how students learn the emergent
process.
Visualizing the Abstract or the Invisible System Dynamics
One method to help students learn the emergent process is to experience the system
dynamics (Levy & Wilensky, 2009). Simulations can present the abstract or the invisible system
dynamics at the macro level and the micro-level (Stieff, 2011). For example, students can
observe the dynamics of ink and water molecules at the micro-level, manipulate some parameters
like temperature or the amount of ink or water molecules, and observe how the molecules move
and how diffusion emerges. Black (2010) argued that understanding a system involves
constructing a mental perceptual simulation so that students can retrieve the information and
reason about the system. Moreover, students with diagrams tend to generate more selfexplanations and perform better than students with text do (Ainsworth & Loizou, 2003). Through
the construction of mental perceptual simulation, it is easier for students to learn science
(Barsalou, 2008).
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Presenting Levels Simultaneously and Offering an Inquiry-based Learning Environment
Levy and Wilensky (2009) suggested that multiple representations can facilitate the
construction of cross-level linkages. Chi et al. (2012) also suggested that presenting a macrolevel phenomenon simulation and a micro-level simulation simultaneously can help students
make connections between the macro-level and micro-level of diffusion. For example, a video of
the ink diffusion can be used to depict the macro-level phenomenon. At the same time, a
simulation of ink molecules diffusing into water molecules can be used to describe the microlevel phenomenon. The simulation visualizes ink and water molecules, which are abstract and
invisible at the macro level. In addition, the simulation visualizes how molecules behave and
cause diffusion to emerge. However, Stieff et al. (2013) argued that students have difficulty in
perceiving the relationship between phenomena at the micro-level and phenomena at the macro
level. Learners should be given some tasks to help them actively connect the phenomena at
different levels and analyze the multiple representations for deep learning (Ainsworth, 2006).
Jacobson and Wilensky (2006) found that even when students understand the
relationships between micro level and macro level, they still have difficulty in reasoning the
causality underlying the emergent process. Students should be explicitly guided to identify levels
that are relevant to a concept (Stieff et al., 2013). Because the linkages among levels are not only
implicit but also counterintuitive (Jacobson, 2001), students often focus on the macro-level
phenomena but ignore the micro-level. It is important to construct derivational linkages among
levels (Frederiksen et al., 1999). Presenting the levels simultaneously and asking learners to
solve some related questions might be effective to help them understand the causality underlying
the emergent process.
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Experiencing the System Dynamics in Sequence and Controlling the Pace
Understanding and transferring the principles of a complex system can be achieved by
experiencing and comparing multiple case studies of the same principle, explain the case studies
to themselves, or construct explicit models of the cases (Goldstone & Wilensky, 2008). Based on
cognitive load theory, it is important to consider the cognitive requirements of processing the
materials and reducing the unnecessary load (Mayer & Moreno, 2002b). Students learned better
when using simulation with low complexity than with high complexity (Lee, Plass, & Homer,
2006). In other words, it is better to experience different principles in sequence (one principle at
one time) to reduce the cognitive load caused by knowledge integration (Pollock, Chandler, &
Sweller, 2002). For example, learners can start with the easy principle such as the molecular
movement. They can observe and track the molecular trajectory and compare different
trajectories at the same time. The meanwhile, learners can only track different molecules’
trajectory and they are only asked to figure out the principle of molecular movement. When they
finish this phase, they can move on to explore the next principle. In addition, Li and Black
(2016) found that when learning emergent processes the macro-symbolic-micro sequence
produced significantly better knowledge comprehension performance than other sequences.
Students who were able to control the pace of presentation performed better on transfer
than those who were not able to control the pace (Mayer & Chandler, 2001). In other words, a
Next button should be included in each phase. When students think they have understood the
knowledge presented in the simulation, they can click the Next button to move to the next phase.
Moreover, in order to prevent students from skipping some phases at the time they enter the
phase, the Next button should be executable after students finish exploration in the current phase.
There should be previous, Back to video, and Go back to the previous simulation buttons in
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different phases. If students have some doubts in the later feedback or tasks after they manipulate
and observe, they can click the button to go back to the previous manipulation and observation
phase to manipulate and observe again. While watching the video, students can control the pace
by using a pause, play, or stop button. These buttons provide students with the freedom to
control their own pace in exploring.
Log Data Collection
Though the study (Smetana & Bell, 2012) showed that students’ understanding improved
more after using the simulation than students not using the simulation, it is not clear that how
learners learn the new concepts and overcome the misconceptions through the simulations. For
example, are there any robust misconceptions? Are some concepts or principles easier than
others? Do learners accept and adjust the new concepts into their schema?
In order to understand how students use the simulation and take the test, the simulation
should log detailed behavioral process data, such as their total duration in the simulation,
durations of each phase, click times for each function button, go back times for each phase,
pause and play times for each video, wrong times and answers for tasks after each phase and
durations of each test as well as times to change the answer for each question. The log data might
help us understand and analyze what concepts are more difficult than others for learners to
understand, what kind of misconceptions they still hold, how much effort they spend in learning
each principle, and how much improvement they have made. For example, if students spend
more time and try more time in some principle, it might suggest that this principle is more
difficult than others. If many students get wrong answers for some specific principles at the
posttest and delayed posttest, it suggests that they still hold the misconceptions. If students get
the right answers but spend more time in posttest and delayed posttest than in pretest, it might
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suggest that some misconceptions are robust and counterintuitive, so students have to make great
effort to correct them.
5. Importance of Instructional Support in Learning with Simulations
According to Smetana and Bell (2012), past research has shown that digital “simulations
can be as effective, and in many ways more effective, than traditional (i.e. lecture-based,
textbook-based and/or physical hands-on) instructional practices in promoting science content
knowledge, developing process skills, and facilitating conceptual change.” (p. 1) Simulations
help learners visualize and experience the system dynamics. This agent-based modeling (ABM)
environment helped students easily attain insight into the mechanism of a complex system
(Blikstein & Wilensky, 2005). However, the multiple representations and the learning process
management might lead to heavy cognitive load (Reiser, 2004). Simulations without proper
instructional design are insufficient for effective learning, especially when novice learners are
required to plan and manage the learning on their own (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007). It is difficult
for learners to monitor their learning and integrate knowledge in a complex learning
environment. Instructional support is essential in helping learners connect multiple
representations for deep learning.
Written and Voice Guidance in Manipulation
Simulations should be integrated into the classroom with teachers’ guidance. We should
acknowledge that the interactive simulation environment does not automatically create
understanding (Moreno & Mayer, 2007). Simply presenting a simulation to students is not
enough to promote deep learning (Meir et al., 2005). Novice learners often become lost and
frustrated when discovering scientific principles without guidance (Moreno & Valdez, 2005).
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Additionally, learners often require specific guidance so that they will not be distracted by salient
visual elements (Lowe, 2004).
Wieman, Adams, and Perkins (2008) stated that a well-designed simulation should focus
the student’s attention on the basic scientific concepts. According to a knowledge construction
approach to learning, the goal of instruction is to guide the learner to actively make sense of the
instructional materials (Mayer, 2014). It is useful to help learners to conduct experiments in
simulation-based learning (Chang, Chen, Lin, & Sung, 2008). Students usually do not explore
the concept until they are guided by teachers’ explicitly written instructions (Meir et al., 2005).
Additionally, it is difficult for students to notice some points in the simulation unless they are
pointed out or highlighted. Attention guidance is helpful for students in learning from
simulations (De Koning, Tabbers, Rikers, & Paas, 2009). Therefore, the scaffolding in the
simulation is critically important.
Discovery Learning with Prompts to Promote Self-explanation
In most cases, students are passive viewers rather than active or interactive explorers
when they are manipulating the typical simulations under teachers’ guidance. Many studies
showed an effect of self-explanation on learning (Aleven & Koedinger, 2002; Chi, De Leeuw,
Chiu, & LaVancher, 1994). Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, and Glaser (1989) found that students
who spontaneously generated a large number of self-explanations performed significantly better
on a posttest about the circulatory system than those who generated fewer explanations. High
explainers all achieved the correct mental model of the system, whereas many unprompted
students and low explainers did not. Cox (1999) proposes that graphical representations offer
students more salient and vivid feedback to compare with their self-explanations. Therefore, it is
beneficial to offer prompts to promote learners’ self-explanation. For instance, typical
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simulations usually present the scientific conceptions but do not emphasize the conflict between
learners’ alternative conceptions and the scientific conceptions, which may lead learners to
ignore what they need to know and fail in conceptual change (Tsai, 2000). For example, whether
molecules “want” to move toward a specific direction or move randomly cannot be observed in
typical laboratory experiments. Even in digital simulations, it is not always clear how to catch
the key point of the concept. Li and Black (2016) found that using inter-level questions and the
dynamic link function in simulation produced significantly better performance in both
knowledge comprehension and application for emergent systems than the intra-level questions
and no dynamic link function in simulation. For some students, they know molecules are moving
randomly. However, when asked how molecules move in the process of diffusion, they still think
that molecules “want” to move from areas of high concentration to low concentration. They just
do not realize that even when considering a collection of molecules, the molecules are moving
randomly. If students are provided with prompts to observe how the molecules move, think about
whether they have intentional directions, and explain why this happens, students might develop
deeper understanding.
6. Research Gaps in Understanding How Students Learn Emergent Processes
Prior Studies Have Not Used Delayed Posttests
One gap exists in previous studies of how students learn emergent processes: few such
studies have used delayed posttests to measure how students’ conceptual change develops and
whether learning is retained long-term.
The studies mentioned before (Chi et al., 2012; Christianson & Fisher, 1999; Meir et al.,
2005; Sanger et al., 2001) used immediate posttests but did not have delayed posttests. The
question is that even if students show significant improvement in content learning and
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conceptual change about the emergent process (e.g., diffusion), are their misconceptions really
eliminated? We can see that simulations and small discussion approach do help improve and
eliminate some misconceptions, but will the effect last for a long time? Will it take more time for
students to digest the knowledge they learned from simulations and small discussion approach?
If this is true, they might improve more in the delayed posttest.
Mixed evidence regarding this idea is provided by the study of Odom and Kelly (2001).
They integrated concept mapping, the learning cycle, expository instruction, and a combination
of concept mapping/learning cycle into a traditional classroom to teach diffusion and osmosis
concepts to high school biology students. The improvement was significantly greater for concept
mapping and a combination of concept mapping and learning cycle than for expository
instruction in the delayed posttest (seven weeks after instruction) but not in the immediate
posttest (immediately after instruction). This suggests that concept mapping and a combination
of concept mapping and learning cycle are more effective than expository in teaching emergent
processes. However, the test performance of the delayed posttest was worse than the immediate
posttest. This indicated that some students’ misconceptions came back in a different amount in
different teaching methods. In other words, these methods might not be very effective to
eliminate misconceptions. Though this study had a delayed posttest, it was without a simulationbased environment. It is still unknown how students’ misconceptions change in a longer period
of time after using the simulations.
Few Studies Have Collected Log Data to Help Understand How Students Learn from the
Simulation
Hsu and Thomas (2002) suggest that the effectiveness of simulations is highly dependent
on how they are used. However, there are few log data being collected when students are using
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the simulation. It is necessary to collect log data to help researchers understand how some
features of the simulation affect students’ behavior in the simulation and how they affect
students’ learning outcomes. Additionally, it is not easy for researchers to analyze whether
students have taken full advantage of the simulation even with the log data. More analysis of log
data might help researchers design better log data collection to understand how the simulation is
used and how students learn from the simulation.
Few Simulations Have Been Designed for Different Users
There are many studies investigating the effect on learning of multimedia learning with
different instructional designs and support (De Jong et al., 1999; Mayer, 2003; Mayer & Moreno,
2002a; Moreno & Mayer, 2002; Reid, Zhang, & Chen, 2003). However, few studies have
investigated the interaction effects of different learners and simulations with different
instructional support on the learning outcomes and self-efficacy. Though there are some studies
investigating the interaction effects, it is still unknown how different instructional support will
affect different learners. For example, in a study (Yaman, Nerdel, & Bayrhuber, 2008),
simulations incorporating instructional support with worked-out examples had positive effects on
learners’ situational interest, but simulations with problem-solving tasks did not have such effect.
However, there was no difference in different instructional support on learning results. In another
study (Chang et al., 2008), simulations with different learning models did not have different
effects on learners with different abstract reasoning abilities. More research needs to be
conducted to help understand how different learners react to different instructional support.
7. Research Gaps in How We Can Help Learners Learn Emergent Processes
Even though some simulations are scaffolded, with explicit step-by-step instructions
describing what the students should do, students sometimes still cannot discover the scientific
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concepts after observing and manipulating. This raises the question of how simulations can be
designed to best promote and improve students’ self-directed learning. One of the potential
problems is that students simply may not know what they should pay attention to. Most students
might have difficulty in solving such problems without instructional support (Leutner, 1993). As
a combination of text, audio, and static and dynamic images, the simulation might provide
students with too much information and disorient them (Mayer & Moreno, 2003). Students might
only pay attention to superficial and playful aspects of the simulation. A second problem is that
students may only attempt to get the desired outcome rather than trying to understand the model
(Schauble, Klopfer, & Raghavan, 1991). For example, students are more likely to focus on what
they have already known but ignore other new information. A third problem is that students
sometimes have difficulties in planning and monitoring their learning (De Jong & Van Joolingen,
1998). However, it is important to help students to regulate the learning process in simulationbased learning (Chang et al., 2008).
Will Learners Understand the Key Concepts Better with Direct Explanations after Manipulating
in the Simulation?
There are two prominent theories, with divergent predictions, about how cognitive
engagement is related to learning outcomes. One is the ICAP theory (Chi & Wylie, 2014). The
other is the cognitive load theory (Sweller & Chandler, 1994). According to the ICAP theory,
when students become more engaged with the learning material, they get better learning
outcomes, from passive to active to constructive to interactive learning (Chi & Wylie, 2014).
However, in cognitive load theory, a limited working memory will result in a heavy cognitive
load when dealing with material that has a high level of interactivity, which may lead to poor
learning outcomes (Sweller & Chandler, 1994).
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One method to promote engagement is to ask students questions while they are
manipulating in the simulation. This helps students to pay attention to what they should observe
and self-explain in the phenomena. Based on the ICAP theory, when students are required to
answer questions, they are more likely to generate new ideas beyond what was provided in the
learning materials. For example, when students try to self-explain the phenomena or concept,
they are in constructive learning mode. If they only generate ideas from the provided learning
materials, they are engaged in active learning. The other method is to provide students with
direct explanations after they manipulate the simulation. The instruction shows students what
they need to grasp and explains the phenomena. Based on the ICAP theory, when students are
provided with direct explanations, they are in passive learning mode. No matter whether students
are in constructive or active learning, they will get better learning outcomes than students in
passive learning. Therefore, according to the ICAP theory, students required to answer questions
will learn better than students with direct explanations.
However, based on cognitive load theory, simulations have a high level of interactivity, so
it is better to reduce students’ cognitive load while learning through the simulation. If students
are required to answer questions while manipulating in the simulation, their cognitive load might
be overwhelming. This will decrease students’ learning. In this way, it is better to provide
students with direct explanations, especially when they are novice learners.
These two theories seem to be contradictory. Research needs to be done before we can
say which instructional support in simulation is more effective than the other.
Advantages of simulation behavior questions.
Most of the learning occurs when the students are asking themselves questions that guide
their exploration of the simulation and their discovery of the answers (Wieman et al., 2008). In
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addition, a set of questions leads to better memory and understanding of the material (Frase,
1975). Piksööt and Sarapuu (2014) found that students’ knowledge transfer in complex science
domains can be improved by implementing question prompts. Providing questions might
improve learners learning in extracting knowledge from the simulation. This will help students
plan and monitor their learning in the simulation.
Due to students’ lack of attention that concentration change or temperature change will
affect diffusion rate (Meir et al., 2005; Odom & Barrow, 2007), the simulation behavior
questions will guide them to think about the problems, explore in the simulation, and try to find
out the answers on their own. If students get wrong, they will get a hint to think again. In this
way, students are more likely to self-explain the phenomena, especially when asked why
diffusion happens or how they define the diffusion. These questions try to get students to
understand the deep causal structure of the emergent process by self-explanation. According to
the ICAP theory, students will get better learning outcomes when they engage in constructive
learning.
Advantages of directly provided explanations.
According to Paas, Renkl, and Sweller (2003), free exploration in simulation might
generate a heavy load that is detrimental to learning. When the learned knowledge is provided in
a clear context, students participating in a simulation would find the experience helpful (Spinello
& Fischbach, 2004). According to Moreno (2004), explanatory feedback reduces cognitive load
and produces a deeper understanding than corrective feedback alone. Content representations
play an important role in text processing (Rouet & Potelle, 2005). According to Tabbers (2002),
written explanatory text is more effective than spoken explanatory text when learners have
control over the pacing of a multimedia presentation. Learning with graphical simulations was
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more successful when it was supplemented with written and graphical explanations (Rieber,
Tzeng, & Tribble, 2004). In this way, as long as students read the explanations carefully, they
will get better learning outcomes.
Can Learners form Emergent Schema without Being Explicitly Told?
One hypothesis is that students lack awareness of when a shift is necessary and/or lack
the category to shift into (Chi & Roscoe, 2002). In the study of Chi et al. (2012), they compared
two modules. One is the process module. It described the direct process and the emergent
process. It also used everyday examples to help students understand these two processes. In
addition, it was guided by the misconceptions in the emergent process. The other is the nature of
the science module. It mentioned nothing about the two processes or everyday examples. It only
offered students some science-related information to read. We cannot know whether learners can
form the emergent schema without being explicitly told in the study. In the study, learners were
not provided with prompts to promote them to explore more and try to self – explain the
phenomena, so we do not know whether they can form the emergent schema if they are provided
with the prompts. We even do not know whether learners can form the emergent schema only
with everyday examples. The simulation in the study was also simple. Learners can only observe
the diffusion at the macro level and at the micro-level simultaneously. It lacked function for
learners to explore more complex principles underlying the emergent process. We are not sure
whether students did not form the schema was because they were not explicitly told, or they just
did not have the chance to explore in the simulation. However, with the new development of the
simulation, it is possible for learners to explore more complex principles such as the dynamic
equilibrium in the emergent process. It offers us the chance to test the hypothesis in a more
comprehensive way.
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Advantages of providing direct schema and emergent schema explicitly.
According to Chi and Roscoe (2002), students lack awareness of when a shift is
necessary and/or lack the category to shift into. The introduction of direct schema and emergent
schema will eliminate the possibility that learners lack the category to shift into. Because
learners are familiar with daily-life examples, these examples will help learners grasp the key
concepts of the two processes. This will decrease the chance that learners make an inappropriate
application of the existing schema. In other words, learners are more likely to be aware when
they need to shift the category and know which category they should shift into.
Advantages of providing a daily-life example.
Though the daily-life examples cannot explicitly tell learners there are two distinct
processes, they might offer learners prompts to think about the processes. Once learners start to
compare the two examples, they are more likely to grasp some rough ideas about the two
processes. When learners manipulate and observe in the later simulation, they might form the
emergent schema with other prompts or explanations.
Do Learners’ Misconceived Explanations Come from a Lack of the Emergent Schema?
In the study of Chi et al. (2012), the text and additional material in the Process Group
explained the important differences between sequential and emergent processes more deeply and
completely. However, students in the Nature of Science Group had no chance to know them. So,
we cannot simply say that students performed better in the Process Group because they grasped
the emergent-causal schema and learned better. Maybe they just remembered those answers
because of repetition, not because of understanding. Whether students hold misconceived
explanations because they lack an Emergent-causal Schema is still unknown. One possibility is
that maybe students do not differentiate the idealized questions in science text from everyday life
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experience, so they give the wrong explanations. For example, even after studying the
relationship between motion and force in physics, most of us may still consider that a force is
required to keep a moving object in motion. However, I do not take it as a misconceived
explanation, because in our daily situation friction is always there. While answering such
questions, we are taking friction into account unconsciously. But when we discuss the
relationship between motion and force in physics, we only compare these two aspects. There is
another interesting example. Some people say that in a dry area we do not sweat. However,
everyone knows that we do sweat in a hot dry area. In most situations, this sentence - we do not
sweat - actually means we cannot feel sweat in a dry area because it will dry before we notice.
But a few people will say that we cannot feel sweat in a dry area, why? Maybe we are more
familiar with our daily feelings, so we are more likely to express our feelings out instead of
explaining from a scientific perspective. That means we know the correct explanations, but we
are not aware of using them. And sometimes, the existing factors in daily life affect our thoughts
implicitly. How we phrase the question is also important to help us understand students’
understanding and explanations of the emergent process.
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Chapter III.Overview of the Simulation Application
Based on the literature review mentioned above, I have developed a graphic simulation
application for learning the emergent process of diffusion. In the pilot study and the dissertation
study, all the basic learning materials, videos, and functions in the simulation application were
the same. Tests and surveys for these two studies were also embedded in the application.
Learners finished the study by following the guidance in the application. The differences in the
application were the instructional supports. In order to better measure how learners understand
emergent processes, additional tests were embedded in the application for the dissertation study.
The developed simulation offered molecular trajectory tracing function, temperature
changing function, molecule adder function, and concentration monitoring function at the
molecular level in both instructional support conditions for participants to manipulate, explore,
observe and compare how molecular movement changes. These functions were presented in a
sequence (one function at one time). A Next button and Go Back button were included in each
stage. When learners thought they had understood the knowledge presented in the current stage,
they could click the Next button to move to the next stage. If they thought they were not sure
about some concepts, they could click the Go Back button to move to the previous stage.
Instructional Supports in the Simulation Application
There were four instructional supports in the simulation application.
Instructional support: prompting simulation behavior questions that make learners
self-explain simulation behavior (SE).
At the beginning of each phase of the simulation used in the pilot study and dissertation
study, learners will receive simulation behavior questions. For example, learners are asked “Can
the ink and water molecules interact with any other ink and water molecules?” or “Do the ink
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and water molecules behave and interact in a similar way?” or “What is the relationship between
the molecular movement and temperature? How is the diffusion rate?” or “Link the macro- and
micro-level together to explain why diffusion happens”. Learners need to find the answer when
they manipulate and observe in the simulation.
After learners manipulate in the simulation, they will get other simulation behavior
questions to help them better understand the concepts. These questions are in a true/false or
multiple-choice, or open-ended format. These questions, especially open-ended questions,
provide learners with a chance to make self-elaboration and this, in turn, might improve their
recall and understanding (Stein & Bransford, 1979). These questions are misconceptions that
students usually have. After submitting the answer independently, learners will get feedback on
their choice. The study showed that prompting during the learning phase is more effective than
prompting before the learning phase (Thillmann, Künsting, Wirth, & Leutner, 2009). This
feedbacks provide a short explanation or prompt on why the given answer is true or false (see
Figure 41 and Figure 42), or a request to go back to the simulation to explore and observe again.
This enables learners to assess and monitor their learning.
Instructional support: receiving explanations directly (RE).
Headings highlighted color and capital letters in written text explanations.
All the explanations in the simulation are written text explanations. Explanations are
provided after learners complete a specific function of the simulation. In most cases, headings
can help improve comprehension and memory for text. Headings can affect the selection of
information from a text resulting in a focus on more detailed information (Kozminsky, 1977).
The explanations in the simulation have a heading in black and more detailed information
highlighted in green (see Figure 43). These headings help students focus on the key points in the
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phenomena they observed before. These text explanations use capital letters and green color as
important indicators to keep learners focus on important information and are thus expected to
better memory (Lorch, 1989).
Revised explanatory feedback.
As mentioned before, typical text explanations might lead to misconceptions. Therefore,
these explanations in the simulation provide explanatory and complementary information that
learners need to know or warnings about common misunderstandings related to the knowledge. It
reduces cognitive load by giving cues or guidance to the learners about what they should pay
attention to and how to organize and analyze the information from the simulation (Mayer &
Moreno, 2003).
Instructional support: introduce direct schema and emergent schema and daily-life
examples (DES).
Students will be introduced to the emergent schema and direct schema and daily-life
examples before they use the simulation. It will compare everyday examples in the direct process
and emergent process and list their attributes to help students notice there are two distinct
processes (see Figure 3).
For low-prior-knowledge younger learners, the table used to describe inter-level attributes
of direct schema in the direct process and emergent schema in the emergent process is adapted
from Chi et al. (2012)’s paper. Before exploring the simulation, students will get a few slides
showing them the table of five qualitative attributes and daily-life examples of the two processes,
as well as a handout of the same table and examples for them to check. The table and examples
are as follow:
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Table 1 Five Qualitative Attributes for Teenagers to Distinguish Direct Processes and Emergent
Processes

Five qualitative attributes for distinguishing the inter-level causal relationship that
characterizes how the individuals’ interactions (micro-level) relate to the observable pattern
(macro-level) for direct and emergent processes
Inter-level attributes
Direct processes
Emergent processes
1. The interaction(s) of a single
1. The interactions of the entire
individual or a subgroup of
individuals together “cause” the
individuals can (in)directly “cause”
observable pattern
the observable pattern
2. All the interactions have similar
2. The interaction(s) of one or more
status while considering the
individuals may have a more
observable pattern. (There is no
special/different status while
leader(s) whose interactions are
considering the observable pattern
different from others.)
3. Individuals’ interactions and the
3. Individuals’ interactions and the
pattern behave in the same way at the
pattern can behave in a different way
same time
at the same time
4. Because specific interactions can
4. Individuals might have different goals
directly or indirectly cause some
but without the same goal to
changes in the pattern, individuals
intentionally produce the pattern.
have the same goal to intentionally
However, their entire interactions
produce the pattern by some
“cause” the pattern
interactions
5. The pattern is caused by the effect of
5. The pattern is caused by a sequence
all the interactions at each point in
of subevents
time
Daily-life example of a direct process:
The behaviors of individuals in direct processes are different, special, sequential,
dependent, and terminating at the micro-level (Chi, 2005). They can form subgroups at the
macro-level. Their pattern relations are direct, related, in differential status, and have the same
intentional goal to cause the pattern at the macro-level (Chi, 2005). Take the process that
students clean the classroom as an example.
Each student in the classroom is an individual component. They might clean the
windows, sweep the floor, mop the floor, or reassign the tables. Their behaviors are different and
special. They interact in sequential order. Their behaviors are dependent on others and will
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terminate. Once the floor is clean, one finishes sweeping and another one begins to mop the
floor. There might be two or three students forming a subgroup to sweep the floor together. Their
behaviors directly affect others’ behaviors. All students’ behaviors relate to each other. For
example, they should wait or help each other. They are doing different tasks at the same time.
Their goal is to clean the classroom. The result of the process is that the classroom is clean.

Figure 4 this picture is provided with the text explanation of the daily-life example in a direct process

Daily-life example of an emergent process:
Whereas the behaviors of individuals in emergent processes are uniform, random,
simultaneous, independent and continuous at the micro-level (Chi, 2005). All components
should be considered at the same time at the macro-level. Their pattern relations are nondirect, non-matching, in equivalent status, and have no intentional goal to cause the pattern
at the macro-level (Chi, 2005). Take Chi et al. (2012)’s example.
In the process that students rush out of the classroom and form a bottleneck, each student
in the classroom is an individual component. They are behaving more or less the same way,
which is to run toward the door at the same speed at the same time, shoving and bumping
randomly into each other. Each student behaves independently of others. They have their own
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goals to rush out of the classroom but have no intentional goal to form a bottleneck. They
continue to move even after getting out of the classroom. The result of the process is that the
whole group of students leads to a bottleneck.

Figure 5 this picture is provided with the text explanation of the daily-life example in an emergent
process

Instructional support: introduce the daily-life example (DEX).
Students will not be explicitly told that the two daily-life examples are the example in the
direct process and emergent process. Students will only be introduced the same everyday
examples in the direct process and emergent process but without any comparisons or summary of
their attributes as described above before using the simulation.
Before exploring the simulation, students will get a few slides showing them two dailylife examples, as well as a handout of the same examples for them to check. The examples are as
follow:
The process that students clean the classroom:
Each student in the classroom is an individual component. They might clean the
windows, sweep the floor, mop the floor, or reassign the tables. Once the floor is clean, one
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finishes sweeping and another one begins to mop the floor. There might be two or three students
forming a subgroup to sweep the floor together. The result of the process is that the classroom is
clean.

Figure 6 this picture is provided with the example that students clean the classroom

The process that students rush out of the classroom and form a bottleneck:
Each student in the classroom is an individual component. They run toward the door,
shoving and bumping randomly into each other. The result of the process is that the whole group
of students leads to a bottleneck.
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Figure 7 this picture is provided with the example that student rush out of the classroom and form a
bottleneck

Figure 8 shows the flow chart of the simulation application.

Figure 8 Flow chart of the simulation application
Table 2 Short Survey 1 Before the Pretest

Survey questions
1. I like science.

A.
D.
A.
D.
A.
D.
A.
D.

2. I am confident in the pretest.
3. I have a good knowledge of diffusion.
4. I have a good knowledge of molecular
movement.
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Multiple-choice
Not at all B. Not much C. Maybe
Much
E. Very much
Not at all B. Not much C. Maybe
Much
E. Very much
Not at all B. Not much C. Maybe
Much
E. Very much
Not at all B. Not much C. Maybe
Much
E. Very much

After completing a short survey (see Table 2) about their motivation in science and selfefficacy in the pretest (including self-efficacy in related knowledge about diffusion and
molecular movement), participants would take the pretest embedded in the application. When
they finished the pretest, the application with instructional support DES would show a table that
described attributes of emergent and direct processes and explained them in daily-life examples
as mentioned from page 56 to page 59. The application with instructional support DEX would
only show the daily-life examples as mentioned from page 59 to page 61. Then the application
would introduce the basic knowledge about the composition of matter with static pictures and
text on one page (see Figure 9). When learners clicked the next button, they would read three
examples of diffusion in three pages described by pictures at the macro-level and text (e.g., we
can smell the flower – see Figure 10; ink spreads throughout the water; the particles of two
metals can be found inside the contact surface of them when they are pressed tightly together for
a few years). Learners could go back to either page by clicking the previous button. When they
finished reading the short description of how diffusion occurs and confirmed to enter the video
(see Figure 11) and simulation part of the learning, they had no chance to go back to these
reading materials. After learners finished each phase in the simulation, they would get
instructional support in either the SE condition or the RE condition mentioned in the from page
54 to page 56.
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Figure 9 Reading material part - compositions of matter

Figure 10 Example of diffusion in daily life

Learners would watch the video of ink diffuses in cold and hot water at the macro level
simultaneously. At the same time, they could observe the simulation of water and ink molecules
at the microlevel in cold and hot water simultaneously (see Figure 11). When they clicked the
next button, they would receive the instructional support page. After finishing the instructional
support, learners would watch another video of different amounts of ink diffuses in warm water
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simultaneously with simulations below (see Figure 44). When finishing the observation, they
could drag the magnifying glass to the beaker at the below simulation to observe in more detail
about how molecules move.

Figure 11 Video of ink diffusion and simulation at the microlevel

Learners would enter the molecular trajectory tracing function page (see Figure 12). They
could follow the guidance to trace random molecules to observe how they move by clicking the
molecule trace button. The traced molecules would turn red and their trajectory would be marked
in purple. When learners clicked the next button, they would enter the instructional support page
(see Figure 45 and Figure 46). At the instructional support page, learners could choose to go back
to the previous simulation page or go next page. When they finished the instructional support
part, they would enter the next simulation page - the molecule adder function page (see Figure
13). Learners could add ink to increase the concentration by dragging the ink molecule adder
button to the beaker. They could also add water to decrease the concentration by dragging the
water molecule adder button. When they finished observing how the speed of molecules
changed, they could click the next button to enter the next instructional support page. When they
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finished the instructional support, learners would enter the temperature changing function page
(see Figure 14). They could slide to change the temperature to compare how molecular
movement changes in different temperatures. Then they could enter the instructional support
page. When learners finished this instructional support, they would enter the final simulation
page – concentration monitoring function page (see Figure 15). They could drag the orange
concentration monitor sensor to observe how the diffusion process develops with concentration
change inside the orange box. Then learners would get the final instructional support in the
simulation.

Figure 12 Molecular trajectory tracing simulation
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Figure 13 Molecule adder simulation

Figure 14 Temperature changing simulation
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Figure 15 Concentration monitoring simulation

When learners completed the whole simulation, learners would complete two shortanswer questions about what diffusion is and why diffusion happens in the application (see
Figure 47). Then they would get another short survey (see Table 3) about their motivation in
science again, self-efficacy in posttest (including self-efficacy in related knowledge about
diffusion and molecular movement), and feelings about the simulation (including whether they
enjoy exploring in the simulation, whether they learn a lot from the simulation, whether the
simulation helps them, and whether they think they can learn science in the simulation).
Table 3 Short Survey 2 Before Posttest

Survey questions
1. I like science.

A.
D.
A.
D.
A.
D.
A.
D.
A.
D.
A.

2. I am confident in the posttest.
3. I have a good knowledge of diffusion.
4. I have a good knowledge of molecular
movement.
5. I enjoyed exploring the simulation.
6. In the simulation, I learned a lot.
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Multiple-choice
Not at all B. Not much C. Maybe
Much
E. Very much
Not at all B. Not much C. Maybe
Much
E. Very much
Not at all B. Not much C. Maybe
Much
E. Very much
Not at all B. Not much C. Maybe
Much
E. Very much
Not at all B. Not much C. Maybe
Much
E. Very much
Not at all B. Not much C. Maybe

D.
A.
D.
A.
D.

7. Exploring in this simulation helped
me understand diffusion better.
8. Exploring this simulation makes me
feel like I can learn science.
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Much
Not at all
Much
Not at all
Much

E. Very much
B. Not much C. Maybe
E. Very much
B. Not much C. Maybe
E. Very much

Chapter IV. Pilot Study
1. Research and Practice Gaps Addressed by This Study
Based on the literature review, there are six reasons for the pilot study:
1) Based on cognitive load theory, will learners understand the key concepts better with
receiving direct explanations (RE) after manipulating in the simulation? Or based on ICAP
theory, will learners perform better with self-explaining (SE) in the simulation?
2) Can learners form emergent schema without being explicitly told?
3) Do learners’ misconceptions come from a lack of the emergent-causal schema?
4) Few studies have used delayed posttests to measure how students’ conceptual change
develops. Will learners show misconceptions again at the delayed posttest when those
misconceptions are corrected at their posttest, or will learners finally correct their
misconceptions at the delayed posttest even though they do not correct them immediately at
their posttest?
5) Few studies have collected log data to help understand how students learn from and use the
simulation.
6) Few simulations have been designed for different users. Is there a need that we should design
simulations with different instructional supports for different learners?
To address these gaps in the literature, I investigated four questions in the pilot study:
1) When learning about diffusion from a simulation, do students learn better with
instructional support where they are asked to provide self-explanations of
simulation behavior (the SE condition), or when they receive text explanations
immediately (the RE condition) after observation and manipulation in the
simulation?
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2) Do different types of instructional support benefit for learners with different levels
of prior knowledge?
3) Will learners show misconceptions again at the delayed posttest when those
misconceptions are corrected at their posttest, or will learners finally correct their
misconceptions at the delayed posttest even though they do not correct them
immediately at their posttest?
4) How do participants use the simulation? Do students spend more time at some
instructional support phases when they are asked to answer simulation behavior
questions through self-explaining (the SE condition) than when they receive text
explanations immediately (the RE condition) after observation and manipulation
in the simulation?

Independent Variables
There are two instructional support conditions, created by using two levels of the factor,
Cognitive Engagement. One level is “self explanation” or SE (learners are asked to answer
simulation behavior questions and get explanations only after self-explaining). The other level is
“received explanations” or RE (learners receive text explanations immediately after observation
and manipulation in the simulation). The detailed descriptions and examples of these
instructional support factors and their levels can be found in the overview of the simulation
application section, from page 50 to page 52. The independent variable Cognitive Engagement
has two levels, SE vs. RE.
The moderator variable, Learners, was the two types of learners. One type is HPKL (high-priorknowledge learners: learners who claim they have learned diffusion before). The other type is
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LPKL (low-prior-knowledge learners: learners who claim they have never learned diffusion
before).
Dependent Variables
There were three dependent variables in this study:
1) the scores of basic knowledge and transfer of the emergent processes (i.e., the
score of the multiple-choice questions in pretest, posttest and delayed posttest);
2) understanding of the causal structure of emergent processes (i.e., the score of two
short-answer questions about diffusion in the posttest);
3) time spent in learning and work time for the assessment.
Hypotheses
H1: Learners in SE condition perform better than those in RE condition at explaining
causality and giving a definition of diffusion.
H2: there might be an interaction between type of learner and type of instructional
support in the effect on learning. Low-prior-knowledge learners in RE condition perform better
than low-prior-knowledge learners in SE condition at understanding basic knowledge and
transfer, explaining causality and giving a definition of diffusion. High-prior-knowledge learners
in SE condition perform better than high-prior-knowledge learners in RE condition at
understanding basic knowledge and transfer, explaining causality and giving a definition of
diffusion.
H3: if the interaction in hypothesis 2 exists, then misconceptions might recur for highprior-knowledge learners in the RE condition, and low-prior-knowledge learners in the SE
condition.
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H4: learners in the SE condition will spend more time at some instructional support
phases containing the robust misconceptions in the learning part of the simulation than learners
in the RE condition. The time for learners to complete the multiple-choice questions will
decrease from pretest to posttest, and from pretest to delayed posttest, as learners become
proficient in knowledge about diffusion after learning.
2. Method
Participants
Sixty-two students (54 females and 8 males) from Teachers College, Columbia
University were recruited and offered course credit. The mean age of the participants was 26.65
years (SD=6.7), ranging from 22 to 50 years of age. Two were excluded from the study due to
failure in the attention check question of the tests. Therefore, sixty participants were analyzed in
this study. Twenty-four participants were defined as high-prior-knowledge learners (they claimed
that they have learned diffusion before) and thirty-six participants were defined as low-priorknowledge learners (they claimed that they have never learned diffusion before).
Study Design
The study was a between-subjects design (see Table 4).
Table 4 Number of Participants in the Four Conditions

Self-explain (SE)
Read explanations directly (RE)

Low-Prior-Knowledge Learners
(LPKL)
17
19

High-Prior-Knowledge Learners
(HPKL)
13
11

Procedures
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions respectively (see Figure
16). This study was composed of two sessions. The interval between the two sessions was one
week. All participants were informed that they would learn the basic concepts about diffusion for
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about 30 minutes by manipulating and exploring in simulation. Participants were told to follow
the guidance in simulation to complete the pretest, learning part, and posttest for the first session
of the study. When participants finished the first session of the study, they were told to come
back one week later to complete the delayed posttest.

Pretest

Simulation condition

SE

RE

Posttest

Delayed posttest

one week later
Figure 16 Procedure of the pilot study

Materials and Measures
The learning content used in both types of simulation contained a brief introduction about
material composition, three examples of daily diffusion phenomenon, two short videos showing
ink diffusion in different temperatures and different concentrations at the macroscopic level with
a molecular simulation at the same page, and a series of molecular movement simulations in
sequence.
In this study, basic concepts about diffusion were measured by multiple-choice questions
in the pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest and EmergentProcess conception about diffusion was
measured by two short-answer questions (definition of the diffusion and why diffusion happens)
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embedded in simulation at the posttest. Transfer of diffusion was measured by multiple-choice
questions in the pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest. The pretest consisted of 14 adapted
multiple-choice questions about diffusion extracted from Odom and Barrow Diffusion and
Osmosis Diagnostic Test (Odom & Barrow, 1995) and 1 attention check question and 5 near
transfer questions. The posttest consisted of 15 isomorphic questions, 5 isomorphic near transfer
questions, and 5 far transfer questions. The delayed posttest consisted of 25 isomorphic
questions.
Table 5 Constructs of pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest in the pilot study
Test Content
Basic Knowledge
Near Transfer
Far Transfer
EmergentProcess
Conception

Test Type
14+1 multiplechoice questions
5 multiple-choice
questions
5 multiple-choice
questions
2 short-answer
questions about
diffusion

Pretest
PreScore

Coding
Posttest
PostScore

Delayed Posttest
DelayedScore

PreScoreNT

PostScoreNT

DelayedScoreNT

PostScoreFT

DelayeScoreFT

SumSAns

Coding
The multiple-choice test score was the number of correct responses to the questions. A
correct response was given a score of 1, and an incorrect one, a score of 0. A correct response for
the attention check question was given a score of 1, and an incorrect one would lead the whole
test score to -1. Those whose test score is -1 were considered to be absent-minded in the study.
Therefore, their data were excluded from the study. In this study, the effective score for basic
concepts about diffusion ranges from 0 to 15. The effective score for near transfer ranges from 0
to 5, and far transfer, from 0 to 5. In this study, PreScore, PostScore, and DelayedScore were the
scores for basic concepts in the tests. PreScoreNT was near transfer score in the pretest.
PostScoreNT was the near transfer score in the posttest. PostScoreFT was the far transfer score in
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the posttest. DelayedScoreNT was near transfer score in the delayed posttest. DelayedScoreFT
was the far transfer score in the delayed posttest.
Two short-answer questions were scored by the following rules. For the first question –
why diffusion happens and how concentration changes, the total score PostWhy was 4. If the
participant mentioned the random movement of molecules, they got a score of 1. If they
mentioned the concentration difference, they got another 1 point. If they mentioned
concentration changes during the diffusion process, they got another 1 point. If they mentioned
concentration became stable when reaching equilibrium, they got another 1 point. For the second
question – what diffusion is and whether molecules stop when reaching equilibrium, the total
score PostWhat was 3. If the participant mentioned molecular movement, they got 1 point. If
they mentioned molecules move from a region of high concentration to a region of low
concentration, they got another 1 point. If they stated that molecules are always moving, they got
another 1 point. The total score of the two short-answer questions was SumSAns.
The total time spent in the learning phase is the duration starting from reading the
materials presented after participants complete the pretest to the completion of the last simulation
part. It was defined as SimSumTime in seconds. Durations of each slide in reading materials, the
total duration of the reading materials, durations of each video, durations of each simulation part,
and durations of each instructional support in the app were also recorded in seconds (see Table
6). BC1Durations was the duration that participants spent in reading materials related to the first
basic concept about diffusion. In the same way, BC2Durations was the second, BC3Durations
the third, BC4Durations the fourth, BC5Durations the fifth, BC6Durations the sixth, and
BCTotalDurations the total. V1Durations was the duration that participants spent in the first
video about diffusion and V2Durations the second. VQ1Durations was the duration that
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participants spent in the instructional support (solving questions or reading explanations) after
watching the first video. STraceDurations was the duration that participants spent in the
molecular trajectory function. STraceQ1Durations was the duration that participants spent in the
first instructional support after manipulating in the molecular trajectory simulation,
STraceQ2Durations the second, STraceQ3Durations the third, and STraceQ4Durations the
fourth. SAddDurations was the duration that participants spent in the molecule adder function.
SAddQ1Durations was the duration that participants spent in the first instructional support after
manipulating in the molecule adder simulation, and SAddQ2Durations the second.
STempDurations was the duration that participants spent in the temperature changing function.
STempQ1Durations was the duration that participants spent in the first instructional support after
manipulating in the temperature changing simulation. SSensorDurations was the duration that
participants spent in the concentration monitoring function. SSensorQ1Durations was the
duration that participants spent in the first instructional support (reading questions or
explanations) after manipulating in the concentration monitoring simulation, and
SSensorQ2Durations the second. SSensorQ1AnsDuration was the duration that participants spent
in the first instructional support (self-explaining) after manipulating in the concentration
monitoring simulation, and SSensorQ2AnsDuration the second. In this study, preDuration,
postDuration, and delayedDuration were durations in seconds for pretest, posttest, and delayed
posttest.
Table 6 Durations that Participants Spend in Each Phase
Duration in each phase
BC1Durations
BC2Durations
BC3Durations
BC4Durations
BC5Durations
BC6Durations
BCTotalDurations

SE condition
RE condition
Learning materials (the first basic concept about diffusion)
Learning materials (the second basic concept about diffusion)
Learning materials (the third basic concept about diffusion)
Learning materials (the fourth basic concept about diffusion)
Learning materials (the fifth basic concept about diffusion)
Learning materials (the sixth basic concept about diffusion)
The total time of the six basic concepts about diffusion
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V1Durations
VQ1Durations
V2Durations
STraceDurations
STraceQ1Durations
STraceQ2Durations
STraceQ3Durations
STraceQ4Durations
SAddDurations
SAddQ1Durations
SAddQ2Durations
STempDurations
STempQ1Durations
SSensorDurations
SSensorQ1Durations
SSensorQ1AnsDuration
SSensorQ2Durations
SSensorQ2AnsDuration

The first video about diffusion
Question
Text explanation
The second video about diffusion
Simulation with molecular trajectory function
First question
First text explanation
Second question
Second text explanation
Third question
Third text explanation
Fourth question
Fourth text explanation
Simulation with molecule adder function
First question
First text explanation
Second question
Second text explanation
Simulation with temperature changing function
Question
Text explanation
Simulation with concentration monitoring function
First question
First text explanation
Writing answer for the first question
None
Second question
Second text explanation
Writing answer for the second question None

3. Results
To test whether participants in different simulation conditions performed equivalently
before using the app, ANOVAs on the pretest scores were conducted with Cognitive Engagement
(SE: required to self-explain, RE: receive explanations directly) and Type of Learner (LPKL:
low-prior-knowledge learners, HPKL: high-prior-knowledge learners) as between-subjects
factors. To test whether participants improved after learning, repeated measure ANOVAs were
conducted with time as a 3-level (pretest, posttest, delayed posttest) within-subjects factor, Type
of Learner (LPKL, HPKL), and Cognitive Engagement (SE, RE) as between-subjects factors. In
order to further examine whether participants’ performance in posttest and delayed posttest was
different by conditions or types of learners, PreScore was used as a covariate for posttest and
delayed posttest. ANCOVAs [between-subjects factors: Type of Learner (LPKL, HPKL),
Cognitive Engagement (SE, RE); covariate: PreScore] were conducted.
Learning of Basic Concepts
Do the participants in different simulation conditions perform equivalently before
using the app?
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According to the results of the ANOVA for basic knowledge about diffusion (Table 7),
there was no significant interaction between Cognitive Engagement and Type of Learner, and no
significant main effect of Cognitive Engagement. There was a significant main effect of Type of
Learner on PreScore, F (1,56) = 15.05, p < 0.001. The results (Table 7 & Table 8 & Figure 17)
showed no evidence that participants performed significantly differently on the pretest in both
conditions. However, high-prior-knowledge learners are significantly better than low-priorknowledge learners in the SE condition.
Table 7 ANOVA for Basic Knowledge for Pretest
Between-Subjects Effects
Cognitive Engagement
Type of Learner
Cognitive Engagement*Learners

F(1,56)
0.586
15.046
2.387

p
0.447
0.000*
0.128

𝜂𝑝2
0.010
0.212
0.041

Cognitive Engagement

RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

Figure 17 Mean scores of basic knowledge about diffusion (maximum score: 15) for high-priorknowledge learners (HPKL) and low-prior-knowledge learners (LPKL) in RE condition and SE condition
for pretest
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Table 8 Mean Scores for Basic Knowledge about Diffusion (maximum score: 15) for High-PriorKnowledge Learners (HPKL) and Low-Prior-Knowledge Learners (LPKL) for Pretest, Posttest, and
Delayed Posttest
Type of Learner
LPKL
HPKL

PreScore
Mean(SD)
8.82 (2.74)
12.62 (2.02)

SE Condition (self-explain)
PostScore
DelayedScore
Mean(SD)
Mean (SD)
12.35 (2.18) 12.71(2.17)
13.77 (0.73) 13.62 (1.12)

RE Condition (read explanations)
PreScore
PostScore
DelayedScore
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
Mean (SD)
9.37 (2.61)
12.89 (1.79) 13.16 (1.77)
11.00 (3.16) 13.27 (2.87) 12.73 (2.28)

Does the participants’ performance improve?
According to the results of repeated measure ANOVA (Table 9), there was no significant
three-way interaction between variables. There was a significant interaction between Type of
Learner and Time, F(2, 55) = 6.586, p = 0.003. From the simple main effects (the least
significant difference) of Time, for high-prior-knowledge learners, PostScore was significantly
higher than PreScore with a mean difference = 1.713, p < 0.001. DelayedScore was significantly
higher than PreScore with a mean difference = 1.364, p = 0.012. For low-prior-knowledge
learners, PostScore was significantly higher than PreScore with a mean difference = 3.528, p <
0.001. DelayedScore was significantly higher than PreScore with a mean difference = 3.836, p <
0.001. The simulation application was proven effective for both high-prior-knowledge learners
and low-prior-knowledge learners in improving participants’ basic knowledge about diffusion.
Table 9 Repeated Measure ANOVA for Basic Knowledge about Diffusion
Multivariate Tests
Time
Time*Cognitive Engagement
Time*Type of Learner
Time*Cognitive Engagement*Type of Learner

Wilks’
Lambda
0.406
0.980
0.807
0.982

Between-Subjects Effects
Cognitive Engagement
Type of Learner
Type of Learner*Cognitive Engagement
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𝜂𝑝2

F(2,55)

p

40.252
0.572
6.586
0.494

0.000*
0.568
0.003*
0.613

0.594
0.027
0.193
0.018

F(1,56)
0.257
7.136
2.482

p
0.614
0.010*
0.121

𝜂𝑝2
0.005
0.113
0.042

Figure 18 Mean scores of basic knowledge about diffusion (maximum score: 15) for high-priorknowledge learners (HPKL) and low-prior-knowledge learners (LPKL) for pretest, posttest, and delayed
posttest

According to the results of ANCOVA (Table 10), after controlling PreScore, there were
no significant interactions between Type of Learner and Cognitive Engagement and no
significant main effect of variables for posttest and delayed posttest. The results (Table 10 &
Table 11) confirm that the SE condition that participants were required to self-explain and RE
condition that participants read explanations directly benefit remembering and understanding of
the basic concepts equivalently at posttest and delayed posttest. High-prior-knowledge learners
and low-prior-knowledge learners reach the same level at remembering and understanding the
basic concepts at posttest and delayed posttest.
Table 10 ANCOVA(covariate: PreScore) for Basic Knowledge about Diffusion for Posttest and Delayed
Posttest

Type of Learner
Cognitive Engagement

PostScore(ANCOVA)
F(1,55)
p
𝜂𝑝2
0.356
0.553 0.006
0.350
0.556 0.006
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DelayedScore(ANCOVA)
F(1,55)
p
𝜂𝑝2
1.036
0.313 0.018
0.020
0.887 0.000

Type of Learner*Cognitive Engagement

0.011

0.917

0.000

0.596

0.443

0.011

Table 11 Mean Scores in Four groups for Basic Knowledge (maximum score: 15), Near Transfer
(maximum score: 5), and Far Transfer (maximum score: 5) about Diffusion for Posttest and Delayed
Posttest When PreScore as a Covariate

Basic concepts
(PreScore=10.22)
Near transfer
(PreScore=10.22)
Far transfer
(PreScore=10.22)

Post
Delayed
Post
Delayed
Post
Delayed

SE Condition (self-explain)
LPKL (lowHPKL (highprior-knowledge prior-knowledge
learners)
learners)
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
12.96 (0.41)
12.72 (0.50)
13.10 (0.44)
12.94 (0.53)
4.71 (0.47)
4.85 (0.38)
4.41 (0.94)
4.92 (0.28)
3.18(1.02)
3.08(1.32)
3.82(1.24)
3.77(1.01)

RE Condition (read explanations)
LPKL (lowHPKL (highprior-knowledge prior-knowledge
learners)
learners)
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
13.27 (0.38)
12.93 (0.50)
13.40 (0.41)
12.51 (0.53)
4.68 (0.48)
4.55 (0.69)
4.68 (0.48)
4.45 (0.93)
3.00(1.11)
3.36(1.21)
4.00(0.82)
3.55(1.37)

Near Transfer
Do the participants in different simulation conditions perform equivalently before
using the app?
According to the results of ANOVA (Table 12), there was no significant interaction
between Cognitive Engagement and Type of Learner, and no significant main effect of Cognitive
Engagement, and no significant main effect of Type of Learner. This showed no evidence that
participants performed significantly differently on the pretest in both simulation conditions.
Table 12 ANOVA for Near Transfer about Diffusion for Pretest
Between-Subjects Effects
Cognitive Engagement
Type of Learner
Cognitive Engagement*Type of Learner

F(1,56)
0.261
2.224
0.557

p
0.611
0.142
0.458

𝜂𝑝2
0.005
0.038
0.010

Does the participants’ performance improve?
According to the results of repeated measure ANOVA (Table 13), there were no
significant three-way interaction or two-way interactions between variables. There was a
significant main effect of Time, F(2, 55) = 34.125, p < 0.001. The results (Table 13 & Table 14 &
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Figure 19) showed that participants in both simulation conditions improved significantly on near
transfer after using the app and their improvement was stable after a week.
Table 13 Repeated Measure ANOVA for Near Transfer about Diffusion
Multivariate Tests
Time
Time*Cognitive Engagement
Time*Type of Learner
Time*Cognitive Engagement*Type of Learner

Wilks’
Lambda
0.446
0.002
0.961
0.970

Between-Subjects Effects
Cognitive Engagement
Type of Learner
Type of Learner*Cognitive Engagement

𝜂𝑝2

F(2,55)

p

34.125
0.067
1.103
0.851

0.000*
0.935
0.339
0.433

0.554
0.002
0.039
0.030

F(1,56)
0.729
1.444
2.319

p
0.397
0.235
0.133

𝜂𝑝2
0.013
0.025
0.040

Table 14 Mean Scores for Near Transfer about Diffusion for High-Prior-Knowledge Learners (HPKL)
and Low-Prior-Knowledge Learners (LPKL) for Pretest, Posttest, and Delayed Posttest
Type of
Learner
LPKL
HPKL

PreScoreNT
Mean(SD)
3.35(1.22)
4.00(0.82)

SE Condition (self-explain)
PostScoreNT DelayedScoreNT
Mean(SD)
Mean (SD)
4.71(0.47)
4.41 (0.94)
4.85(0.38)
4.92 (0.28)
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PreScoreNT
Mean(SD)
3.42(1.17)
3.64(1.03)

RE Condition (read explanations)
PostScoreNT DelayedScoreNT
Mean(SD)
Mean (SD)
4.68(0.48)
4.68 (0.48)
4.55(0.69)
4.45 (0.93)

Cognitive Engagement

RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

Figure 19 Mean scores for near transfer (maximum score: 5) about diffusion for high-prior-knowledge
learners (HPKL) and low-prior-knowledge learners (LPKL) for pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest in
RE condition and SE condition

According to the results of ANCOVA (Table 15), after controlling PreScore, there were
no significant interactions between Type of Learner and Cognitive Engagement and no
significant main effect of variables for posttest and delayed posttest. The results (Table 15 &
Table 11) confirm that the SE condition that participants were required to self-explain and RE
condition that participants read explanations directly benefit the understanding of the near
transfer equivalently at posttest and delayed posttest. High-prior-knowledge learners and lowprior-knowledge learners reach the same level at the understanding of the near transfer at posttest
and delayed posttest.
Table 15 ANCOVA(covariate: PreScore) for Near Transfer about Diffusion for Posttest and Delayed
Posttest

Type of Learner
Cognitive Engagement
Type of Learner*Cognitive Engagement

PostScoreNT(ANCOVA)
F(1,55)
p
𝜂𝑝2
0.958
0.332
0.017
1.064
0.307
0.019
0.400
0.530
0.007
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DelayedScoreNT(ANCOVA)
F(1,55)
p
𝜂𝑝2
1.425
0.238
0.025
0.027
0.870
0.000
1.858
0.178
0.033

Far Transfer
Do the participants in different simulation conditions perform differently after using
the app?
A repeated measure ANOVA with time as a 2-level (PostScoreFT, DelayedScoreFT)
within-subjects factor, Type of Learner (LPKL: low-prior-knowledge learners, HPKL: highprior-knowledge learners) and Cognitive Engagement (SE: required to self-explain, RE: receive
explanations directly) as between-subjects factors was conducted. According to the results (Table
16), there were no significant three-way interaction or two-interactions between variables. There
was a significant main effect of Time, F(1, 56) = 17.156, p < 0.001. The results (Table 16 &
Table 17 & Figure 20) showed that participants in both simulation conditions improved
significantly on far transfer a week later after using the app.
Table 16 Repeated Measure ANOVA for Far Transfer about Diffusion
Multivariate Tests
Time
Time*Cognitive Engagement
Time*Type of Learner
Time*Cognitive Engagement*Type of Learner

Wilks’
Lambda
0.765
0.999
0.972
0.965

Between-Subjects Effects
Cognitive Engagement
Type of Learner
Type of Learner*Cognitive Engagement

𝜂𝑝2

F(1,56)

p

17.156
0.067
1.613
2.012

0.000*
0.797
0.209
0.162

0.235
0.001
0.028
0.035

F(1,56)
0.004
0.058
0.004

p
0.951
0.811
0.951

𝜂𝑝2
0.000
0.001
0.000

Table 17 Mean Scores for Far Transfer (maximum score: 5) about Diffusion for High-Prior-Knowledge
Learners (HPKL) and Low-Prior-Knowledge Learners (LPKL) for Posttest and Delayed Posttest
Type of Learner

HPKL
LPKL

SE Condition (self-explain)
PostScoreFT
Mean (SD)
3.08 (1.32)
3.18 (1.02)

DelayedScoreFT
Mean (SD)
3.77 (1.01)
3.82 (1.24)

RE Condition (read explanations)
PostScoreFT
Mean (SD)
3.36 (1.21)
3.00 (1.11)
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DelayedScoreFT
Mean (SD)
3.55 (1.37)
4.00 (0.82)

Cognitive Engagement

RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

Figure 20 Mean scores for far transfer (maximum score: 5) about diffusion for high-prior-knowledge
learners (HPKL) and low-prior-knowledge learners (LPKL) for posttest and delayed posttest in RE
condition and SE condition

According to the results of ANCOVA (Table 18), after controlling PreScore, there were
no significant interactions between Type of Learner and Cognitive Engagement and no
significant main effect of Cognitive Engagement for posttest and delayed posttest. There was a
significant main effect of Type of Learner on far transfer at delayed posttest, F (1,55) = 9.05, p =
0.004. The results (Table 18 & Table 11 & Figure 21) indicate that the SE condition that
participants were required to self-explain and RE condition that participants read explanations
directly benefit the understanding of the far transfer equivalently at posttest and delayed posttest.
High-prior-knowledge learners and low-prior-knowledge learners reach the same level at the
understanding of the far transfer at the posttest. Low-prior-knowledge learners benefit more than
high-prior-knowledge learners at the understanding of the far transfer at delayed posttest.
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Table 18 ANCOVA(covariate: PreScore) for Far Transfer about Diffusion for Posttest and Delayed
Posttest

Type of Learner
Cognitive Engagement
Type of Learner*Cognitive Engagement

PostScoreFT(ANCOVA)
F(1,55) p
𝜂𝑝2
0.988
0.325 0.018
0.255
0.616 0.005
2.015
0.161 0.035

DelayedScoreFT(ANCOVA)
F(1,55)
p
𝜂𝑝2
9.052
0.004* 0.141
0.137
0.712
0.002
0.019
0.891
0.000

Cognitive Engagement RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

Figure 21 Mean scores for far transfer about diffusion for high-prior-knowledge learners (HPKL) and
low-prior-knowledge learners (LPKL) for delayed posttest in RE condition and SE condition when
PreScore as a covariate

Short-answer Score
Do the participants in different simulation conditions perform differently after using
the app?
According to the results of ANCOVA (Table 19), after controlling PreScore, there was no
significant interaction between Type of Learner and Cognitive Engagement and no significant
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main effect of Type of Learner for posttest. There was a significant main effect of Cognitive
Engagement on the total scores of two questions, F (1,56) = 5.93, p = 0.018, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.096. The
results (Table 19 & Table 20 & Figure 22) showed that no matter whether they were low-priorknowledge learners or high-prior-knowledge learners, participants in the SE condition that
participants were required to self-explain got better understanding and explanation of the
emergent process than RE condition that participants read explanations directly.
Table 19 ANCOVA(covariate: PreScore) for Short-Answer Questions for Posttest

Type of Learner
Cognitive Engagement
Type of Learner*Cognitive Engagement

SumSAns(ANCOVA)
F(1,55)
p
𝜂𝑝2
0.498
0.483
0.009
5.195
0.027* 0.086
0.016
0.901
0.000

Table 20 Mean Scores for Short-Answer Questions (maximum score: 7) for High-Prior-Knowledge
Learners (HPKL) and Low-Prior-Knowledge Learners (LPKL) for Posttest When PreScore as a
Covariate
PreScore
= 10.22
RE(read explanations)
SE(self-explain)

SumSAns
HPKL
LPKL
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
3.12(0.452) 3.48(0.347)
4.07(0.450) 4.33(0.375)

Table 21 Mean Scores for Short-Answer Questions (maximum score: 7) for High-Prior-Knowledge
Learners (HPKL) and Low-Prior-Knowledge Learners (LPKL)for Posttest

Type of Learner
HPKL
LPKL

SE Condition
(self-explain)
Mean SD
4.54
1.05
4.06
1.82

RE Condition
(read explanations)
Mean SD
3.27
1.95
3.32
1.34
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Cognitive Engagement

RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

Figure 22 Total mean scores for two short-answer questions (maximum score: 7) for high-priorknowledge learners (HPKL) and low-prior-knowledge learners (LPKL) in RE condition and SE condition
for posttest

Time Spent in the Learning Part
Do the participants in different simulation conditions spend different time using the
app?
The ANOVA with Cognitive Engagement (SE: required to self-explain, RE: receive
explanations directly) and Type of Learner (LPKL: low-prior-knowledge learners, HPKL: highprior-knowledge learners) as between-subjects factors showed no evidence of interaction effect
between Cognitive Engagement and Type of Leaner on SimSumTime, F (1,56) = 3.95, p =
0.052, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.066, no main effect of Type of Learner on SimSumTime, F (1,56) = 0.016, p =
0.90, 𝜂𝑝2 < 0.001 but significant main effect of Cognitive Engagement on SimSumTime, F
(1,56) = 5.96, p = 0.018, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.096. The results (Table 22 & Table 23 & Figure 23) showed
that participants in SE condition that participants were required to self-explain spent significantly
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longer time in the learning part than participants in RE condition that participants read
explanations directly.
Table 22 ANOVA for Total Learning Time
Between-Subjects Effects
Cognitive Engagement
Type of Learner
Cognitive Engagement*Type of Learner

F(1,56)
5.964
0.016
3.945

p
0.018*
0.900
0.052

𝜂𝑝2
0.096
0.000
0.066

Table 23 Mean of Total Learning Time in Seconds for High-Prior-Knowledge Learners (HPKL) and
Low-Prior-Knowledge Learners (LPKL)

SimSumTime

SE Condition (self-explain)

RE Condition (read explanations)

LPKL Mean(SD)
1592.94(535.87)

LPKL Mean(SD)
1538.98(453.34)

HPKL Mean(SD)
1813.08(421.06)

HPKL Mean(SD)
1289.01(284.82)

Cognitive Engagement

RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

Figure 23 Mean seconds for total learning time in the simulation for high-prior-knowledge learners
(HPKL) and low-prior-knowledge learners (LPKL) in RE condition and SE condition

In order to better know how participants spend their time in the simulation, I collected
all the durations of each phase in the learning (see Table 6). The MANOVA (see Table 24)
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showed no significant interaction between Type of Learner and Cognitive Engagement and no
significant main effect of Type of Learner on any durations in part of the learning, but a
significant main effect of Cognitive Engagement on VQ1Durations, F (1,56) = 5.81, p = 0.019 <
0.05, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.094, STraceQ1Durations, F (1,56) = 13.33, p = 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 =
0.192, STraceQ2Durations, F (1,56) = 22.81, p < 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.289, STraceQ3Durations, F
(1,56) = 52.87, p < 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.486, SAddQ2Duration, F (1,56) = 12.43, p = 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 =
0.182, STempDurations, F (1,56) = 5.78, p = 0.02, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.094, SSensorQ1Durations, F (1,56)
= 31.53, p < 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.360, SSensorQ1AnsDuration, F (1,56) = 89.41, p < 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 =
0.615, SSensorQ2Durations, F (1,56) = 69.54, p < 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.554, and
SSensorQ2AnsDuration, F (1,56) = 73.85, p < 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.569. From the pairwise
comparisons, duration of instructional support after completing the first video part in SE
condition (self-explain) was significantly longer than in RE condition (read explanations) with a
mean difference = 13.15, p = 0.019. The first duration of instructional support after completing
the molecular trajectory tracing function in SE condition (self-explain) was significantly longer
than in RE condition (read explanations) with a mean difference = 12.46, p = 0.001. The second
duration of instructional support after completing the molecular trajectory tracing function in SE
condition (self-explain) was significantly longer than in RE condition (read explanations) with a
mean difference = 17.12, p < 0.001. The third duration of instructional support after completing
the molecular trajectory tracing function in SE condition (self-explain) was significantly longer
than in RE condition (read explanations) with a mean difference = 42.68, p < 0.001. The second
duration of instructional support after completing the molecule adder function in SE condition
(self-explain) was significantly longer than in RE condition (read explanations) with a mean
difference = 8.45, p = 0.001. The duration of simulation in temperature changing function in SE
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condition (self-explain) was significantly longer than in RE condition (read explanations) with a
mean difference = 13.19, p = 0.02. The first duration of instructional support after completing the
concentration monitoring function in SE condition (self-explain) was significantly longer than in
RE condition (read explanations) with a mean difference = 176.05, p < 0.001. The second
duration of instructional support after completing the concentration monitoring function in SE
condition (self-explain) was significantly longer than in RE condition (read explanations) with a
mean difference = 92.07, p < 0.001.
Table 24 The Results of MANOVA for All the Durations of Each Phase in the Learning, * is Significant

BC1Durations
BC2Durations
BC3Durations
BC4Durations
BC5Durations
BC6Durations
BCTotalDurations
V1Durations
VQ1Durations
V2Durations
STraceDurations
STraceQ1Durations
STraceQ2Durations
STraceQ3Durations
STraceQ4Durations
SAddDurations
SAddQ1Durations
SAddQ2Durations
STempDurations
STempQ1Durations
SSensorDurations
SSensorQ1Durations
SSensorQ1AnsDuration
SSensorQ2Durations
SSensorQ2AnsDuration

Cognitive Engagement
* Type of Learner
F(1,56) p
𝜂𝑝2
1.23
0.27 0.021
0.38
0.54 0.007
0.13
0.72 0.002
0.58
0.45 0.010
0.12
0.73 0.002
0.42
0.84 0.001
1.22
0.27 0.021
0.19
0.66 0.003
0.44
0.51 0.008
2.42
0.13 0.041
0.95
0.33 0.017
1.42
0.24 0.025
0.14
0.71 0.002
0.62
0.43 0.011
0.044
0.83 0.001
0.008
0.93 0.000
1.86
0.18 0.032
1.08
0.30 0.019
0.32
0.57 0.006
0.46
0.50 0.008
1.54
0.22 0.027
1.78
0.19 0.031
0.60
0.44 0.011
1.27
0.27 0.022
0.15
0.71 0.003

Cognitive Engagement
F(1,56)
0.28
0.93
0.25
0.24
0.36
0.18
0.77
1.15
5.81
0.059
0.69
13.33
22.81
52.87
2.61
0.98
3.61
12.43
5.78
0.51
0.79
31.53
89.41
69.54
73.85

p
0.60
0.34
0.62
0.63
0.55
0.67
0.38
0.29
0.019*
0.81
0.41
0.001*
0.000*
0.000*
0.11
0.33
0.063
0.001*
0.02*
0.48
0.38
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.000*

𝜂𝑝2
0.005
0.016
0.004
0.004
0.006
0.003
0.014
0.020
0.094
0.001
0.012
0.192
0.289
0.486
0.044
0.017
0.061
0.182
0.094
0.009
0.014
0.360
0.615
0.554
0.569

Type of Learner
F(1,56)
0.012
0.10
1.57
0.41
0.44
0.019
0.74
0.67
0.78
0.44
0.004
1.80
1.37
0.14
0.15
1.51
0.17
0.20
0.28
0.86
1.21
1.40
0.60
0.55
0.15

p
0.91
0.75
0.22
0.52
0.51
0.89
0.39
0.42
0.38
0.51
0.95
0.19
0.25
0.71
0.70
0.23
0.68
0.66
0.60
0.36
0.28
0.24
0.44
0.46
0.71

𝜂𝑝2
0.000
0.002
0.027
0.007
0.008
0.000
0.013
0.012
0.014
0.008
0.000
0.031
0.024
0.003
0.003
0.026
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.015
0.021
0.024
0.011
0.010
0.003

Table 25 Percentage of Participants Who Still Held Misconceptions in SE condition (Self-Explain) after
Exploring in the Simulation
Video

molecular trajectory tracing

molecule adder
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temperature changing

Q1

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q1

56.7%

3.3%

30%

23.3%

6.7%

3.3%

26.7%

6.7%

The examples of robust misconception about diffusion
Based on analyses of the time spent in each phase of the simulation (Table 24) and the
percentage of participants who still held misconceptions after exploring in the simulation (Table
25), the findings regarding robust misconceptions are as follows:
First, after exploring and observing ink-diffusion in the simulation, more than half of
learners thought that molecules have the intention to move. For example, some thought
molecules move toward from area of higher concentration to an area of lower concentration,
because molecules want to move toward less crowded places.
Second, about 30% of learners still believed that molecular movement requires an
external force. For example, they thought ink diffuses into the water because of gravity, ink
should move from high elevation to low elevation instead of from higher concentration to lower
concentration. More than 20% of learners still thought that gas diffuses because some gas
molecules are lighter than others, so they could be moved.
ANCOVA [between-subjects factors: Type of Learner (LPKL: low-prior-knowledge
learners, HPKL: high-prior-knowledge learners), Cognitive Engagement (SE: required to selfexplain, RE: receive explanations directly); covariate: age] was conducted.The results (Table 26)
showed significant interaction effect between Cognitive Engagement and Type of Learner on
SimSumTime, F (1,55) = 4.24, p = 0.044 < 0.05, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.072. From the simple main effect of
Cognitive Engagement, SimSumTime of high-prior-knowledge learners in SE condition that
participants were required to self-explain is significantly longer than in RE condition that
participants read explanations directly with a mean difference = 559.00, p = 0.004 < 0.05. The
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results (Table 26 & Table 27) showed that when adding age as a covariate, high-prior-knowledge
learners in the SE condition spent a significantly longer time in the learning part than high-priorknowledge learners in RE condition. However, low-prior-knowledge learners in the SE condition
did not spend a significantly longer time than in RE condition.
Table 26 ANCOVA(covariate: age) for Total Learning Time Spent in the Simulation

Type of Learner
Cognitive Engagement
Type of Learner*Cognitive Engagement

SimSumTime(ANCOVA)
F(1,55)
p
𝜂𝑝2
0.037
0.849
0.001
6.677
0.012* 0.108
4.242
0.044* 0.072

From the pairwise comparisons, SimSumTime of high-prior-knowledge learners in SE
condition that participants were required to self-explain is significantly longer than in RE
condition that participants read explanations directly with a mean difference = 559.00, p = 0.004
< 0.05. However, SimSumTime of low-prior-knowledge learners in SE condition is not
significantly longer than in RE condition with a mean difference = 68.89, p = 0.65 > 0.05. This
showed that when adding age as a covariate, high-prior-knowledge learners in the SE condition
spent a significantly longer time in the learning part than high-prior-knowledge learners in RE
condition. However, low-prior-knowledge learners in the SE condition did not spend a
significantly longer time than in RE condition.
Table 27 Mean of Total Learning Time in Seconds in the Simulation for High-Prior-Knowledge Learners
(HPKL) and Low-Prior-Knowledge Learners (LPKL) When Adding Age as a Covariate

Type of Learner
LPKL (age=26.65)
HPKL (age=26.65)

SE Condition
(self-explain)
Mean
SD
1603.22 109.32
1825.49 125.09

RE Condition
(read explanations)
Mean
SD
1534.33 103.00
1266.49 137.37
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Cognitive Engagement

RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

Figure 24 Mean seconds for total learning in the simulation for high-prior-knowledge learners (HPKL)
and low-prior-knowledge learners (LPKL) in RE condition and SE condition when age as a covariate

Time Spent in Pretest, Posttest and Delayed Posttest
A repeated measure ANOVA with time as a 3-level (preDuration, postDuration,
delayedDuration) within-subjects factor, Type of Learner (LPKL: low-prior-knowledge learners,
HPKL: high-prior-knowledge learners) and Cognitive Engagement (SE: required to self-explain,
RE: receive explanations directly) as between-subjects factors was conducted. According to the
results of repeated measure ANOVA (Table 28), there was no significant three-way interaction or
two-way interactions between variables, and no significant main effect of variables. Learners did
not spend significantly different time for pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest.
Table 28 Repeated Measure ANOVA for Time Spent on Multiple-Choice Questions for Pretest, Posttest,
and Delayed Posttest
Multivariate Tests
Time
Time*Cognitive Engagement
Time*Type of Learner

Wilks’
Lambda
0.979
0.999
0.983
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F(2,55)

p

0.585
0.039
0.465

0.560
0.962
0.631

𝜂𝑝2
0.021
0.001
0.017

Time*Cognitive Engagement*Type of Learner

0.973

Between-Subjects Effects
Cognitive Engagement
Type of Learner
Type of Learner*Cognitive Engagement

0.764

0.471

0.027

F(1,56)
0.735
0.025
2.556

p
0.395
0.874
0.116

𝜂𝑝2
0.013
0.000
0.044

Table 29 Mean Durations in Seconds for Multiple-Choice Questions for High-Prior-Knowledge Learners
(HPKL) and Low-Prior-Knowledge Learners (LPKL) for pretest, posttest and delayed posttest
Type of
Learner
LPKL
HPKL

SE Condition (self-explain)
pre
post
delayed
Mean
Mean
Mean
(SD)
(SD)
(SD)
483.53
508.59
460.94
(205.573) (219.78) (182.58)
547.31
528.62
545.38
(126.58)
(121.23) (153.43)

RE Condition (read explanations)
pre
post
delayed
Mean
Mean
Mean
(SD)
(SD)
(SD)
534.42
515.53
489.79
(276.19)
(153.24) (129.62)
427.45
466.45
440.36
(143.85)
(98.60)
(108.08)

Cognitive Engagement

RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

Figure 25 Mean durations for multiple-choice questions for high-prior-knowledge learners (HPKL) and
low-prior-knowledge learners (LPKL) in RE condition and SE condition for pretest, posttest, and delayed
posttest

4. Discussion
First, participants in both Cognitive Engagement conditions improved significantly in
posttest and delayed posttest on basic concepts and deep learning (transfer about diffusion). No
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matter whether participants were low-prior-knowledge learners or high-prior-knowledge
learners, no matter whether they were in the SE condition (learners are required to self-explain)
or in the RE condition (learners read explanations directly), they reached the same level on basic
concept learning after using the app. This showed that the simulation with either instructional
support can effectively improve learning basic concepts about diffusion.
Second, regardless of the Cognitive Engagement condition, participants improved
significantly and got almost all the near transfer problems correctly in the posttest and delayed
posttest. This shows that the simulation with either instructional support can effectively promote
near transfer in diffusion. It could also be that the near transfer problems were quite similar to the
learning items. Once participants know about the composition of matter (all matter – solid,
liquid, and gas – is composed of continually moving particles), they can solve most of the near
transfer problems.
Third, regardless of the Cognitive Engagement condition, participants improved
significantly from posttest to delayed posttest for far transfer questions and got almost 4 out of 5
questions correct in the delayed posttest. This shows that participants were able to apply the
diffusion knowledge in different domains, especially after a period. It also suggests that
participants’ understanding of diffusion might get deeper after a period.
Fourth, participants in the SE condition (learners are required to self-explain) showed
significantly higher scores on short-answer questions than participants in the RE condition
(learners read explanations directly). Participants in the SE condition got almost 3 out of 3 in the
second question and participants in the RE condition got about 2 out of 3. This shows that the SE
condition is more effective than the RE condition in improving understanding and explanation of
the diffusion. It seems that simulation with questions that promote self-explanation (SE) might
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be more effective than the simulation with receiving text explanations directly (RE) in helping
learners understand and explain the diffusion process. Participants in both Cognitive Engagement
conditions had a mean score of about 13 out of 15 in the multiple-choice test but those in the SE
condition only got about 4 out of 7 in two short-answer questions while those in the RE
condition only got about 3 out of 7. This suggests that even though participants mastered the
rules of molecular movement and had a good knowledge of diffusion rules, they still had
difficulty in giving the definition of diffusion and explaining the causality of diffusion.
A limitation of this pilot study is that the sample size was small. Future research needs to
be conducted before determining whether the SE condition is significantly better than the RE
condition in learning to explain the causality of diffusion. Perhaps the optimal design would be
to recruit participants who haven’t learned diffusion before and to include follow-up interviews
with open-ended items.
This pilot study reveals that simulation at the molecular level with comparison, guidance,
and instructional support is effective for learning basic concepts in diffusion. Simulation with
questions that promote self-explanation (SE) might be better than the simulation with receiving
text explanations directly (RE) for learning diffusion. Nearly half of the participants in the
current study have learned diffusion before. To examine the effects more clearly, it is better to
conduct the study with participants who haven’t learned diffusion before so that we can eliminate
other factors. For example, participants who have learned diffusion before might not be serious
about the pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest. In addition, participants might take the
simulation as a review reference, so they might not notice the feedback in the simulation.
This study confirms the hypothesis that participants in the SE condition (learners are
required to self-explain) will spend more time at some instructional support phases in the
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learning part of the simulation than participants in the RE condition (learners read explanations
directly). More than half of the participants, after observing diffusion in both microlevel and
macrolevel simultaneously, still held the misconception that molecules have intentions to move.
It was not surprising that those participants in the SE condition spent significantly more time in
this part. Though less than 30% of participants in the SE condition after exploring in the
molecular trajectory tracing simulation and in the molecule adder simulation still held some
misconceptions about some molecular movement rules, they spent significantly more time in this
part. This indicates that observing and exploring in the simulation is not enough for mastering
the knowledge. It is necessary to provide additional information about the molecular movement
rule.
Because the age range (from 22 to 50) in this study is large, participants’ age might be
another factor to influence the total time spent in the simulation. When adding age as a covariate,
high-prior-knowledge learners in SE condition (learners are required to self-explain) spent
significantly more time than in the RE condition (learners read explanations directly). However,
low-prior-knowledge learners in the SE condition did not spend significantly more time than in
the RE condition. High-prior-knowledge learners in the SE condition spent more time than lowprior-knowledge learners in the SE condition, while high-prior-knowledge learners in the RE
condition spent less time than low-prior-knowledge learners in the RE condition. This indicates
that low-prior-knowledge learners in both conditions might spend similar time in thinking and
reflecting while self-explaining (SE) or reading text explanations (RE). High-prior-knowledge
learners are more likely to use explanations and descriptions in simulation as a review reference
or just skip this part, so they spend less time than low-prior-knowledge learners in the RE
condition. High-prior-knowledge learners might find some results opposite with their prior
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understanding when receiving feedback from their answers, so they spend more time reflecting
than low-prior-knowledge learners in the SE condition. This suggests that it might be better to
ask questions instead of providing direct explanations and descriptions for high-prior-knowledge
learners in eliminating misconceptions by making them get aware of their misconceptions.
However, in this study, we do not have enough evidence to support this idea. A short self-report
survey might help understand how learners deal with explanations in the RE condition.
There was no significant decrease in response time for multiple-choice questions from
pretest to posttest, and from pretest to delayed posttest. However, though not significantly, highprior-knowledge learners’ delayed posttest duration was longer than their posttest duration in the
SE condition. It might confirm the previous hypothesis that some misconceptions are robust. In
the immediate posttest, high-prior-knowledge learners recalled correct rules from the simulation
confidently, but in the delayed posttest their previous misconceptions went back, so they spent
more time correcting their misconceptions.
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Chapter V. Dissertation Study
1. Research Questions and Hypotheses
The results of the pilot study suggest that the SE condition (learners are required to selfexplain) is more effective than the RE condition (learners read explanations directly) at helping
learners to improve explaining causality and giving a definition of diffusion. There was no
significant interaction between type of learner and type of instructional support in the effect on
understanding basic knowledge, near transfer, and far transfer about diffusion. Both high-priorknowledge learners and low-prior-knowledge learners did not perform significantly differently
on basic knowledge, near transfer, and far transfer in the posttest.
However, the results for the delayed posttest suggest a possible interaction between the
cognitive engagement manipulation (RE versus SE) and type of learner (low or high prior
knowledge). Low-prior-knowledge learners scored significantly higher than high-priorknowledge learners on the far transfer questions in the delayed posttest, as shown using their
pretest score as a covariate. From the results of far transfer questions, high-prior-knowledge
learners in the SE condition improved more than high-prior-knowledge learners in the RE
condition from posttest to delayed posttest. Meanwhile, low-prior-knowledge learners in the RE
condition improved more than low-prior-knowledge learners in the SE condition on far transfer
from posttest to delayed posttest. This might be because high-prior-knowledge learners thought
they had enough knowledge and neglect the explanations in the RE condition, therefore they
improved less in understanding. However, high-prior-knowledge learners in the SE condition my
have paid more attention to the feedback and thought more carefully. When they had assimilated
the new knowledge, they achieved better understanding. For low-prior-knowledge learners, the
new knowledge was too complicated while exploring in the simulation. Therefore, low-prior83

knowledge learners in the RE condition improved more than low-prior-knowledge learners in the
SE condition. The non-significant interaction might be caused by the small sample size of the
study.
This pattern of findings raises the question: Is the SE condition really good for low-priorknowledge learners? There are also some questions I did not investigate in the pilot study.
Therefore, the research questions for the main study are as follows:
1)

Based on cognitive load theory, will low-prior-knowledge learners understand the key

concepts, define and explain diffusion better with receiving direct explanations (the RE
condition) after manipulating in the simulation? Or based on ICAP theory, will they perform
better with self-explaining (the SE condition) in the simulation?
2)

Can low-prior-knowledge learners form emergent schema without being explicitly told?

Will learners who are introduced only to the daily-life examples (the DEX condition) improve
after learning?
3)

Do low-prior-knowledge learners’ misconceptions come from a lack of emergent schema?

Will learners who are introduced to direct and emergent schema (the DES condition) perform
better than those who are introduced only to the daily-life examples (the DEX condition)?
Independent Variables
There are four instructional support conditions, created by the factorial combination of
two instructional factors. There are two levels of the first factor, Cognitive Engagement: one
level is “self explanation” or SE (learners are asked to answer simulation behavior questions and
get explanations only after self-explaining). The other level is “received explanations” or RE
(learners receive text explanations immediately after observation and manipulation in the
simulation). For the second factor, Schema, the first level is DES (instructing students about the
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qualitative attributes in direct processes and emergent processes and helping them understand
these attributes in daily-life examples). The other level is DEX (introducing the same daily-life
examples used in condition DES but without mentioning the two types of processes or any
qualitative attributes in the process). The detailed descriptions and examples of these
instructional support factors and their levels can be found in the literature review section, from
page 50 to page 57. The independent variable Cognitive Engagement has two levels, SE vs. RE.
The independent variable Schema has two levels, DES vs. DEX.
Dependent Variables
There were three dependent variables in this study:
1) the score of basic knowledge and transfer of the emergent processes (i.e., the total
score on the multiple-choice questions in the pretest, posttest and delayed
posttest);
2) the score in the categorization of two processes (i.e., the total score on matching
questions in the pretest, posttest and delayed posttest);
3) understanding the causal structure of emergent processes (i.e., the summed score
of two short-answer questions about daily-life examples in the pretest, posttest
and delayed posttest, and the summed score of another two short-answer
questions about diffusion in the posttest and delayed posttest);
Hypotheses
Based on previous research and the results of the pilot study, I have the following
hypotheses:
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H1: learners with instruction RE will perform better than those with instruction SE at
understanding basic knowledge and transfer about diffusion, and explaining causality and giving
a definition of diffusion, and mentioning more emergent attributes in the short-answer questions.
H2: after learning, learners in all groups will improve at understanding basic knowledge and
transfer about diffusion, and explaining causality and giving a definition of diffusion, and
mentioning more emergent attributes in the short-answer questions. Learners with instruction
DEX might also improve at classifying two processes into the correct category.
H3: learners with instruction DES will outperform than those with instruction DEX at
understanding basic knowledge and transfer about diffusion, classifying two processes into the
correct category, explaining causality and giving a definition of diffusion, and mentioning more
emergent attributes in the short-answer questions.
2. Method
Participants
One hundred and forty-two Chinese middle school students in four classes, who had
never learned diffusion before and had no knowledge of emergent processes, were recruited from
the School Attached to Huazhong Agricultural University. The text in the simulation application
was in Chinese and all students answered in Chinese. Eighteen students (6 in condition RE and
DEX, 6 in condition SE and DEX, 2 in condition RE and DES, 4 in condition SE and DES) were
excluded from the study due to failure in the attention check question of the tests. Therefore, one
hundred and twenty-four participants were analyzed in this study. They were all defined as lowprior-knowledge learners. The mean age of the participants was 12.92 years (SD=0.645), ranging
from 12 to 15 years of age. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions: 1)
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SE and DES (N=32), 2) SE and DEX (N=30), 3) RE and DES (N=32), and 4) RE and DEX
(N=30). 53.2 percent of participants were female, and 46.8 percent were male.
Design
The study is a 2x2 factorial design (see Table 30).
Table 30 Number of Participants in the Four conditions
Schema
Cognitive Engagement
Self-explain (SE)
Read explanations directly (RE)

Direct and emergent schema
and daily-life examples (DES)
32
32

Daily-life examples (DEX)

30
30

Procedure
Data were collected in the computer lab. Participants were randomly assigned to one of
the four conditions. This study was composed of two sessions (see Figure 26). The total length of
Session 1 was around 30 minutes to 60 minutes (Mean=41). The total length of Session 2 was
around 6 minutes to 30 minutes (Mean=17). The interval between the two sessions was one
week. In Session 1, all participants were informed that they would learn the basic concepts about
diffusion for about 30 minutes by manipulating and exploring in simulation. Participants were
told to follow the guidance in simulation (no discussion with others) to complete the pretest,
learning part, and posttest for the first session of the study. The researcher, one research assistant,
and the computer science teacher were present to monitor participants’ learning progress and
solve technical problems. When participants started the learning part, the handout of DES/DEX
was also sent out as a reference for them to check in the later learning or test phase. All handouts
were collected after participants finished Session 1. The total learning time varied as participants
started at their own pace. When participants finished Session 1, they were told to come back one
week later to complete the delayed posttest for Session 2. When participants came back for
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Session 2, they started the delayed posttest immediately without any handouts or discussion with
others.

Pretest

Simulation condition

SE+DES

SE+DEX

RE+DES

RE+DEX

Posttest

Delayed posttest

one week later
Figure 26 Procedure of the dissertation study

Measures and Coding
In addition to the same measures (see Table 5) and coding used in the pilot study, there
were two additional measures (see Table 31) to test how learners understand the emergent
processes. One measure of the two additional short-answer questions was as follow:
1) Explain the causal structure of the V pattern of the geese.
2) Explain the causal structure of the traffic jam pattern.
In order to test whether learners have a rough sense of the emergent schema and the
direct schema, another measure was six matching questions. Before and after learning, learners
were asked whether the phenomena mentioned above were the same process as the example of
cleaning the classroom or the example of rushing out of the classroom. If two examples of the
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same process were collected together, learners were supposed to have a rough sense of the
emergent schema and the direct schema. Every correct match got 1 point, and an incorrect one, a
score of 0. PreClassified was the score for the six matching questions (total score was 6) in the
pretest, PostClassified for posttest, and DelayedClassified for delayed posttest.
The extent of understanding the emergent schema and the direct schema was measured by
the score for these two additional short-answer questions. The DirectProcess misconception
score was the number of direct attributes mentioned in emergent process questions. The higher
the score was, the more misconceptions the learners had at explaining emergent processes. The
EmergentProcess conception score was the number of emergent attributes mentioned in emergent
process questions. The higher the score was, the more the learners understood about emergent
processes. If learners mentioned none or only few emergent attributes in the pretest, they were
considered as little knowledge of emergent processes. PreDPmis was the total number of
attributes from direct schema mentioned for the first short-answer question that Why do geese fly
in a V-shape and for the second question that Why do cars lead to a bottleneck in the pretest.
PreEPcon was the total number of attributes from the emergent schema mentioned for the first
short-answer question and the second question in the pretest. PostDPmis and PostEPcon were
scores in the posttest. DelayedDPmis and DelayedEPcon were scores in the delayed posttest.
Table 31 Constructs of pretest, posttest and delayed posttest in the dissertation study
Test Content
Basic Knowledge
Near Transfer
Far Transfer
Categorization
DirectProcess
Misconception &

Test Type
14+1 multiplechoice questions
5 multiple-choice
questions
5 multiple-choice
questions
6 matching
questions
2 short-answer
questions (V pattern

Pretest
PreScore

Coding
Posttest
PostScore

Delayed Posttest
DelayedScore

PreScoreNT

PostScoreNT

DelayedScoreNT

PostScoreFT

DelayeScoreFT

PreClassified

PostClassified

DelayedClassified

PreDPmis
PreEPcon

PostDPmis
PostEPcon

DelayedDPmis
DelayedEPcon
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EmergentProcess
Conception

of the geese +
traffic jam pattern)
2 short-answer
questions (why does
diffusion happen +
what is diffusion)

PostEPdiffusion

DelayedEPdiffusion

The multiple-choice test score was the number of correct responses to the questions. A
correct response was given a score of 1, and an incorrect one, a score of 0. A correct response for
attention check question was given a score of 1, and an incorrect one would lead the whole test
score to -1. Those whose test score was -1 were considered to be absent-minded in the study.
Therefore, their data were excluded from the study. In the later analysis, participants’ score for
basic concepts was their total score minus 1 point got from the attention check question. In this
study, the effective score for basic concepts about diffusion ranged from 0 to 14. The effective
score for near transfer ranged from 0 to 5, and far transfer, from 0 to 5. In this study, PreScore,
PostScore, and DelayedScore were the scores for basic concepts in the tests. PreScoreNT was
near transfer score in the pretest. PostScoreNT was the near transfer score in the posttest.
PostScoreFT was the far transfer score in the posttest. DelayedScoreNT was the near transfer
score in the delayed posttest. DelayedScoreFT was the far transfer score in the delayed posttest.
Two short-answer questions about diffusion were scored by the following rules. For the
first question – why diffusion happens and how concentration changes, the total possible score
was 4 plus extra points. If the participants mentioned the random movement of molecules, they
got 1 point. If they mentioned the concentration difference, they got another 1 point. If they
mentioned concentration changes during the diffusion process, they got another 1 point. If they
mentioned concentration became stable when reaching equilibrium, they got another 1 point. For
the second question – what diffusion is and whether molecules stop when reaching equilibrium,
the total possible score was 3 plus possible extra points. If the participants mentioned the
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molecular movement, they got 1 point. If they mentioned molecules move from a region of high
concentration to a region of low concentration, they got another 1 point. If they stated that
molecules are always moving, they got another 1 point. For these two questions, if learners
mentioned extra attributes of the emergent process, they got 1 extra point for every extra attribute
they mentioned. PostEPdiffusion was the total score for the two questions about diffusion in the
posttest and DelayedEPdiffusion was the total score in the delayed posttest.
3. Results
Can Learners form emergent schema without being explicitly told?
To test whether learners can form emergent schema without being explicitly told,
repeated measure ANOVAs were conducted with Time as a 3-level (pretest, posttest, delayed
posttest) within-subjects factor, Schema (DES: instructed in direct and emergent schema, DEX:
instructed in only daily-life examples) and Cognitive Engagement (SE: required to self-explain,
RE: receive explanations directly) as between-subjects factors.
Does learning occur for the following contents?
1) Basic knowledge about diffusion
According to the results of the ANOVA for the basic knowledge test (Table 32), there was
no significant three-way interaction between variables. There was a significant two-way
interaction between Schema and Time, F(2, 119) = 3.838, p = 0.024. From the simple main
effects of Time (the least significant difference), in instructional condition DES, PostScore was
significantly higher than PreScore with a mean difference = 4.453, p < 0.001. Also in
instructional condition DES, DelayedScore was significantly higher than PreScore with a mean
difference = 4.250, p < 0.001. In instructional condition DEX, PostScore was significantly higher
than PreScore with a mean difference = 3.583, p < 0.001. Also in instructional condition DEX,
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DelayedScore was significantly higher than PreScore with a mean difference = 3.000, p < 0.001.
Based on the results (Table 32 & Table 33 & Figure 27), the simulation application with
instruction DES or instruction DEX was proven effective in improving participants’ basic
knowledge about diffusion. This indicates that participants might have formed a rough sense of
emergent schema without being explicitly told. In the meanwhile, participants being explicitly
told emergent schema improved more than those without being explicitly told.
Table 32 Repeated Measure ANOVA for Basic Knowledge about Diffusion
Multivariate Tests
Time
Time*Cognitive Engagement
Time*Schema
Time*Cognitive Engagement*Schema

Wilks’
Lambda
0.241
0.973
0.939
0.958

Between-Subjects Effects
Cognitive Engagement
Schema
Schema*Cognitive Engagement

𝜂𝑝2

F(2,119)

p

187.260
1.668
3.838
2.614

0.000*
0.193
0.024*
0.077

0.759
0.027
0.061
0.042

F(1,120)
1.529
10.294
0.713

p
0.219
0.002*
0.400

𝜂𝑝2
0.013
0.079
0.006

Table 33 Mean Scores for Basic Knowledge about Diffusion (maximum possible score: 14)

RE(read
explanations)
SE(self-explain)

DES
(instructed in direct and emergent schema)
PreScore
PostScore
DelayedScore
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
6.22(1.497) 11.37(1.845) 10.84(1.370)

DEX
(instructed in only daily-life examples)
PreScore
PostScore
DelayedScore
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
6.13(1.961) 9.63(2.580) 9.57(2.096)

6.41(1.563)

6.27(1.818)

10.16(2.302)

10.28(1.670)
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9.93(2.196)

8.83(2.653)

DES: instructed in direct and emergent schema
DEX: instructed in only daily-life examples

Figure 27 Mean scores for basic knowledge (maximum score: 14) about diffusion for instructional
conditions DES and DEX for pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest
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Cognitive Engagement
RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

DES: instructed in direct and emergent schema
DEX: instructed in only daily-life examples

Figure 28 Mean scores for basic knowledge (maximum score: 14) about diffusion in the four groups for
pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest

2) Near transfer test about diffusion
According to the results of the ANOVA for the near transfer test of diffusion (Table 34),
there were no significant three-way or two-way interactions between variables. Results showed a
significant Time main effect, F(2, 119) = 21.116, p < 0.001. Based on the results (Table 34 &
Table 35 & Figure 29), the simulation application was proven effective in improving participants’
near transfer about diffusion. This indicates that participants might have formed a rough sense of
emergent schema without being explicitly told. In the meanwhile, participants being explicitly
told emergent schema improved more than those without being explicitly told. Participants
receiving explanations directly improved more than those self-explaining.
Table 34 Repeated Measure ANOVA for Near Transfer about Diffusion
Multivariate Tests
Time
Time*Cognitive Engagement

Wilks’
Lambda
0.738
0.996

F(2,119)

p

21.116
0.238

0.000*
0.789
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𝜂𝑝2
0.262
0.004

Time*Schema
Time*Cognitive Engagement*Schema
Between-Subjects Effects
Cognitive Engagement
Schema
Schema*Cognitive Engagement

0.993
0.985

0.394
0.935

0.675
0.395

0.007
0.015

F(1,120)
6.215
8.744
0.460

p
0.014*
0.004*
0.499

𝜂𝑝2
0.049
0.068
0.004

Table 35 Mean Scores for Near Transfer about Diffusion (maximum possible score: 5)

RE(read
explanations)
SE(selfexplain)

DES (instructed in direct and emergent schema)
PreScoreNT PostScoreNT DelayedScoreNT
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
3.28(0.924)
4.22(0.870)
3.97(0.782)

DEX (instructed in only daily-life examples)
PreScoreNT PostScoreNT DelayedScoreNT
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
3.10(0.845)
3.53(1.106)
3.37(0.928)

3.00(1.191)

2.63(1.245)

3.75(1.164)

3.44(0.914)

3.50(1.106)

3.13(1.408)

Cognitive Engagement
RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

DES: instructed in direct and emergent schema
DEX: instructed in only daily-life examples

Figure 29 Mean scores for near transfer (maximum score: 5) about diffusion in the four groups for
pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest

3) The score for categorization of the two processes
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According to the results of the ANOVA for the process categorization questions (Table
36), there were no significant three-way or two-way interactions between variables and no
significant main effect of variables. Based on the non-significant results of the main effect for
Time (Table 36 & Table 37), F(2, 199) = 1.105, p = 0.334, the simulation application was not
proven effective in improving participants’ categorization of the two processes.
Table 36 Repeated measure ANOVA for Categorization of the Two Processes
Multivariate Tests
Time
Time*Cognitive Engagement
Time*Schema
Time*Cognitive Engagement*Schema
Between-Subjects Effects
Cognitive Engagement
Schema
Schema*Cognitive Engagement

Wilks’
Lambda
0.982
0.979
0.991
0.973

𝜂𝑝2

F(2,119)

p

1.105
1.297
0.563
1.679

0.334
0.277
0.571
0.191

0.018
0.021
0.009
0.027

F(1,120)
0.845
0.193
0.556

p
0.360
0.661
0.457

𝜂𝑝2
0.007
0.002
0.005

Table 37 Mean Scores in Categorization of the Two Processes (maximum possible score: 6)

RE(read
explanations)
SE(selfexplain)

DES (instructed in direct and emergent schema)
PreClassified PostClassified DelayedClassified
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
3.50(1.218)
3.06(0.564)
3.09(0.641)

DEX (instructed in only daily-life examples)
PreClassified PostClassified DelayedClassified
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
3.27(0.868)
3.23(0.858)
3.27(0.907)

3.13(1.008)

3.17(1.341)

3.25(0.762)

3.22(1.313)

3.23(1.104)

2.77(1.104)

4) DirectProcess misconception for the first two short-answer questions (1. Why
do geese fly in a V-shape, 2. Why do cars lead to a bottleneck)
According to the results of the ANOVA for the DirectProcess misconception (Table 38),
there was no significant three-way interaction between variables. There was a significant
interaction between Schema and Time, F(2, 119) = 3.191, p = 0.045. Therefore, tests of simple
main effects (the least significant difference) of the Time factor were conducted. In instructional
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condition DES, PostDPmis was significantly lower than PreDPmis with a mean difference =
0.484, p < 0.001. Also in instructional condition DES, DelayedDPmis was significantly higher
than PostDPmis with a mean difference = 0.516, p = 0.001. In instructional condition DEX,
PreDPmis was significantly lower than DelayedDPmis with a mean difference = 0.550, p =
0.001. Also in instructional condition DEX, PostDPmis was significantly lower than
DelayedDPmis with a mean difference = 0.683, p < 0.001. Based on the results (Table 38 &
Table 39, Figure 30), the simulation application with instruction DES was proven more effective
in eliminating participants’ DirectProcess misconceptions about emergent processes at the
immediate posttest. The simulation application with instruction DEX led to less reduction in
participants’ DirectProcess misconceptions about emergent processes. This indicates that if they
are not explicitly told the emergent schema, learners are more likely to have misconceptions
about emergent processes.
Table 38 Repeated Measure ANOVA for DirectProcess Misconception for the Two Short-Answer
Questions
Multivariate Tests
Time
Time*Cognitive Engagement
Time*Schema
Time*Cognitive Engagement*Schema
Between-Subjects Effects
Cognitive Engagement
Schema
Schema*Cognitive Engagement

Wilks’
Lambda
0.755
0.998
0.949
1.000

𝜂𝑝2

F(2,119)

p

19.340
0.136
3.191
0.012

0.000*
0.873
0.045*
0.988

0.245
0.002
0.051
0.000

F(1,120)
0.615
3.836
0.127

p
0.434
0.052
0.722

𝜂𝑝2
0.005
0.031
0.001

Table 39 Mean Number of Direct Attributes Mentioned for the Two Short-Answer Questions (1. Why do
geese fly in a V-shape while migrating? 2. Why do cars lead to a bottleneck when a traffic jam happens?)

RE(read
explanations)

V-shape
Bottleneck

DES (instructed in direct and emergent
schema)
PreDPmis
PostDPmis DelayedDPmis
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
1.72(0.683) 1.75(0.718) 2.31(0.965)
0.87(0.833) 0.31(0.693) 0.31(0.693)
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DEX (instructed in only daily-life
examples)
PreDPmis
PostDPmis DelayedDPmis
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
1.23(0.728) 1.43(0.858) 1.63(0.718)
0.73(0.785) 0.37(0.556) 0.87(0.730)

SE(selfexplain)

Total
V-shape
Bottleneck
Total

2.59(1.103)
1.50(0.568)
1.12(0.833)

2.06(0.982)
1.44(0.564)
0.75(0.950)

2.63(0.976)
1.84(0.723)
0.81(1.030)

1.97(1.129)
1.23(0.679)
0.87(0.681)

1.80(1.064)
1.23(0.679)
0.77(0.679)

2.50(0.938)
1.40(0.621)
1.27(0.640)

2.63(0.907)

2.19(1.120)

2.66(1.125)

2.10(1.062)

2.00(1.017)

2.67(1.061)

DES: instructed in direct and emergent schema
DEX: instructed in only daily-life examples

Figure 30 Mean scores for total direct attributes mentioned in the first two short-answer questions about
emergent processes (V-shape, bottleneck) for instructional conditions DES and DEX for pretest, posttest,
and delayed posttest
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Cognitive Engagement
RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

DES: instructed in direct and emergent schema
DEX: instructed in only daily-life examples

Figure 31 Mean scores for total direct attributes mentioned in the first two short-answer questions about
emergent processes (V-shape, bottleneck) in four groups for pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest

5) EmergentProcess conception for the first two short-answer questions (1. Why
do geese fly in a V-shape, 2. Why do cars lead to a bottleneck)
According to the results of the ANOVA for the EmergentProcess conception (Table 40),
there was a significant three-way interaction among Time, Cognitive Engagement, and Schema,
F(2, 119) = 3.936, p = 0.022. Therefore, tests of pairwise comparisons (using the Least
Significant Difference test) of the Time factor were conducted, comparing the change in
emergent process conception for posttest versus pretest, delayed posttest versus pretest, and
delayed posttest versus posttest. For instructional condition RE – DES, where participants were
instructed in direct and emergent schema and read explanations directly, PostEPcon in was
significantly higher than PreEPcon with a mean difference = 1.281, p < 0.001. For that
instructional condition (RE – DES), DelayedEPcon was significantly higher than PreEPcon with
a mean difference = 1.438, p < 0.001. For instructional condition SE – DES, where participants
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were instructed in direct and emergent schema and were required to self-explain, DelayedEPcon
was significantly higher than PreEPcon with a mean difference = 0.844, p < 0.001. Also for
instructional condition SE - DES, DelayedEPcon was significantly higher than PostEPcon with a
mean difference = 0.594, p = 0.001.
Based on these results (summarized in Table 40 & Table 41 & Figure 32), instructional
conditions DES – RE and DES – SE were proven effective in improving participants’
EmergentProcess misconception. For instructional condition DEX – RE, where participants were
only instructed in daily-life examples and read explanations directly, Wilks’ Lambda = 0.962,
F(2, 119) = 2.338, p = 0.101, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.038. For instructional condition DEX – SE, where
participants were only instructed in daily-life examples and were required to self-explain, Wilks’
Lambda = 0.995, F(2, 119) = 0.322, p = 0.725, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.005. Thus, the simulation application
for conditions DEX – RE and DEX – SE was not proven effective in improving participants’
EmergentProcess misconception. The results indicate that participants have difficulty in
expressing emergent attributes without being explicitly instructed in the emergent schema.
Table 40 Repeated Measure ANOVA for EmergentProcess Conception for the Two Short-answer
Questions
Multivariate Tests
Time
Time*Cognitive Engagement
Time*Schema
Time*Cognitive Engagement*Schema
Between-Subjects Effects
Cognitive Engagement
Schema
Schema*Cognitive Engagement

Wilks’
Lambda
0.687
0.855
0.649
0.938

𝜂𝑝2

F(2,119)

p

27.169
10.128
32.134
3.936

0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
0.022*

0.313
0.145
0.351
0.062

F(1,120)
22.039
53.989
10.497

p
0.000*
0.000*
0.002*

𝜂𝑝2
0.155
0.310
0.080
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Table 41 Mean Number of Emergent Attributes Mentioned for the Two Short-answer Questions (1. Why
do geese fly in a V-shape while migrating? 2. Why do cars lead to a bottleneck when a traffic jam
happens?)

RE(read
explanations)
SE(selfexplain)

V-shape
Bottleneck
Total
V-shape
Bottleneck
Total

DES (instructed in direct and emergent
schema)
PreEPcon
PostEPcon
DelayedEPcon
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
0.03(0.177) 0.03(0.177) 0.00(0.000)
0.22(0.420) 1.50(1.191) 1.69(1.030)

DEX (instructed in only daily-life
examples)
PreEPcon
PostEPcon
DelayedEPcon
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
0.00(0.000) 0.00(0.000) 0.00(0.000)
0.23(0.504) 0.47(0.507) 0.10(0.305)

0.25(0.440)
0.00(0.000)
0.13(0.336)

1.53(1.270)
0.00(0.000)
0.38(0.554)

1.69(1.030)
0.00(0.000)
0.97(1.204)

0.23(0.504)
0.03(0.183)
0.17(0.379)

0.47(0.507)
0.00(0.000)
0.17(0.379)

0.10(0.305)
0.00(0.000)
0.07(0.254)

0.13(0.336)

0.38(0.554)

0.97(1.204)

0.20(0.407)

0.17(0.379)

0.07(0.254)

Cognitive Engagement
RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

DES: instructed in direct and emergent schema
DEX: instructed in only daily-life examples

Figure 32 Mean scores for total emergent attributes mentioned in the first two short-answer questions
about emergent processes (V-shape, bottleneck) in four groups for pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest

Do the participants perform differently after learning?
To test whether instruction RE where participants read explanations directly is more
effective than instruction SE where participants were required to self-explain, ANCOVAs were
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conducted to further examine whether participants’ performance in the posttest and delayed
posttest was different. In these ANOVAs, the between-subjects factors were: Schema and
Cognitive Engagement, with covariate PreScore. Because participants’ categorization of the two
processes did not improve, ANCOVA was not conducted for DV categorization. The results of
ANCOVAs for DVs basic knowledge, near transfer, and far transfer about diffusion, and
DirectProcess misconception and EmergentProcess conception for the two short-answer
questions, and EmergentProcess conception in diffusion are shown in the following tables.
Table 42 ANCOVA(covariate: PreScore) for Basic Knowledge about Diffusion

Schema
Cognitive Engagement
Schema*Cognitive Engagement

PostScore(ANCOVA)
F(1,119) p
𝜂𝑝2
5.841
0.017* 0.047
1.731
0.191
0.014
3.877
0.051
0.032

DelayedScore(ANCOVA)
F(1,119) p
𝜂𝑝2
14.229
0.000* 0.107
3.383
0.068
0.028
0.054
0.817
0.000

Table 43 ANCOVA(covariate: PreScore) for Near Transfer about Diffusion

Schema
Cognitive Engagement
Schema*Cognitive Engagement

PostScoreNT(ANCOVA)
F(1,119) p
𝜂𝑝2
5.771
0.018* 0.046
1.920
0.168
0.016
1.331
0.251
0.011

DelayedScoreNT(ANCOVA)
F(1,119) p
𝜂𝑝2
5.862
0.017* 0.047
4.345
0.039* 0.035
0.651
0.421
0.005

Table 44 ANCOVA(covariate: PreScore) for Far Transfer about Diffusion

Schema
Cognitive Engagement
Schema*Cognitive Engagement

PostScoreFT(ANCOVA)
F(1,119) p
𝜂𝑝2
0.440
0.508
0.004
0.352
0.554
0.003
0.041
0.840
0.000

DelayedScoreFT(ANCOVA)
F(1,119) p
𝜂𝑝2
12.265
0.001* 0.093
1.828
0.179
0.015
0.001
0.981
0.000

Table 45 ANCOVA(covariate: PreScore) for DirectProcess Misconception for the Two Short-Answer
Questions

Schema
Cognitive Engagement
Schema*Cognitive Engagement

PostDPmis(ANCOVA)
F(1,119) p
𝜂𝑝2
1.364
0.245 0.011
0.681
0.411 0.006
0.042
0.838 0.000
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DelayedDPmis(ANCOVA)
F(1,119) p
𝜂𝑝2
0.115
0.735
0.001
0.333
0.565
0.003
0.129
0.720
0.001

Table 46 ANCOVA(covariate: PreScore) for EmergentProcess Conception for the Two Short-Answer
Questions

Schema
Cognitive Engagement
Schema*Cognitive Engagement

PostEPcon(ANCOVA)
F(1,119) p
𝜂𝑝2
20.849
0.000* 0.149
27.827
0.000* 0.190
9.563
0.002* 0.074

DelayedEPcon(ANCOVA)
F(1,119) p
𝜂𝑝2
69.332
0.000*
0.368
6.653
0.011*
0.053
5.351
0.022*
0.043

Table 47 ANCOVA(covariate: PreScore) for EmergentProcess Conception in Diffusion

Schema
Cognitive Engagement
Schema*Cognitive Engagement

PostEPdiffusion(ANCOVA)
F(1,119) p
𝜂𝑝2
12.293
0.001* 0.094
5.042
0.027* 0.041
0.257
0.613
0.002

DelayedEPdiffusion(ANCOVA)
F(1,119) p
𝜂𝑝2
11.233
0.001* 0.086
4.113
0.045* 0.033
0.570
0.452
0.005

Instruction RE versus Instruction SE
1) Near transfer about diffusion
According to the results (Table 43 & Table 48 & Figure 33), after controlling for
PreScore, instructional condition RE showed a significant positive effect on DelayedScoreNT
compared to instructional condition SE: F(1,119) = 4.345, p = 0.039, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.035. This
confirms that instruction RE is more effective than instruction SE at improving participants’ near
transfer about diffusion at delayed posttest.
Table 48 Mean Scores for Near Transfer about Diffusion When PreScore Was Used as Covariate
(maximum possible score: 5)

PreScore
=6.26
RE(read explanations)
SE(self-explain)

DES (instructed in direct and
emergent schema)
PostScoreNT DelayedScoreNT
Mean(SE)
Mean(SE)
4.222(0.188) 3.970(0. 183)
3.738(0.188) 3.433(0.183)
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DEX (instructed in only dailylife examples)
PostScoreNT DelayedScoreNT
Mean(SE)
Mean(SE)
3.544(0.194) 3.371(0.189)
3.499(0.194) 3.133(0.189)

Cognitive Engagement

RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

DES: instructed in direct and emergent schema
DEX: instructed in only daily-life examples

Figure 33 Mean scores for near transfer (maximum score: 5) about diffusion in the delayed posttest when
PreScore as a covariate

2) EmergentProcess conception for the first two short-answer questions(1. Why
do geese fly in a V-shape, 2. Why do cars lead to a bottleneck)
According to the results (Table 46 & Table 49 & Figure 34), the interaction between
Cognitive Engagement and Schema on PostEPcon was significant, F(1,119) =9.563, p = 0.002,
𝜂𝑝2 = 0.074. From the simple main effects of the Cognitive Engagement factor, instruction DES
led to higher PostEPcon for instruction RE compared to instruction SE , with a mean difference
= 1.161, p < 0.001. The interaction between Cognitive Engagement and Schema on
DelayedEPcon was also significant, F(1,119) =5.351, p = 0.022, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.043. From the simple
main effects of the Cognitive Engagement factor, instruction DES led to higher DelayedEPcon
for instruction RE compared to instruction SE, with a mean difference = 0.728, p = 0.001. The
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results (Table 46 & Table 49 & Figure 34) confirm that instruction RE is more effective than
instruction SE at improving participants’ EmergentProcess conception.
Table 49 Mean Number of Emergent Attributes Mentioned for the Two Short-Answer Questions When
PreScore Was Used as Covariate (1. Why do geese fly in a V-shape while migrating? 2. Why do cars lead
to a bottleneck when a traffic jam happens?)

PreScore
= 6.26
RE(read explanations)
SE(self-explain)

DES (instructed in direct and
emergent schema)
PostEPcon DelayedEPcon
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
1.53(0.136) 1.69(0.146)
0.37(0.137) 0.96(0.146)

DEX (instructed in only dailylife examples)
PostEPcon
DelayedEPcon
Mean(SD)
Mean(SD)
0.47(0.141)
0.11(0.151)
0.17(0.141)
0.07(0.151)

Figure 34 Mean scores for total emergent attributes mentioned in the first two short-answer questions
about emergent processes (V-shape, bottleneck) in four groups for posttest and delayed posttest when
PreScore as a covariate = 6.26

3) EmergentProcess conception in diffusion for the last two short-answer
questions(1. Why does diffusion happen and how does concentration change,
2. What is diffusion and do molecules stop moving)
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According to the results (Table 47 & Table 50 & Figure 35), after controlling for
PreScore, instructional condition RE showed a significant positive effect on PostEPdiffusion
compared to instructional condition SE: F(1,119) = 5.042, p = 0.027, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.041. Instructional
condition RE also showed a significant positive effect on DelayedEPdiffusion compared to
instructional condition SE: F(1,119) = 4.113, p = 0.045, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.033. The results (Table 47 &
Table 50 & Figure 35) confirm that instruction RE is more effective than instruction SE at
improving participants’ EmergentProcess conception in diffusion.
Table 50 Mean Score of EmergentProcess Conception in Diffusion for the Two Short-Answer Questions
When PreScore Was Used as Covariate (1. Why does diffusion happen and how does concentration
change? 2. What is diffusion and do molecules stop moving?)

PreScore
= 6.26
RE(read explanations)
SE(self-explain)

DES (instructed in direct and emergent
schema)
PostEPdiffusion DelayedEPdiffusion
Mean(SE)
Mean(SE)
3.50(0.251)
3.79(0.217)
2.80(0.252)
3.17(0.217)
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DEX (instructed in only daily-life
examples)
PostEPdiffusion DelayedEPdiffusion
Mean(SE)
Mean(SE)
2.48(0.260)
2.88(0.224)
2.03(0.260)
2.60(0.224)

Figure 35 Mean scores EmergentProcess conception in diffusion for the two short-answer questions (1.
Why does diffusion happen and how does concentration change? 2. What is diffusion and do molecules
stop moving?) in four groups for posttest and delayed posttest, when PreScore as a covariate = 6.26

Instruction DES versus Instruction DEX
1) Basic knowledge, near transfer, and far transfer about diffusion
According to the results for basic knowledge about diffusion (Table 42 & Table 51 &
Figure 36), after controlling for PreScore, instructional condition DES showed a significant
positive effect on PostScore compared to instructional condition DEX: F(1,119) = 5.841, p =
0.017, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.047. Instructional condition DES also showed a significant positive effect on
DelayedScore compared to instructional condition DEX: F(1,119) = 14.229, p < 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 =
0.107. The results (Table 42 & Table 51 & Figure 36) confirm that instruction DES is more
effective than instruction DEX at improving participants’ basic knowledge about diffusion.
According to the results for near transfer about diffusion (Table 43 &Table 48 & Figure
37), after controlling for PreScore, instructional condition DES showed a significant positive
effect on PostScoreNT compared to instructional condition DEX: F(1,119) = 5.771, p = 0.018,
𝜂𝑝2 = 0.046. Instructional condition DES also showed a significant positive effect on
DelayedScoreNT compared to instructional condition DEX: F(1,119) = 5.862, p = 0.017, 𝜂𝑝2 =
0.047. The results (Table 43 &Table 48 & Figure 37) confirm that instruction DES is more
effective than instruction DEX at improving participants’ near transfer about diffusion.
According to the results for far transfer about diffusion (Table 44 &Table 52 & Figure
38), after controlling for PreScore, instructional condition DES showed a significant positive
effect on DelayedScoreFT compared to instructional condition DEX: F(1,119) = 12.265, p =
0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.093. The results (Table 44 &Table 52 & Figure 38) confirm that instruction DES
is more effective than instruction DEX at improving participants’ far transfer about diffusion.
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All these results above confirm that when participants are instructed in direct and
emergent schema, they will have fewer misconceptions about diffusion. This indicates that some
misconceptions about emergent processes stem from lacking the emergent-system schema.
Table 51 Mean Scores for Basic Knowledge about Diffusion When PreScore Was Used as Covariate
(maximum possible score: 14)

PreScore
=6.26
RE(read explanations)
SE(self-explain)

DES (instructed in direct and
emergent schema)
PostScore
DelayedScore
Mean(SE)
Mean(SE)
11.388(0.384) 10.847(0.353)
10.106(0.384) 10.270(0.353)

DEX (instructed in only dailylife examples)
PostScore
DelayedScore
Mean(SE)
Mean(SE)
9.676(0.397)
9.576(0.365)
9.930(0.397)
8.833(0.364)

Figure 36 Mean scores for basic knowledge (maximum score: 14) about diffusion in the four groups for
posttest and delayed posttest when PreScore as a covariate = 6.26
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Figure 37 Mean scores for near transfer (maximum score: 5) about diffusion in the four groups for
posttest and delayed posttest when PreScore as a covariate = 6.26

Mean Scores for Far Transfer

Mean Scores for Far Transfer in the Delayed Posttest

DES: instructed in direct
and emergent schema
DEX: instructed in only
daily-life examples

Cognitive Engagement

RE: read explanations
SE: self-explain

Figure 38 Mean scores for far transfer (maximum score: 5) about diffusion in the four groups for delayed
posttest when PreScore as a covariate = 6.26
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Table 52 Mean Scores for Far Transfer about Diffusion When PreScore Was Used as Covariate
(maximum possible score: 5)

PreScore
=6.26
RE(read explanations)
SE(self-explain)

DES (instructed in direct and
emergent schema)
PostScoreFT DelayedScoreFT
Mean(SE)
Mean(SE)
2.722(0.190) 3.630(0. 202)
2.798(0.191) 3.357(0.202)

DEX (instructed in only dailylife examples)
PostScoreFT DelayedScoreFT
Mean(SE)
Mean(SE)
2.812(0.197) 2.915(0.209)
2.966(0.197) 2.632(0.209)

2) The score for categorization of the two processes
According to the results for the categorization of the processes (Table 36), there were no
significant three-way or two-way interactions between variables and no significant main effect of
variables. Based on the results (Table 36 & Table 37), instructional condition DES where
participants were instructed in direct and emergent schema is not more effective than
instructional condition DEX where participants were only instructed in daily-life examples at
improving participants’ categorization of the two processes. This suggests that some
misconceptions do not come from a lack of emergent schema. Some misconceptions come from
a lack of awareness of when a shift is needed.

3) DirectProcess misconception for the first two short-answer questions (1. Why
do geese fly in a V-shape, 2. Why do cars lead to a bottleneck)
According to the results for DirectProcess misconceptions for the two short-answer
questions (Table 45), there was no significant two-way interaction between variables and no
significant main effect of variables. This confirms that instructional condition DES where
participants were instructed in direct and emergent schema is not more effective than
instructional condition DEX where participants were only instructed in daily-life examples at
eliminating participants’ DirectProcess misconceptions about emergent processes. This indicates
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that some misconceptions do not come from a lack of emergent schema. Some misconceptions
come from a lack of awareness of when participants need to categorize the process as an
emergent process.
4) EmergentProcess conception for the first two short-answer questions (1. Why
do geese fly in a V-shape, 2. Why do cars lead to a bottleneck)
According to the results for EmergentProcess conception for the two short-answer
questions (Table 46 & Table 49 & Figure 39), the interaction between Cognitive Engagement and
Schema on PostEPcon was significant, F(1,119) =9.563, p = 0.002, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.074. From the
simple main effects of Schema, for instructional condition RE, where participants read
explanations directly, PostEPcon with instruction DES was significantly higher than PostEPcon
with instruction DEX, with a mean difference = 1.062, p < 0.001. The interaction between
Cognitive Engagement and Schema on DelayedEPcon was also significant, F(1,119) =5.351, p =
0.022, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.043.From the tests of simple main effects of Schema, for instructional condition
RE, DelayedEPcon with instruction DES was significantly higher than DelayedEPcon with
instruction DEX with a mean difference = 1.583, p < 0.001. For instructional condition SE,
where participants were required to self-explain, DelayedEPcon with instruction DES was
significantly higher than DelayedEPcon with instruction DEX with a mean difference = 0.895, p
< 0.001. The results (Table 46 & Table 49 & Figure 39) confirm that instruction DES is more
effective than instruction DEX at improving participants’ EmergentProcess conception. This
indicates that some misconceptions come from a lack of emergent schema.
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Figure 39 Mean scores for total emergent attributes mentioned in the first two short-answer questions
about emergent processes (V-shape, bottleneck) in four groups for posttest and delayed posttest when
PreScore as a covariate = 6.26

5) EmergentProcess conception in diffusion for the last two short-answer
questions(1. Why does diffusion happen and how does concentration change,
2. What is diffusion and do molecules stop moving)
According to the results for the EmergentProcess conception in diffusion (Table 47 &
Table 50 & Figure 40), after controlling for PreScore, instructional condition DES where
participants were instructed in direct and emergent schema showed a significant positive effect
on PostEPdiffusion compared to instructional condition DEX where participants were only
instructed in daily-life examples: F(1,119) = 12.293, p = 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.094. Instructional
condition DES also showed a significant positive effect on DelayedEPdiffusion compared to
instructional condition DEX: F(1,119) = 11.233, p = 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.086. The results (Table 47
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& Table 50 & Figure 40) confirm that instruction DES is more effective than instruction DEX at
improving participants’ EmergentProcess conception in diffusion. This indicates that some
misconceptions come from a lack of emergent schema.

Figure 40 Mean scores for EmergentProcess conception in diffusion for the two Short-answer Questions
(1. Why does diffusion happen and how does concentration change? 2. What is diffusion and do
molecules stop moving?) in four groups for posttest and delayed posttest, when PreScore as a covariate =
6.26
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Chapter VI. General Discussion
Emergence is a fundamental concept in many modern scientific theories, but emergent
processes are difficult to understand. In this dissertation, I investigated the following research
questions. First, which type of instructional support is more effective in helping students learn
about emergent processes: instruction based on cognitive load theory that asks students only to
receive and understand explanations (condition RE), or instruction based on ICAP theory (Chi &
Wylie, 2014), that involves students more actively, asking them to answer simulation behavior
questions and receive explanations only after self-explaining (condition SE)? Second, can
students form emergent schema without being explicitly told? Will learners who are introduced
only the daily-life examples (condition DEX) improve after learning? Third, do students’
misconceptions about emergent processes come from a lack of the Emergent Schema? Will
learners who are introduced direct and emergent schema (condition DES) perform better than
those who are introduced only the daily-life examples (condition DEX)?
In the pilot study, participants were high-prior-knowledge and low-prior-knowledge
adults at Teachers College. In the main dissertation study, participants were low-priorknowledge Chinese middle school students. In this section, I will highlight the important
findings from the two studies. I will also discuss the implications of the studies, as well as
limitations of the dissertation study and future directions for the study.
1. Summary
Learners Have a Rough Sense that There Are Different Types of Processes but Have Difficulty
Expressing Their Differences
Based on the results of the score in categorizing two processes and the score of
understanding the causal structure of emergent processes in this dissertation study, we can see
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that learners have a rough sense that some processes are the same type of processes but some are
not. On average, learners categorized about half of the matching questions correctly before
learning and their categorization performance stayed similar after learning. However, they
mentioned few emergent attributes in the first two short-answer questions (examples of emergent
processes: 1. Why do geese fly in a V-shape while migrating? 2. Why do cars lead to a bottleneck
when a traffic jam happens?) before learning. This indicated that learners know that some
processes are different types of processes even though they cannot express the differences
clearly. Before learning, learners have little knowledge of emergent processes but they know this
type of process is different from another type of process.
Instructional Support: SE versus Instructional Support: RE
The findings of the pilot study showed that for adult learners at a U.S.graduate school of
education, a sample comprised of both high-prior-knowledge learners and low-prior-knowledge
learners, the SE condition (learners are required to self-explain) is more effective than the RE
condition (learners read explanations directly) in explaining the causality of diffusion and giving
the definition of the diffusion with digital simulations. In contrast, the findings of the main
dissertation study showed that for both Chinese younger children (low-prior-knowledge learners
at 12 years) and teenagers (low-prior-knowledge learners from 13 to 15 years), the RE condition
is more effective than the SE condition in promoting understanding of near transfer questions
about diffusion and ability to explain the causality of emergent processes (Why do cars lead to a
bottleneck and why does diffusion happen) and giving the definition of diffusion. Two possible
explanations for these discrepant results between the pilot and the main dissertation studies can
be advanced, as follows.
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Possibility 1: The discrepant results might come from the differences in working
memory across age
Working memory is limited. Research have shown that working memory continues to
develop from younger children to younger adults (Crone, Wendelken, Donohue, van Leijenhorst,
& Bunge, 2006; Fandakova, Sander, Werkle-Bergner, & Shing, 2014; Luciana, Conklin, Hooper,
& Yarger, 2005; Peverill, McLaughlin, Finn, & Sheridan, 2016). Therefore, adult learners in the
pilot study have greater working memory capacity than younger learners in this main dissertation
study. Cognitive load is the demand for working memory during learning, so younger learners in
this dissertation study were more likely to be under a high cognitive overload than adult learners
in the pilot study while exploring the simulation. Adult learners in the pilot study more likely had
sufficient working memory to explore the simulation. Based on ICAP theory, adult learners in the
SE condition are engaging in active learning. Those in the RE condition are in passive learning.
Therefore, the SE condition is more effective than the RE condition for adult learners. For
younger learners in this main dissertation study, they have limited working memory to explore
the simulation. Based on cognitive load theory, younger learners in the SE condition might feel
confused about what they need to notice when they are required to answer questions with too
much new information showing up simultaneously, so they experience cognitive overload.
However, those in the RE condition receive explanations directly to guide them on what they
need to notice, so they have their cognitive load reduced. Therefore, the RE condition leads to
better learning outcomes than the SE condition for younger learners.
Possibility 2: The discrepant results might stem from cultural differences in
instructional styles
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Chinese students are often taught in large groups in a teaching-centered learning
environment (Xiao & Dyson, 1999). Zhongmin (2005) pointed out that Chinese students often
rely on textbooks and teachers but may lack the initiative to engage in self-directed learning.
They are less likely to ask questions and have little chance to explore the learning content on
their own. Therefore, Chinese students are more used to passive forms of instruction (RE:
receiving lectures or explanations directly). Because Chinese students are accustomed to the RE
condition with low cognitive load and they might feel uncomfortable and experience a high
cognitive load in the SE condition, they did better in the RE condition than in the SE condition.
However, in the United States, students are more independent in learning (Zhongmin, 2005).
Students often keep learning by trial and error until they succeed. Schools (particularly graduate
schools) are more likely to ask students to answer questions during learning. Therefore, students
are more used to active forms of instruction (SE: self-explain). In the pilot study, the SE
condition is more effective than the RE condition for adult learners at Teachers College.
Instructional Support: DES versus Instructional Support: DEX
According to Chi et al. (2012), in the United States, the direct and emergent process
schemas have not been widely taught in classrooms. From the literature review, the concept of
direct and emergent schema is also brand new for Chinese students and has never been taught in
classrooms. Based on the results of the two short-answer questions (why do geese fly in a Vshape and why do cars lead to a bottleneck) in this dissertation study, in the pretest, students have
many DirectProcess misconceptions (Table 37) but few EmergentProcess conceptions (Table 39)
about the two emergent processes. These findings show that though students are brand new to the
concepts of direct and emergent schema, they have a detailed sense of direct schema but none
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sense of emergent schema before learning. Students were low-prior-knowledge learners
regarding emergent processes.
Students can form at least a rough sense of emergent schema without being explicitly
told
Because the diffusion process is an example of an emergent process, the knowledge of
diffusion and knowledge of emergent processes overlap (e.g., the emergent attributes in Table 1).
There is also some unique knowledge regarding the process of diffusion. For example, the
temperature can influence the diffusion rate. In this dissertation study, low-prior-knowledge
learners with instruction DEX (learner are instructed in only daily-life examples) also improved
significantly at understanding basic knowledge and near transfer about diffusion. Though
learners with instruction DEX did not improve significantly at answering the first two shortanswer questions about emergent processes (Why do geese fly in a V-shape while migrating?
Why do cars lead to a bottleneck when a traffic jam happens?) In the emergent schema, they did
mention some emergent attributes when answering the last two short-answer questions about
diffusion (Why does diffusion happen and how does concentration change? What is diffusion
and do molecules stop moving?). Similarly, in the pilot study, both high-prior-knowledge
learners and low-prior-knowledge learners were not instructed in the direct and emergent schema
or any daily-life examples. Low-prior-knowledge learners in the pilot study also improved
significantly at understanding basic knowledge and near transfer about diffusion and mentioned
some emergent attributes at short-answer questions about diffusion. These findings confirm that
students can form at least a rough sense of emergent schema without being explicitly told.
Some misconceptions about emergent processes come from a lack of the Emergent
Schema
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In the main dissertation study (conducted with low-prior-knowledge Chinese middle
school students), the instructional condition DES (learners are instructed in the direct and
emergent schema) is more effective for learning emergent processes with digital simulations.
Instruction DES produced significantly better performance than instruction DEX (learner are
instructed in only daily-life examples) for promoting the learning of basic knowledge about
diffusion and significantly better transfer about diffusion, as well as a significantly better
explanation for the second short-answer questions about the emergent process (Why do cars lead
to a bottleneck when a traffic jam happens?), a significantly better explanation of the causality of
diffusion and a significantly better definition of diffusion. This indicates that low-priorknowledge learners with instruction DES condition made fewer misconceptions about emergent
processes than those with instruction DEX. This confirms the hypothesis that some
misconceptions about emergent processes come from a lack of the Emergent Schema, at least for
this sample of Chinese middle school students.
Some misconceptions about emergent processes come from a lack of awareness of
when participants need to categorize the process as an emergent process
In this main dissertation study, learners with instruction DES (learners are instructed in
the direct and emergent schema) improved significantly at expressing emergent processes such
as explaining why diffusion happens, giving a definition of diffusion, and explaining Why do
cars lead to a bottleneck, but they failed to explain Why do geese fly in a V-shape. However, they
did not improve at the categorization of the two processes. This suggests that even though
learners have been instructed about emergent schema and direct schema explicitly, they still have
difficulty distinguishing the two types of processes. Based on the results of the two short-answer
questions (why do geese fly in a V-shape and why do cars lead to a bottleneck) in this
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dissertation study, some misconceptions are extremely persistent because they returned at the
delayed posttest. However, when we look at the mean scores of DirectProcess misconception
made separately in the two short-answer questions (Table 37), misconceptions in the question
about why cars lead to a bottleneck did decrease from pretest to delayed posttest in the DES
condition but increased from pretest to delayed posttest in the DEX condition. On the contrary,
misconceptions in the question about why geese fly in a V-shape increased from pretest to
delayed posttest in both DES condition and DEX condition. Some students also directly said that
geese flying in a V-shape is a direct process (Table 53). These facts suggest that if learners don’t
have a sense of emergent schema, they will try to explain all the processes using the direct
schema concept. If learners have a sense of emergent schema, they still might categorize some
processes into the wrong type and this leads to the misconceptions. This reasoning suggests that
some misconceptions come from a lack of awareness of when participants need to categorize the
process into an emergent process.
Learners tend to focus on similar surface characteristics while categorizing
processes
While categorizing the two types of processes, learners sometimes tend to focus on and
be misled by similar surface characteristics. For example, the second short-answer question Why
do cars lead to a bottleneck looked very similar to the emergent example (students lead to a
bottleneck) used in the DES condition. There were a lot of cars on the road and there were a lot
of students in the classroom. There was only one way out. All cars or students run toward the
way out. It is easy for learners to grasp these similarities. Therefore they categorized these two
processes into emergent processes. However, the first short-answer question Why do geese fly in
a V-shape looked very similar to the direct example (students clean the classroom) used in the
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DES condition. One goose followed by another and entire geese flew in a V-shape. One student
sweeping the floor followed by another mopping the floor and entire students cleaned the
classroom. It looked like geese and students interacted in sequential order. Therefore learners
categorized these two processes into direct processes. This shows that even though learners have
known that there are two different types of processes (emergent processes versus direct
processes), they are not aware of when they need to categorize the process into an emergent
process.
Learners might categorize processes into the correct type if they explore the process
in detail
Though learners in DES condition (where learners are instructed in the direct and
emergent schema) produced significantly better performance than DEX condition (where
learners are instructed in only daily-life examples) for learning basic knowledge about emergent
processes and significantly better transfer about emergent processes, learners’ basic knowledge
and transfer about emergent processes in DEX condition also improved significantly from pretest
to posttest and delayed posttest. learners in DEX condition did show some knowledge about
explaining why diffusion happens and what diffusion is. Moreover, learners in DEX condition
did mention more emergent attributes at posttest than at pretest while answering the second
short-answer question (Why do cars lead to a bottleneck when a traffic jam happens?) in the
emergent schema. This suggested that without being told emergent schema and direct schema
directly, after exploring the simulation, learners understood more about emergent processes and
began to transfer what they learned in the process of diffusion to the process of what they
experienced (cars lead to a bottleneck when a traffic jam happens) in their daily life. If learners
with the knowledge of emergent schema and direct schema have a chance to explore the process
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that geese fly in a V-shape like what they did in the simulation of diffusion, they might be able to
categorize this process into an emergent process.
2. Implications
Based on my findings, there are four implications for designing instructional support to
teach science content like emergent processes.
First, different types of learners need different types of instructional support. For
example, when learners have sufficient working memory to explore the simulations (as with a
graduate student population), the SE condition is more effective because it can get learners into
active learning mode. However, when learners don’t have sufficient working memory or
insufficient expertise, the RE condition is more effective as it helps reduce learners’ cognitive
load. It might be better to provide learners with their more familiar instructional support style to
make learning materials less likely to result in cognitive overload. For example, in this
dissertation study, Chinese learners are more used to the RE condition and American learners are
more used to the SE condition.
Second, when learning emergent processes, it is difficult for learners to form a detailed
emergent schema on their own. It is better to provide learners with a comparison of direct
schema and emergent schema explicitly and help them understand their characteristics with
daily-life examples before learning the new content.
Third, in order to help learners understand emergent schema better, it is better to provide
them with multiple daily-life examples, compare these different emergent daily-life examples,
and make them explore the phenomena in the simulation by controlling different variables.
Similarity provides a ground for categorization (Goldstone, 1994). It is challenging to
discriminate between the two kinds of processes that look similar at the surface. According to
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Smith and Medin (1981), people usually categorize two phenomena as similar based on visual
similarities. Therefore, learners are more likely to treat the emergent and direct processes as the
same type of process if they look similar at the surface. Although it may be a good idea to avoid
using emergent examples that look similar to an emergent process on their surface
characteristics, these emergent examples should also include examples that look similar to a
direct process on their surface characteristics, so that students do not form a concept of emergent
processes based only on surface characteristics.
For example, except for the emergent example (students lead to a bottleneck) used in the
dissertation study, it is important to provide learners with an emergent example (e.g., ants finding
food) that look very similar to the direct example (students clean the classroom) on their surface
characteristics. In the example of ants finding food, ants look for food, and when they find food
they form a straight line to carry food home. It looks like ants behave in sequential order. On
these surface characteristics, this example looks similar to a direct process. There is a queen ant
in these ants but the queen does not control other ants in finding food. Therefore, there is no
leader in these ants. All ants behave the same. They wander randomly until they find food. When
they find food, they emit pheromones. Then they follow pheromones and emit pheromones. Then
all ants form a straight line. This seems to be intentional but is actually not. The ants have no
goals to form the line. Therefore, this example is not a direct process but an emergent process.
When learners get a chance to explore this kind of example in the simulation and focus not just
on ants alone but on ants’ interactions, they will better understand the emergent process like they
learn and understand diffusion in this dissertation study.
Fourth, educational experiences with high cognitive load might make learners confused
about what they need to focus on or get them bored with exploring the simulation and trigger
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them to give up learning efforts. In order to make simulation a better learning experience, it is
better to try to reduce learners’ cognitive load. For example, based on my experience designing
the simulation application, it is better to use a plain background in the simulation part that will
not distract learners. For younger learners, it is better to add more simple verbal hints to guide
them what they need to do and provide text hints near the corresponding part of the simulation.
Other useful principles are: Make fewer words at each slide for the learning materials; ensure
that one slide presents only one key point; if possible, use pictures to present key points with
simple text explanations instead of only text explanations.
3. Limitations and Future Directions
There are limitations to this dissertation study. First, the pretest, learning, and posttest
were completed all in a single training and testing session. For learners in the SE condition, they
might experience cognitive overload because they were asked to answer many questions
throughout the first session of the study rather than from exploring the simulation. Learners in
the RE condition got a break because they only received explanations in the learning part, which
helped them reduce their cognitive load. In further research, the pretest should be on a separate
day (maybe a week earlier) and a measure of the cognitive load should be added after exploring
the simulation. Therefore, we can examine how cognitive load affects their learning in the
simulation more clearly.
Second, there was only one daily-life example of emergent processes and one daily-life
example of direct processes in the DES condition. For this dissertation study, emergent schema
had no positive effect on learning emergent processes that have high surface similarity to direct
processes. In future research, in order to help students understand the emergent schema and
direct schema better, it would be better to provide them with more daily-life examples (the
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especially emergent example that looks similar to the direct example on surface characteristics).
Then we could examine how teaching emergent schema affects student learning of emergent
processes that look surface-similar to direct processes.
Third, this dissertation showed that some misconceptions about emergent processes come
from a lack of awareness of when participants need to categorize the process into an emergent
process but did not address how we can help students be aware of when they need to.
Fourth, learners in the pilot study were adult graduate students in the U.S. (both highprior-knowledge and low-prior-knowledge), and learners in the main dissertation study were
younger children and teenagers (low-prior-knowledge) in Chinese middle school. The discrepant
findings of which instructional support (RE vs. SE) is more effective might come about because
of the differences in working memory across age, or from cultural differences between the two
groups. In future research, it would be better to add a direct measure of cognitive load and
recruit both American and Chinese learners of different ages, to establish with greater generality
which instructional support (RE vs. SE) is more effective.
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Figures title:

Figure 41 Screenshot about SE instructional support like assignments – True/false question

Figure 42 Screenshot about feedback from assignments
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Figure 43 Screenshot about RE instructional support

Figure 44 Screenshot about the second video and simulation of diffusion
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Figure 45 Screenshot about instructional support like assignments – multiple-choice question

Figure 46 Screenshot about feedback from assignments
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Figure 47 Screenshot about instructional support like assignments – open-ended question
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Appendix A: Instructional Materials
Screenshot about examples of two processes in daily life with DES instructional support
from the app (This part of the app is only in the dissertation study. The original language is
Chinese. Translation is in the speech bubble):
Phenomena in Daily Life

Great! You finish the quiz : )
Click Start button to start learning.

Start

Next page is the screenshot about introducing attributes of two types of processes with DES
instructional support from the app:

Next

Previous

The translation of the screenshot shown above with DES instructional support is as
follows:
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There are two types of processes in our daily life. One is direct processes and the other is
emergent processes.
Five qualitative attributes for distinguishing the inter-level causal relationship that
characterizes how the individuals’ interactions (micro-level) relate to the observable pattern
(macro-level) for direct and emergent processes
Inter-level attributes
Direct processes
Emergent processes
1. The interaction(s) of a single
1. The interactions of the entire
individual or a subgroup of
individuals together “cause” the
individuals can (in)directly “cause”
observable pattern
the observable pattern
2. All the interactions have similar
2. The interaction(s) of one or more
status while considering the
individuals may have a more
observable pattern. (There is no
special/different status while
leader(s) whose interactions are
considering the observable pattern
different from others.)
3. Individuals’ interactions and the
3. Individuals’ interactions and the
pattern behave in the same way at the
pattern can behave in a different way
same time
at the same time
4. Because specific interactions can
4. Individuals might have different goals
directly or indirectly cause some
but without the same goal to
changes in the pattern, individuals
intentionally produce the pattern.
have the same goal to intentionally
However, their entire interactions
produce the pattern by some
“cause” the pattern
interactions
5. The pattern is caused by the effect of
5. The pattern is caused by a sequence
all the interactions at each point in
of subevents
time
Below is the screenshot of this page with DEX instructional support:
Let’s see the phenomena in our daily life.

Previous

Next
1. A group of students clean the classroom.
2. When bell rings, all students rush out
toward the door and form a bottleneck.
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Next page is the screenshot about the example of direct processes in daily life with DES
instructional support from the app:
Daily-life example of a direct process:

Previous

Next

The behaviors of individuals in direct processes are different, special,
sequential, dependent, and terminating at the micro-level (Chi, 2005). They
can form subgroups at the macro-level. Their pattern relations are direct, related,
in differential status, and have the same intentional goal to cause the pattern
at the macro-level (Chi, 2005). Take the process that students clean the
classroom as an example.
Each student in the classroom is an individual component. They might
clean the windows, sweep the floor, mop the floor, or reassign the tables. Their
behaviors are different and special. They interact in sequential order. Their
behaviors are dependent on others and will terminate. Once the floor is clean,
one finishes sweeping and another one begins to mop the floor. There might be
two or three students forming a subgroup to sweep the floor together. Their
behaviors directly affect others’ behaviors. All students’ behaviors relate to each
other. For example, they should wait or help each other. They are doing different
tasks at the same time. Their goal is to clean the classroom. The result of the
process is that the classroom is clean.
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Next page is the screenshot about the example of emergent processes in daily life with DES
instructional support from the app:
Daily-life example of an emergent process:

Previous

Next

Whereas the behaviors of individuals in emergent processes are uniform,
random, simultaneous, independent, and continuous at the micro-level (Chi,
2005). All components should be considered at the same time at the macrolevel. Their pattern relations are non-direct, non-matching, in equivalent status,
and have no intentional goal to cause the pattern at the macro-level (Chi,
2005). Take Chi et al. (2012)’s example.
In the process that students rush out of the classroom and form a
bottleneck, each student in the classroom is an individual component. They are
behaving more or less the same way, which is to run toward the door at the same
speed at the same time, shoving and bumping randomly into each other. Each
student behaves independently of others. They have their own goals to rush out
of the classroom but have no intentional goal to form a bottleneck. They
continue to move even after getting out of the classroom. The result of the
process is that the whole group of students leads to a bottleneck.
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Screenshot of these pages about examples of the two processes in daily life with DEX
instructional support from the app is only one page:
Let’s see the two phenomena in our daily life.

The process that students clean the classroom:
Each student in the classroom is an individual component. They might clean
the windows, sweep the floor, mop the floor, or reassign the tables. Once the floor
is clean, one finishes sweeping and another one begins to mop the floor. There
might be two or three students forming a subgroup to sweep the floor together. The
result of the process is that the classroom is clean.
The process that students rush out of the classroom and form a bottleneck:
Each student in the classroom is an individual component. They run toward
the door, shoving and bumping randomly into each other. The result of the process
is that the whole group of students leads to a bottleneck.
(After finishing this part, learners move to the regular learning materials.)
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Screenshot about learning materials in diffusion from the app:

(The basic concepts about diffusion are the same in all conditions.)
Screenshot about the basic concepts in diffusion from the app:

The text for this page will be changed into the following:
Composition of matter: if the glass is broken into many pieces, is there a limit to how
small the pieces can be?
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All matter – solid, liquid, and gas – is composed of continually moving particles (atoms
or molecules).
Next page about the basic concepts in diffusion from the app:

Next page about the basic concepts in diffusion from the app:

Next page about the basic concepts in diffusion from the app:
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Next page about the basic concepts in diffusion from the app:

The text for this page will be changed into the following:
All matter – solid, liquid, and gas – is composed of continually moving particles (atoms
or molecules).
Diffusion occurs in gas, liquid, and solid.
Because of the random and constant motion, molecules or atoms in matter move from an
area of higher concentration to an area of lower concentration. This is how diffusion occurs.
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Next page about the basic concepts in diffusion from the app:

Next page from the app:
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Screenshot about the first diffusion video and molecular simulation from the app:

The text for this page will be changed into the following:
Click the play button to observe how ink diffuses in the water at different temperatures.
Below is the simulation at the micro-level. What are the diffusion rates in the two bottles? Are
they the same?
Screenshot with SE instructional support after this video:

The text for this page will be changed into the following:
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In the previous video, we can see that because there are too many ink molecules crowded
in one area, they want to move to an area with fewer ink molecules.
A. True
B. False
When participants submit the wrong answer, they will get feedback in red at the grey part
of the screen as below:

The text in red for this page will be changed into the following:
Hint: molecules have NO intention, so we CANNOT say that they “want” to move. We
can say that they are more likely to move toward an area of higher concentration to an area of
lower concentration.
When participants submit the correct answer, they will get feedback in green at the grey
part of the screen as below:
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The text in green for this page will be changed into the following:
Great! It seems that you have got the idea! Molecules have NO intention, so we
CANNOT say that they “want” to move. We can say that they are more likely to move toward an
area of higher concentration to an area of lower concentration.
When participants submit the correct answer, they can click to enter the next video.
Screenshot with RE instructional support after this video:

The text for this page will be changed into the following:
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We can see that during the process of diffusion, particles generally move from areas of
HIGH to LOW concentrations.
Notice: it seems that particles also move from up to down because of gravity, BUT that
CANNOT explain the general movement of particles at the MACRO LEVEL. We should
remember that diffusion happens because of the RANDOM and CONSTANT MOVEMENT of
particles and CONCENTRATION DIFFERENCE.
Screenshot about the second diffusion video and molecular simulation from the app:

The text for this page will be changed into the following:
Click the play button to observe how ink diffuses in the water at different concentrations.
What are the diffusion rates in the two bottles? Below is the simulation at the micro-level. Drag
the magnifying glass to either beaker to observe in detail.
After finishing the observation, participants will enter a more detailed simulation.
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Screenshot about molecule trace function from the app:

The text for this page will be changed into the following:
Click the purple button. Now, a random molecule will turn red. Observe the purple trace
and notice the rules of molecular movement.
Screenshot with SE instructional support after molecule trace function:

The text for this page will be changed into the following:
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Q1. Based on observation, the rule of molecular movement is:
A.
Ink molecules want to move toward to water molecules.
B.
Because ink molecules are added, water molecules begin to move.
C.
When ink molecules are distributed evenly, molecules will stop moving.
D.
Ink molecules and water molecules move randomly and constantly.
When participants submit the wrong answer, they will get feedback in red at the grey part
of the screen as below:

If they choose “A”, it will show “Hint: all molecules move randomly and constantly”
If they choose “B”, it will show “Hint: all molecules are always moving”
When participants submit the correct answer, they will get feedback in green at the grey
part of the screen as below:
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Then it will connect to the next question.
Q2. Which of the following is CORRECT?
A. The random movement of molecules needs external force.
B. The random movement of gas molecules and liquid molecules does not need external
force.
C. The random molecule movement does not need external force.
D. The random movement of solid molecules needs external force.
If they choose “A”, “B”, or “D”, it will show “Try again:)”
If they choose “C”, it will show “Excellent! Please wait:)”
Q3. A bottle with air is upturned on a bottle with a brown gas (heavier than air). Two
bottles are isolated by a glass sheet. Withdrawing the glass sheet, the color of the brown gas
fades slowly, and eventually, the color in the two bottles becomes even. It is because:
A. air molecules go down because of gravity.
B. convection occurs between the two gases.
C. the brown gas has a smaller molecule than air.
D. gas molecules are moving all the time.
If they choose “A”, it will show “Hint: diffusion occurs because molecules move
randomly”
If they choose “B”, it will show “Hint: diffusion occurs because of concentration
difference”
If they choose “C”, it will show “Hint: molecule movement and concentration difference
lead to diffusion”
If they choose “D”, it will show “Good job! Please wait:)”
Q4. Which of the following proves that the molecules keep moving randomly?
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A.
B.
C.
D.

rain falls on the ground.
we can smell the wine.
the small dust moves when we sweep the floor.
leaves are blown away by the wind.

If they choose “A” or “D”, it will show “Hint: macroscopic motion does not belong to
molecular motion”
If they choose “C”, it will show “Hint: molecule random movement does not need
external force”
If they choose “B”, it will show “Correct! Please wait:)”
Text explanation for RE instructional support after molecule trace function:
We can see that ink and water molecules MOVE RANDOMLY and CONSTANTLY.
Notice: molecules have NO intention, so we CANNOT say that they WANT to move.
Text explanation in next page is as below:
We can see that ink and water molecules MOVE spontaneously.
Notice: random molecule movement does NOT need external force. When we sweep the
floor, the small dust moves. Because this takes external force, it CANNOT prove that the
molecules keep moving randomly.
Text explanation in next page is as below:
The diffusion shows that molecules are moving randomly.
Notice: even when ink molecules are distributed evenly, all molecules are STILL moving.
Text explanation in next page is as below:
When talking about molecular motion, we say that molecules are moving randomly.
Notice: macroscopic motion does NOT belong to molecular motion. Because rain falling
on the ground belongs to macroscopic motion, this CANNOT prove that the molecules keep
moving randomly.
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Screenshot about molecule adder function from the app:

The text for this page will be changed into the following:
After adding molecules, how has the concentration changed? How has the diffusion rate
changed?
Screenshot with SE instructional support after molecule adder function:
When participants submit the wrong answer, they will get feedback in red at the grey part
of the screen as below:
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If they choose “B” or “C”, it will show the same feedback.
When participants submit the correct answer, they will get feedback in green at the grey
part of the screen as below:

Then it will connect to the next question.
Next question is as below:
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A.
B.
C.
D.

Q2. During the process of diffusion, particles will generally move:
from up to down because of gravity.
from high to low concentrations.
A and B.
from low to high concentrations.

If they choose “A” or “C”, it will show “Hint: when moving up, the molecules are also
affected by gravity”
If they choose “D”, it will show “Hint: molecules generally move from high to low
concentrations”
If they choose “B”, it will show “Great! Please wait:)”
Text explanation for RE instructional support after molecule adder function is as below:
Concentration is the abundance of a constituent divided by the total volume of a mixture.
When a few drops of ink are dropped on the surface of the clear water, the concentration
becomes higher, so the diffusion rate increases.
Notice:
to CONCENTRATE a solution, one must add more SOLUTE (for example, ink), or
reduce the amount of SOLVENT (for example, water)
Text explanation in next page is as below:
Concentration is the abundance of a constituent divided by the total volume of a mixture.
When more water is added, the concentration becomes lower, so the diffusion rate
decreases.
Notice:
to DILUTE a solution, one must add more SOLVENT (for example, water), or reduce the
amount of SOLUTE (for example, ink).
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Screenshot about temperature change function from the app:

The text in white for this page will be changed into the following:
-50 degrees C, 25 degrees C, 100 degrees C
Screenshot with SE instructional support after temperature change function:
When participants submit the correct answer, they will get feedback in green at the grey
part of the screen as below:
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When participants submit the wrong answer, they will get feedback in red at the grey part
of the screen.
If they choose “A”, “B” or “C”, it will show “Hint: you can go back to the simulation and
check your answer”.
Text explanation for RE instructional support after temperature change function is as
below:
We can see that the higher the temperature, the faster the motion of molecules, and the
higher the diffusion rate.
The lower the temperature, the slower the motion of molecules, and the lower the
diffusion rate.
Notice:
Even if the temperature of a substance is UNDER 0 degrees Celsius, all molecules are
still MOVING.
Screenshot about concentration monitoring function from the app:
When participants drag the particle sensor (orange box) to the left of the beaker, the ink
concentration within the orange box appears as below:
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When participants meet all the requirements, they will get voice and text feedback in
green as below:
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Screenshot with SE instructional support after concentration monitoring function:
When participants submit their answer, they will get feedback in green at the grey part of
the screen as below:

Then it will connect to the next question.
Next question is as below:
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Text explanation for RE instructional support after concentration monitoring function is
as below:
Q1. Why does diffusion happen? How does concentration change?
Notice:
from previous observations, we know that all molecules are in random motion and collide
with one another. When the ink is dropped on the surface of the clear water, the concentration
becomes higher, so diffusion happens.
Next text explanation is as below:
Q2. What is diffusion? When diffusion is completed, will molecules stop moving?
Notice:
the previous observation shows that diffusion is the net movement of molecules or atoms
from a region of high concentration to a region of low concentration. When there is NO
concentration difference in the region, it reaches EQUILIBRIUM. Diffusion is completed while
reaching equilibrium, but molecules are still MOVING.
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Appendix B: Assessment Items
Matching Questions (in the pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest)
Screenshot about matching questions from the app (This part of the app is only in the
dissertation study. The original language is Chinese. Translation is in the speech bubble):
Matching Questions

Thank you for completing the survey.
Click Start button to start a quiz: )

Start

Next page is the screenshot about the example of matching question from the app with
DES instructional support:
You can only choose one answer.

Previous
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Next

The question translation of the screenshot shown above with DES instructional support is
as follows:
There are two different types of processes in our daily life. Process A and process B
might be the same type or not.
Process A:
Geese fly in a V-shaped formation while migrating. One advantage is that it helps them
conserve their energy. The other advantage is that it helps them keep track of every bird in the
group.
Process B:
Cars lead to the pattern of a bottleneck while many cars rush on a narrow street.
Q1: Whether the process of V-shaped formation of the geese is the same type of process as the
phenomenon of the pattern of a bottleneck formed by cars?
• A. Yes.
• B. No.
• C. I don’t know.
In the next slide, only the question changed as follow:
Q2: Whether the process of V-shaped formation of the geese is the same type of process as the
example of cleaning the classroom?
• A. Yes.
• B. No.
• C. I don’t know.
In the next slide, only the question changed as follow:
Q3: Whether the process of V-shaped formation of the geese is the same type of process as the
example of rushing out of the classroom?
• A. Yes.
• B. No.
• C. I don’t know.
In the next slide, only the question changed as follow:
Q4: Whether the process of the pattern of a bottleneck formed by cars is the same type of process
as the example of cleaning the classroom?
• A. Yes.
• B. No.
• C. I don’t know.
In the next slide, only the question changed as follow:
Q5: Whether the process of the pattern of a bottleneck formed by cars is the same type of process
as the example of rushing out of the classroom?
• A. Yes.
• B. No.
• C. I don’t know.
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In the next slide, only the question changed as follow:
Q6: Whether the process of cleaning the classroom is the same type of process as the example of
rushing out of the classroom?
• A. Yes.
• B. No.
• C. I don’t know.
(The six questions are the same. The only difference between DES instructional support
and DEX instructional support is how they talk about the two processes.)
The translation of the screenshot shown above with DEX instructional support is as
follows:
You can only choose one answer.
There are two processes in our daily life.
Process A:
Geese fly in a V-shaped formation while migrating. One advantage is that it helps them
conserve their energy. The other advantage is that it helps them keep track of every bird in the
group.
Process B:
Cars lead to the pattern of a bottleneck while many cars rush on a narrow street.
Q1: Whether the process of V-shaped formation of the geese is the same type of process as the
phenomenon of the pattern of a bottleneck formed by cars?
• A. Yes.
• B. No.
• C. I don’t know.
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Short-answer Questions (in the pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest)
Screenshot about short-answer questions from the app (This part of the app is only in the
dissertation study. The original language is Chinese. Translation is in the speech bubble):
Short-answer Questions

Great! You finish matching the processes.
Click Start button to share your thoughts about why the phenomena happen.

Start

Next page is the screenshot about the example of a short-answer question from the app:
Please write down your answer

Q1: Why do geese fly in a V-shaped formation while migrating?

Type here…

Submit
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(Only two short-answer questions in the pretest in the dissertation study. There are no shortanswer questions in the pretest in the pilot study.)
Q1: Why do geese fly in a V-shaped formation while migrating?
In the next slide, only the question changed as follow:
Q2: Why do cars lead to the pattern of a bottleneck while many cars rush on a narrow street?
In the posttest and delayed posttest, there are two additional questions (the same questions in the
posttest in the pilot study) as follows:
Q3: Why does diffusion happen and how does concentration change?
Q4: What is diffusion and do molecules stop moving?
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Multiple-choice Questions (in the pretest)
Screenshot about multiple-choice questions from the app (Translation is in the speech
bubble):
Multiple-choice: only one correct answer

Previous

Next

The question translation of the screenshot shown above is as follows:
la. Suppose there is a large beaker full of clear water and a drop of blue dye is added to the
beaker of water. Eventually, the water will turn a light blue color. The process responsible for
the blue dye becoming evenly distributed throughout the water is called:
A. osmosis
B. diffusion
C. a reaction between water and dye
D. I don’t know
In the next slide, only the question changed as follow (one slide has only one question):
1b. The reason for my answer is:
A. the lack of a membrane means that osmosis and diffusion cannot occur.
B. there is the constant random movement of particles and diffusion happens between regions of
different concentrations.
C. the dye separates into small particles and mixes with water.
D. the water moves from one region to another.
2a.During the process of diffusion, particles will generally move:
A. from high to low concentrations
B. from up to down because of gravity
C. from low to high concentrations
D. A and B
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2b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. There are too many particles crowded into one area; therefore, they want to move to an area
with more room
B. Particles in areas of greater concentration are more likely to move toward other areas of
lower concentration
C. The particles tend to move until the two areas have the same concentration, and then the
particles stop moving
D. Because the force of gravity will cause the particles to move from one area of concentration
to another
3a.As the difference in concentration between two areas INCREASES, the rate of diffusion:
A. Decreases
B. Stays the same
C. I’m not sure
D. Increases
3b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. There is less room for the particles to move
B. If the concentration is high, the particles will spread less and the rate of diffusion will slow
down
C. The molecules want to spread out
D. If the concentration is high, the particles will move fast and the rate of diffusion will increase
4a.A glucose solution can be made MORE concentrated by:
A. Adding more water
B. Adding more glucose
C. Heating the glucose solution so that the water in the solution evaporates
D. B and C
4b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. The more water there is, the more glucose it will take to saturate the solution
B. Concentration means the dissolving of something
C. the number of dissolved particles per unit volume increases
D. For a solution to be more concentrated one must add more liquid
5a.If a small amount of sugar is added to a container of water and allowed to set for a very long
period of time without stirring, the sugar molecules will:
A. Be more concentrated at the bottom of the container
B. Be evenly distributed throughout the container
C. Be more concentrated at the top of the container
D. I don’t know
5b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. Particles are in constant random motion, and diffusion happens between regions of different
concentrations
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B. The sugar is heavier than water and will sink, and diffusion will not happen between solid
and liquid
C. Sugar dissolves poorly or not at all in water
D. There will be more time for settling
6a. Suppose you add a drop of blue dye to a container of clear water and after several hours the
entire container turns light blue. At this time, the molecules of dye:
A. Have stopped moving
B. Continue to move around randomly
C. Move faster
D. Move towards the bottom of the container slowly
6b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. The entire container is the same color; if they were still moving, the container would be
different shades of blue
B. If the dye molecules stopped, they would settle to the bottom of the container
C. Molecules are always moving
D. This is a liquid; if it were solid the molecules would stop moving
7a.Suppose there are two large beakers with equal amounts of clear water at two different
temperatures. Next, a drop of green dye is added to each beaker of water. Eventually, the
water turns light green. Which beaker became light green first?
A. Beaker 1 (25 degrees C)
B. Beaker 2 (15 degrees C)
C. They change with the same speed
D. They change with uncertain speed
7b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. The lower temperature breaks down the dye.
B. The ink molecules move faster at higher temperatures.
C. The cold temperature speeds up the molecules.
D. I guessed
8. Suppose there is a piece of ice and a drop of red ink is added to it, will the ice turn light red
slowly? (If you are reading, choose option D to indicate that you take this test seriously)
A. Yes, the ice will turn light red gradually
B. Maybe not. If it is too cold, the ink will freeze so the ice cannot turn red
C. The ice will never turn red
D. The ice will turn light red slowly
9. Which of the following is TRUE?
A. The liquid cannot diffuse to solid
B. Diffusion can occur in gas, liquid and solid
C. Molecules do not move in solid
D. A and C
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10. Suppose there are two beakers, one with cold water and the other with hot water. One drop of
ink is added to each beaker. After 5 seconds, the ink in cold water is still clustered together,
but the ink in hot water has spread out. This experiment shows us that:
A. Molecules don’t move in a cold environment, so diffusion does not occur in cold water
B. Molecules only move in a hot environment, so diffusion occurs in hot water
C. The higher the temperature, the more intense the movement of molecules
D. A and C
11.Which of the following CANNOT prove that molecules move randomly
A. We can smell a flower
B. Dust moves when we sweep the floor
C. Food tastes salty after adding salt to it
D. All options prove that molecules move randomly
12. The diffusion rate is affected by which of the following?
A. Temperature
B. Number of molecules
C. The steepness of the concentration difference
D. A and C
13. Objects with higher temperature:
A. Have fewer distances among molecules
B. Have less energy
C. Molecules move more drastically
D. Have the same energy
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Multiple-choice Questions (in the posttest)
1a.Which of the following phenomenon is an example of diffusion:
A. Snow blowing in the wind
B. Water flowing from high elevation to low elevation
C. Iron rusting when exposed to air for a long period of time
D. Water tasting salty after salt is added to it
1b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. Particles move in the same direction as a force being applied to them
B. The liquid is always diffusing
C. Particles move randomly and there is a concentration difference in the mixture
D. Only solids that dissolve in liquid can diffuse
2a.During ink diffusion, ink particles will generally move:
A. toward the bottom of the container and stop
B. from high to low concentrations
C. from low to high concentrations
D. A and B
2b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. There are too many particles crowded into one area; therefore, they want to move to an area
with more room
B. Ink particles are heavier than water particles, so ink particles move from the top of the
container to the bottom.
C. Particles in areas of greater concentration are more likely to move toward areas of lower
concentration
D. The particles tend to move until the two areas have the same concentration, and then the
particles stop moving
3a.As the difference in concentration between two areas DECREASES, the rate of diffusion:
A. Decreases
B. Stays the same
C. I’m not sure
D. Increases
3b.The reason for my answer is:
A. There is more room for the particles to move
B. If the concentration is low, the particles will move slowly and the rate of diffusion will slow
down
C. The molecules want to spread out
D. If the concentration is low, the particles will spread more and the rate of diffusion will
increase
4a. An ethyl alcohol solution can be made LESS concentrated by:
A. Adding more water
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B. Adding more ethyl alcohol
C. Heating the ethyl alcohol solution so that the water in the solution evaporates
D. B and C
4b.The reason for my answer is:
A. The more water there is, the more ethyl alcohol it will take to saturate the solution
B. the number of dissolved particles per unit volume decreases
C. Decreasing the volume of the solution leads to a lower concentration of ethyl alcohol
D. B and C
5a. If a drop of red ink is added to a container of water and allowed to set for a very long period
of time without being stirred:
A. The red ink will be more concentrated at the bottom of the container
B. There will be a metabolic concentration in the container
C. The area near the inner wall of the container will have a lower concentration of red ink
D. The red ink will be evenly distributed throughout the container
5b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. There is less chance that the Ink molecules will move near the inner wall of the container
B. Particles are always moving but diffusion is complete when the solution reaches equilibrium
C. Ink molecules stop moving when diffusion is complete and the solution reaches equilibrium.
D. Ink molecules will gather at the bottom of the container because of gravity
6a.Suppose you add a drop of red ink to a container of clear water and after several hours the
entire container turns light red. At this time:
A. The Red ink molecules move randomly and constantly, but the water molecules stay
motionless.
B. The Red ink molecules and water molecules stop moving
C. The Red ink molecules and water molecules move randomly and constantly
D. The Red ink molecules move faster
6b.The reason for my answer is:
A. The entire container is the same color; if red ink molecules were still moving, the container
would be different shades of red.
B. If the red ink molecules stopped, they would settle to the bottom of the container.
C. Molecules are always moving.
D. This is a liquid; if it were solid the molecules would stop moving.
7a. In which situation (a) or (b) will it be fastest to make a piece of meat turn evenly salty by
adding salt.
a: by pickling: Leaving the meat at room temperature
b: by stewing: heating the meat.
A. a
B. b
C. a=b
D. I’m not sure
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7b.The reason for my answer is:
A. Heat makes salt molecules diffuse faster
B. The Salt molecules will diffuse faster at room temperature than in a heated environment
C. There are small holes in the meat so diffusion occurs easily
D. Salt molecules diffuse at the same rate at room temperature or heated temperature.
8. The molecules in a solid lump of sugar do not move. (If you are reading, choose option C to
indicate that you take this test seriously)
A. It depends on whether the sugar cube is firm or not
B. False. Some molecules are always moving
C. The molecules in a solid lump of sugar are always moving
D. True. Molecules do not move in solid
9. When using ethyl alcohol, it is easy to smell the alcohol in the lab because of diffusion. Which
of the following is WRONG:
A. Diffusion only occurs in gas and liquid.
B. molecules are always moving
C. The higher the temperature, the more drastic the diffusion behaves.
D. Diffusion might occur when the temperature is at 0 degrees Celsius.
10.After adding ice to cold water (the temperature becomes 0 degrees Celsius), which of the
following is CORRECT?
A. Most molecules in the ice water stop moving.
B. Only ice molecules stay motionless.
C. All molecules in ice water stop moving.
D. All molecules in ice water are still moving.
11.Which of the following proves that the molecules keep moving randomly
A. Rain falls on the ground
B. We can smell food when cooking
C. Leaves are blown away by the wind
D. Catkin is flying in the sky
12. The diffusion rate in gas is affected by which of the following?
A. Temperature
B. number of molecules
C. The steepness of the concentration difference
D. A and C
13. If you add sugar into a cup of water, how can you make the water taste sweet more quickly
without stirring?
A. By cooling the water
B. By adding more water
C. By heating the water
D. B and C
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14. You have a shallow rectangular tray filled with water and an eyedropper with food coloring.
You put one large drop of food coloring into the water on the left edge of the tray. The middle
of the tray starts showing some color after 1 minute. Assuming nothing else changes, how
much longer will it take for the right side of the tray to start showing some color?
A. Less than 1 additional minute
B. 1 additional minute
C. More than 1 additional minute
D. 2 additional minutes
15. Which of the following CAN be explained by diffusion?
A. You put red beans and white beans into a bottle and shake it until the beans are distributed e
venly
B. After a very long period of time, the inner wall of the bottle filled with black ink turns dark
and gets hard to clean
C. Sands fall at the bottom of the bottle full of water
D. None of the above options can be explained by diffusion
16. Alex caught a cold and bought some soluble medicine from the health center. If he wants to
assimilate the medicine faster in his stomach, what kind of water should he use with the
medicine?
A: Hot water
B: Warm water
C: Cold water
D: A, B, and C are the same
17. A flock of birds is nesting in a tree, they hear a loud sound and scatter out of the tree. After
some time, the general moving speed of the birds:
A. Stays the same when compared with the general speed of the birds at the beginning
B. Increases when compared with the general speed of the birds at the beginning
C. Decreases when compared with the general speed of the birds at the beginning
D. I’m not sure
18. If there are 1000 sheep in the sheepfold, when you open the sheepfold and let the sheep run
on the grassland, the moving direction of the sheep is:
A. All the sheep have the same moving direction
B. Sheep are more likely to move to somewhere with more sheep on grassland
C. Sheep are more likely to move to somewhere with less sheep on grassland
D. Sheep will stay in the sheepfold
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Multiple-choice Questions (in the delayed posttest)
1a.Which of the following phenomenon is NOT an example of diffusion:
A. Water tastes sweet after adding sugar into it
B. Two pieces of different metals are tightly pressed together for a very long time and the
composition of the other metal can be found inside the contact surface of each metal
C. Sprinkling water on the road
D. B and C
1b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. Solid molecules cannot move, so diffusion cannot happen
B. Only solid that dissolves in liquids can diffuse
C. Water moves in the direction of a force, so diffusion happens
D. Diffusion happens because particles move randomly and there is a concentration difference
between two regions
2a. During the diffusion of perfume, perfume particles will generally move:
A. upwards and then they will stop
B. From high to low concentrations
C. A and B
D. From low to high concentrations
2b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. There are too many particles crowded into one area; therefore, they want to move to an area
with more room
B. The particles tend to move until the two areas have the same concentration, and then the
particles stop moving
C. Perfume particles are lighter than air particles, so perfume articles move up
D. Particles in areas of greater concentration are more likely to move toward other areas of
lower concentration
3a. When you add more drops of ink to the clear water, the rate of diffusion will:
A. Increase
B. Decrease
C. Stay the same
D. I’m not sure
3b. The reason for my answer is because:
A. The concentration difference stays the same, so the diffusion rate stays the same
B. The concentration difference decreases, so the particles will move slowly and the rate of
diffusion will decrease
C. The concentration difference increases, so the particles will move fast and the rate of
diffusion will increase
D. The concentration difference increases, so the particles will move slowly and the rate of
diffusion will decrease
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4a. A salt solution can be made MORE concentrated by:
A. Adding more salt
B. Adding more water
C. Heating the salt solution so that the water in the solution evaporates
D. A and C
4b. The reason for my answer is:
A. The more water there is, the more salt it will take to saturate the solution
B. Concentration means the dissolving of something
C. the number of dissolved particles per unit volume increases
D. For a solution to be more concentrated one must add more liquid
5a.If a small amount of salt is added to a container of hot water and allowed to set for a very long
period of time without stirring:
A. The salt will be more concentrated at the bottom of the container
B. There is a metabolic concentration in the container
C. The area near the inner wall of the container will have a lower concentration
D. The salt will be evenly distributed throughout the container
5b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. After a very long period of time, the solution will reach equilibrium
B. The salt is heavier than water and will sink, and diffusion will not happen between solid and
liquid
C. There is less chance for salt molecules moving to the area near the inner wall of the container
D. There is the constant random movement of particles
6a. Two pieces of different metals are tightly pressed together for a very long time and the
composition of the other metal can be found inside the contact surface of each metal. At this
time:
A. Metal molecules stay motionless
B. Most metal molecules will gradually stop moving
C. Metal molecules keep moving
D. Only metal molecules inside the contact surface of each metal keep moving
6b.The reason for my answer is because:
A. All molecules are always moving
B. If molecules don’t move, the composition of the other metal can’t be found inside the contact
surface of each metal
C. Most metal molecules only move in a hot environment
D. Diffusion completes and molecules stop moving
7a. In which situation, Amy’s boss will be slower to smell Amy’s perfume:
A. 25 degrees Celsius
B. 15 C
C. Under 0 degrees C
D. A, B and C are the same
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7b. The reason for my answer is because:
A. The lower the temperature, the lower the rate of diffusion
B. molecules stop moving under 0 degrees C,
C. perfume Molecule movement is not affected by temperature
D. The lower the temperature, the higher the rate of diffusion
8. A drop of red ink is added to a cookie. Will the cookie turn light red? (If you are reading,
choose option D to indicate that you take this test seriously)
A. The entire cookie will never turn light red
B. Only in hot temperature, the entire cookie will turn light red
C. Only the small part that the ink is added to will turn red
D. The entire cookie will turn light red
9. Which of the following is WRONG about diffusion?
A. The higher the temperature, the higher the diffusion rate
B. Diffusion occurs due to the concentration difference and random movement of molecules
C. Diffusion occurs in liquid, gas and solid
D. In a vacuum environment, diffusion cannot occur
10. When entering a room where the temperature is 0 degrees Celsius, it is hard to smell the
perfume. This shows that:
A. All perfume molecules stop moving
B. The minor part of the perfume molecules stop moving
C. All perfume molecules are still moving but slower than at a higher temperature.
D. Most parts of the perfume molecules stop moving
11. Which of the following CANNOT prove that molecules move randomly
A. We can smell alcohol
B. The small number of sands move when the wind blows
C. Gases in the two bottles mix together when we remove the lids and connect two bottles
together
D. All options can prove that molecules move randomly
12. The diffusion rate in solid is affected by which of the following?
A. Temperature
B. number of molecules
C. The steepness of the concentration difference
D. A and C
13. How can you make the pure lead and pure gold diffuse into each other more quickly?
A. By pressing the metals together tightly and cooling the metals
B. By pressing the metals together tightly
C. By pressing the metals together tightly and heating the metals
D. I’m not sure
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14. If someone who sits 10 feet away from Amy can smell Amy’s perfume in 1 minute, and
Amy’s boss sits 20 feet away from her, when can Amy’s boss smell the perfume?
A. Less than 1 additional minute
B. 1 additional minute
C. More than 1 additional minute
D. 2 additional minutes
15. Two pieces of chalk tightly wrapped together are found to become homogeneous
after some years. this is because:
A. of Diffusion
B. of Solidification
C. They stick together
D. I’m not sure
16. Where should we keep meat if we want to elongate the process of rotting?
A. At the top of the cabinet
B. At the bottom of the cabinet
C. In a freezing chamber
D. I’m not sure
17. If there are 1000 sheep crowded in the sheepfold, when you open the sheepfold and let the
sheep run on the grassland, after some time, the general moving speed of the sheep:
A. Increases when compared with the general moving speed of the sheep at the beginning
B. Decreases when compared with the general moving speed of the sheep at the beginning
C. Stays the same when compared with the general moving speed of the sheep at the beginning
D. I’m not sure
18. When the crowd scatter, the moving direction of the people is:
A. All the people have the same moving direction
B. people are more likely to move somewhere there are fewer people
C. people are more likely to stay
D. people are more likely to move somewhere there are more people
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Appendix C: Surveys
Survey before learning:
Screenshots of the survey before learning:
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Survey immediately after learning is as below:
1 I like science.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
2 I am confident in the posttest.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
3 I have a good knowledge of diffusion.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
4 I have a good knowledge of molecular movement.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
5 I enjoyed exploring in the simulation.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
6 In the simulation, I learned a lot.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
7 Exploring in this simulation helped me understand diffusion better.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
8 Exploring in this simulation makes me feel like I can learn science.
a. Not at all
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b.
c.
d.
e.

Not much
Maybe
Much
Very much
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A week later, the survey after learning is as below:
1 I like science.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
2 I am confident in the delayed posttest.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
3 I have a good knowledge of diffusion.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
4 I have a good knowledge of molecular movement.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
5 I enjoyed exploring in the simulation.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
6 In the simulation, I learned a lot.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
7 Exploring in this simulation helped me understand diffusion better.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
8 Exploring in this simulation makes me feel like I can learn science.
a. Not at all
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b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
9 Except for the simulation, I learned diffusion on my own during the week.
a. Not at all
b. Not much
c. Maybe
d. Much
e. Very much
10 How many extra hours did you spend during the week for learning diffusion?
a. 0
b. 0.5
c. 1
d. 1.5
e. 2
11 I learned diffusion most by:
a. discussing with my classmates
b. asking teachers
c. searching on the Internet
d. reading textbook
e. nothing except for using this app
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Appendix D: Examples of Coding for Short-answer Questions
All answers are originally in Chinese. In this part, the examples are translated into English.
Q1: Why do geese fly in a V-shaped formation while migrating?
Table 53 The examples of students' answers for the short-answer question that why geese fly in a Vshaped formation while migrating

Answer 1
(A1)
Answer 2
(A2)
Answer 3
(A3)
Answer 4
(A4)
Answer 5
(A5)
Answer 6
(A6)

They are individuals but the whole team flies in V-shape.
They do it to keep their own spot on the team.
They fly in the same direction to save energy.
It’s a direct process. They listen to the first goose to fly in V-shape to save energy.
They have the same goal to keep order and save energy. They help each other to
keep up with the team. The leader arranged spots of others.
They interact in sequential order. They might have different tasks in the team but
they share the same goal to save energy. They listen to the leader to make sure the
whole team flies fast.

Table 54 The examples of coding the answers for DirectProcess misconception for the short-answers
question that why geese fly in a V-shaped formation while migrating

The score for DirectProcess misconception was coded by the
number of attributes mentioned in a direct process
Attribute 1. The interaction(s) of a single individual or a
subgroup of individuals can (in)directly “cause” the
observable pattern
Attribute 2. The interaction(s) of one or more individuals may
have a more special/different status while considering the
observable pattern
Attribute 3. Individuals’ interactions and the pattern behave in
the same way at the same time
Attribute 4. Because specific interactions can directly or
indirectly cause some changes in the pattern, individuals have
the same goal to intentionally produce the pattern by some
interactions
Attribute 5. The pattern is caused by a sequence of subevents
Total score
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6
0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0
0

0
1

0
2

0
3

0
4

1
5

Table 55 The examples of coding the answers for EmergentProcess conception for the short-answers
question that why geese fly in a V-shaped formation while migrating

The score for EmergentProcess conception was coded by the
number of attributes mentioned in an emergent process
Attribute 1. The interactions of the entire individuals together
“cause” the observable pattern
Attribute 2. All the interactions have similar status while
considering the observable pattern. (There is no leader(s)
whose interactions are different from others.)
Attribute 3. Individuals’ interactions and the pattern can
behave in a different way at the same time
Attribute 4. Individuals might have different goals but without
the same goal to intentionally produce the pattern.
However, their entire interactions “cause” the pattern
Attribute 5. The pattern is caused by the effect of all the
interactions at each point in time
Total score

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

Q2: Why do cars lead to the pattern of a bottleneck while many cars rush on a narrow street?
Table 56 The examples of students' answers for the short-answer question that why cars lead to the
pattern of a bottleneck while many cars rush on a narrow street

Answer 1 All cars behave without order. They move toward the intersection at the same
(A1)
time. All drivers want to be the first to pass but the intersection is too narrow.
Therefore, all cars together finally form a bottleneck.
Answer 2 Only a few cars can pass at the same time. However, many drivers want to be the
(A2)
first to pass.
Answer 3 They have no goals to form a bottleneck but they all move toward the intersection
(A3)
at a similar speed at the same time.
Answer 4 Cars are blocked by other cars which cut in suddenly. Some drivers want to be the
(A4)
first to pass the intersection but they don’t reach an agreement that who should be
the first.
Answer 5 All cars move independently. They move more or less the same way, which is to
(A5)
move toward the intersection at the same speed at the same time. They have no
intentional goal to form a bottleneck. They continue to move after passing the
intersection. The whole group leads to the bottleneck.
Answer 6 Some choose to wait until others pass. All interactions of the entire cars on the
(A6)
road cause the bottleneck.
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Table 57 The examples of coding the answers for DirectProcess misconception for the short-answers
question that why cars lead to the pattern of a bottleneck while many cars rush on a narrow street

The score for DirectProcess misconception was coded by the
number of attributes mentioned in a direct process
Attribute 1. The interaction(s) of a single individual or a
subgroup of individuals can (in)directly “cause” the
observable pattern
Attribute 2. The interaction(s) of one or more individuals may
have a more special/different status while considering the
observable pattern
Attribute 3. Individuals’ interactions and the pattern behave in
the same way at the same time
Attribute 4. Because specific interactions can directly or
indirectly cause some changes in the pattern, individuals have
the same goal to intentionally produce the pattern by some
interactions
Attribute 5. The pattern is caused by a sequence of subevents
Total score

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6
0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
1

0
0

0
3

0
0

1
1

Table 58 The examples of coding the answers for EmergentProcess conception for the short-answers
question that why cars lead to the pattern of a bottleneck while many cars rush on a narrow street

The score for EmergentProcess conception was coded by the
number of attributes mentioned in an emergent process
Attribute 1. The interactions of the entire individuals together
“cause” the observable pattern
Attribute 2. All the interactions have similar status while
considering the observable pattern. (There is no leader(s)
whose interactions are different from others.)
Attribute 3. Individuals’ interactions and the pattern can
behave in a different way at the same time
Attribute 4. Individuals might have different goals but without
the same goal to intentionally produce the pattern.
However, their entire interactions “cause” the pattern
Attribute 5. The pattern is caused by the effect of all the
interactions at each point in time
Total score

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6
1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

2

0

4

1

Q3: Why does diffusion happen and how does concentration change?
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Table 59 The examples of students' answers for the short-answer question that why diffusion happens and
how concentration changes

Answer 1
(A1)
Answer 2
(A2)
Answer 3
(A3)
Answer 4
(A4)
Answer 5
(A5)

Because ink molecules meet water molecules, ink molecules diffuse. Ink
concentration gets lower.
Because all molecules move randomly, diffusion happens. Concentration changes.
Molecules move from an area of higher concentration to an area of lower
concentration. In the end, concentration is stable.
All molecules move randomly. Because there is a concentration difference
between water and ink, diffusion happens. In the end, concentration is stable.
All molecules move randomly. When the ink is dropped, the concentration of the
solution at the surface becomes higher than other parts, so diffusion happens. The
concentration fluctuates during the process and gets stable in the end.

Table 60 The examples of coding the answers for EmergentProcess conception for the short-answers
question that why diffusion happens and how concentration changes

The score for EmergentProcess conception in diffusion was coded
by the number of attributes mentioned as follow:
Attribute 1. Random movement of molecules
Attribute 2. Concentration difference
Attribute 3. Concentration changes during the diffusion process
Attribute 4. Concentration becomes stable when reaching
equilibrium
Attribute 5. Other attributes in emergent processes shown in Table
55 and Table 58
Total score

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0

0
1
0
1

1
1
0
1

1
1
1
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

3

4

Q4: What is diffusion and do molecules stop moving?
Table 61The examples of students' answers for the short-answer question that what diffusion is and
whether molecules stop moving

Answer 1
(A1)
Answer 2
(A2)
Answer 3
(A3)

Diffusion is the movement of ink and water molecules. Molecules will never stop
moving.
Diffusion is the molecular random movement. Molecules will never stop moving.
Diffusion is that molecules move from an area of higher concentration to an area
of lower concentration. When there is no concentration difference in the area, it
reaches equilibrium. All molecules move randomly. Molecules will never stop
moving.
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Table 62 The examples of coding the answers for EmergentProcess conception for the short-answers
question that what diffusion is and whether molecules stop moving

The score for EmergentProcess conception in diffusion was coded by the
number of attributes mentioned as follow:
Attribute 1. The random movement of molecules
Attribute 2. Molecules move from a region of high concentration to a region of
low concentration
Attribute 3. Molecules are always moving
Attribute 4. Other attributes in emergent processes shown in Table 55 and
Table 58
Total score
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A1 A2 A3
0
0

1
0

1
1

1
0

1
0

1
0

1

2

3

